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2024-2027 STIP Public Input Summary
ODOT staff have been engaging with the public, stakeholders, and advisory committees to gather input
for the Commission’s consideration on how to allocate funding in the 2024-2027 STIP. After presenting
the scenarios and outcomes to the OTC in October, ODOT staff presented this information to
stakeholders and the public in a variety of ways. These activities include:
 Scheduling background presentations on the STIP for Area Commissions on Transportation and
modal advisory committees that also include opportunities for members to provide comments.
 Holding a webinar to explain the STIP and how to engage and provide an opportunity for public
comment.
 Gathering input from the public through an online open house.
 Gathering written comments from advisory committees and stakeholders.
This 2024-2027 STIP Phase 2 Public Input Summary provides comments and data from this outreach.
This follows a similar public input summary from the first phase of public engagement that was
presented to the Commission in September.
This document includes 5 sections:
 Investment Priorities Survey
 Advisory Committee Comments
 Public Comments from Webinar
 Online Open House
 Written Comments

Investment Priorities Survey
ODOT undertakes a biennial Transportation Needs and Issues Survey that asks a scientifically-valid
sample of Oregonians about their opinion about the transportation system and the agency. The TNIS
asks a question about the priority for spending resources across a variety of areas of the transportation
system.
For the 2024-2027 STIP public engagement process, in summer 2020 ODOT released a survey based on
the TNIS question about spending priorities to gauge public support for various investments in the
system. Over 800 people responded; though this is a large sample size, the self-selection of respondents
means it is not a scientifically-valid sample of Oregonians. (In particular, Multnomah and Lane counties
represented about half of respondents even though they represent less than 30% of the state’s
population.) Consequently, ODOT presents the STIP survey data paired with the recently submitted data
from the 2020 TNIS, which has not yet been published.
The top priorities in the STIP survey are protecting fish and wildlife, protecting the environment, seismic
improvements, and maintaining roads and bridges. Public priorities in the STIP survey are consistent
(within 10 points) with responses to the 2020 TNIS in a number of areas, including maintaining roads
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and bridges and improving safety (both of which are a top priority in both surveys), as well as intercity
bus service, local public transportation, senior and disabled transportation, reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, protecting the environment, and protecting fish and wildlife. However, respondents to the
2020 TNIS survey were much more supportive of expanding roads and reducing congestion and much
less supportive of passenger rail and adding sidewalks and bike lanes.

Spending Priorities in the 2024-2027 STIP
Percent Saying the Area is Somewhat or Very Important
Maintaining roads and bridges
Improving safety
Reducing traffic congestion
Protecting the environment
Seismic improvements
Senior and disabled transportation
Protecting fish and wildlife
Expanding roads
Local public transportation
Reducing GHG emissions
Intercity bus service
Adding sidewalks and bike lanes
Passenger rail
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Advisory Committee Comments
ODOT presented the scenarios and associated outcomes to its modal advisory committees and area
commissions on transportation and solicited comments from members. The following is a summary of
those comments. Letters from advisory committees are included in the last section of this document.
Region 1 Area Commission on Transportation
 State-owned urban arterials need significant investments. These investments would allow for
roads to be transferred from ODOT to local governments.
 Urban arterials are in very bad shape. The state needs a strategy to address these roads.
 ODOT should budget less conservatively in the STIP and not take a 10% reduction from current
funding levels in each year of the 2024-2027 STIP.
 It is difficult for small rural communities to receive fair and proportionate funding in the STIP.
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More funding for Enhance Highway, Safety, and Non-Highway would help meet the important
goals of safety, congestion relief, multimodal mobility, equity, and climate mitigation.
During development of HB 2017 rural parts of Oregon recognized that congestion in Portland
affects the entire state. Investments need to be made in capacity of the state highway system
and local roads in the metro region.
The areas in need of greatest investment are climate mitigation, multimodal mobility, and social
equity, so more investment is needed in Non-Highway.

Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on Transportation
 The Enhance scenario would provide the most money to complete important regional projects
like the Newberg-Dundee Bypass and the I-5 Aurora-Donald Interchange that help reduce
congestion and improve safety. The Enhance funds provided to specific projects under HB 2017
run out in 2024 so the STIP should provide additional funding for Enhance Highway projects
after that.
 STIP investments should focus on safety, congestion relief and preservation. The mid-valley
needs additional investments to help complete important Enhance Highway projects like the
Newberg-Dundee Bypass and the I-5 Aurora-Donald interchange.
 The OR 22/OR 51 interchange west of Salem is another major project with significant safety
benefits that needs to be funded.
 The Non-Highway or Safety/Non-Highway scenarios are the best because they do the best job of
balancing the tradeoffs among safety, congestion, and building a modern transportation system.
 Non-highway and safety investments are the most critical in this STIP; there will be more
opportunities to fund Fix-It projects through future investments by the Legislature.
Central Oregon Area Commission on Transportation
 Central Oregon and US 97 do not receive their fair share of funding.
South Central Oregon Area Commission on Transportation
 Beyond the STIP, ensuring that ODOT has adequate funding for day-to-day maintenance and
operations is important.
South West Area Commission on Transportation
 Fix-it should be a priority. Saying that fix-it projects don’t have positive impacts on safety,
mobility and equity is inaccurate. Paving a potholed road is important from a safety perspective
and could promote cycling, for example.
 ODOT should apply this kind of rigor beyond the STIP funding. ODOT needs to apply a similar
process to all the money going out its door (STIP and non-STIP—grant programs, money to
locals, etc.) to see where the impacts truly are.
 Congestion is the driver of change. Maintaining congestion will force people to change their
behavior.
Cascades West Area Commission on Transportation
 ODOT should be looking into congestion beyond just the Portland metro area and weighing
congestion relief related to tourist traffic.
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Would like to see the system maintained and long-standing issues addressed, particularly areas
that could cut off communities from resources due to landslides, erosion, etc. We must
recognize the need to enhance the system, but not at the expense of failing to maintain the
existing assets.
They would like to see opportunities for more corridor-based funding scenarios and the
opportunity for ACTs to provide input into the selection of Enhance projects.
Expressed desire to see state of good repair, safety and access to multiple modes.

Lane Area Commission on Transportation
 Members expressed concerns about the engagement process and how ACT input is being
utilized in the selection of scenarios and projects.
Motor Carrier Transportation Advisory Committee
 Maintaining the system and keeping up the integrity of the system is the priority.
 Within the Fix-It funding category they would like to see funding weighted towards bridges over
pavement, provided the pavement is good enough to get you to the bridge. Bridge restrictions,
particularly at the local level, are getting to the point where moving commerce is beginning to
be an issue due to bridge rating restrictions.
 Members expressed a desire to consider who pays for the system and the return on that
investment, as they believe funding is being spent on those who don’t pay for the
system/investment.
 They would like to see congestion relief and acknowledgement of the positive effects on
climate.
Lower John Day Area Commission on Transportation
 The ACT would prefer more flexible enhance dollars being available for the ACT to weigh in on
so area priorities can be met. This would also give the ACT’s some of the authority that was
removed under the leverage guidance provided in the 21-24 STIP.
Northwest Oregon Area Commission on Transportation, Nov 18





The NWACT prefers Scenarios 2 (Non-Highway) and 3 (Non-Highway/Safety) as the best fit for
Transportation on the Northern Oregon Coast.
The NWACT encourages the OTC to consider regional equity in funding distribution. Our NW
Coastal Area is disproportionally effected by seasonal tourist traffic that greatly exceeds the
normal transportation impact compared to the population base and registered vehicles. This
increase in traffic significantly impacts capacity, safety, congestion, and maintenance.
We hope that ODOT will look for ways to increase revenue in 2024-2027. The long term funding
of the transportation system is important to us as well as the current short term decline of
revenue.

Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
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OBPAC appreciates that the scenarios focus on outcome and hopes that OTC will select the
scenario that best achieves priority outcomes. OBPAC feels the scenario that best achieves these
outcomes is the Non-Highway scenario.
Looking at the baseline evaluation, congestion and safety are the areas where ODOT is currently
doing well. ODOT has invested a lot in I-5 and I-205 projects for safety and congestion. So these
may not need to be priority investment areas for this STIP.
Look to prioritize investment in the areas where ODOT is currently failing: Climate and
Multimodal Mobility. ODOT needs to double down on investment in these areas that are failing,
just like it has done previously with investment measures for failing bridges. The only scenario
that makes progress on Climate and Multimodal outcomes is the Non-Highway option.
The SAP Equity goal is highly correlated with improving multimodal options. Low-income
communities do not have a lot of transportation options and need a complete multimodal
network.
Investing in multimodal options is also an important part of the wildfire recovery effort. OBPAC
would like to see ODOT help communities rebuild better, by providing the connected
multimodal system that impacted communities need, rather than simply rebuilding what was
there (wide, fast highways that are difficult to cross and use to get to work/school).
The SAP Modern Transportation goal is not reflected in many of the STIP scenarios. Whether a
scenario supports a modern transportation system versus business as usual should be a
consideration. Non-Highway scenario supports a modern multimodal transportation system.
ODOT should focus investment on urban corridors where the most severe and frequent crashes,
especially for vulnerable users, are occurring. Urban arterials desperately need the investment.
Ongoing maintenance of existing bike/ped facilities should be specifically accounted for in the
Fix-It or Non-Highway bucket. ODOT does not currently have a dedicated funding source for
maintenance or repaving shared use paths and other ped/bike facilities.
We have already lost 405 lives on Oregon’s transportation system. Continuing to invest in safety
is important. Looking at safety and non-highway scenarios, there is some potential to combine
parts of those two scenarios. We need to look at maintaining previous investments and
increasing safety instead of over extending with a limited budget.
Existing multimodal funding sources such as Safe Routes to School and the new Oregon
Community Paths program are massively oversubscribed to (5-10 times more requests than
available funds every solicitation) and this only reflects the highest priority projects that local
agencies are willing to submit applications for. This is evidence of the need for more investment
in non-highway programs.

Public Comments from Webinar
On November 2 ODOT held a webinar to provide information to stakeholders that also included a public
comment period. ODOT received comments from the following people on the following topics.



Tom Messenger: Recommended the allocations of funds should be based on traffic volume as it
could provide more accurate data on how the transportation system is being used.
Suzanne Linford, Executive Director for Protect Animal Migration: Recommends ODOT to fund
more wildlife corridors. Suggested an integrated approach as wildlife crossings relate to safety
and enhancement.
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Mike Totey, Oregon Hunters Association Conservation Director: Requests dedicated STIP
funding towards projects that reduce barriers to wildlife migration to keep drivers and wildlife
safe on Oregon’s roads.
Jennifer Riddle, from Tidewater Transportation and Terminals: Consider using STIP funds to
develop a designated high, wide, and heavy corridor in Oregon that would accommodate freight
routes for over dimensional loads.
Rob Inerfeld, Safe Routes to School Advisory Committee: The Safe Routes to School Advisory
Committee encourages an increase of funding to allow for a complete, modern transportation
system, allow for flexible funding and outside of the box solutions, and to support a
comprehensive and innovative transportation system.

Online Open House
ODOT hosted an online open house from October 26 through November 16 to offer the public a virtual
opportunity to weigh in on priority investment categories in the STIP and provide feedback on which
scenarios would best help Oregon achieve our transportation goals. 229 people provided feedback
through the online open house.
Each participant was asked to rank each of the scenarios based on how well they would help advance
Oregon's transportation goals, based on descriptions of the outcomes of each scenario. The chart below
shows the average ranking for each scenario, with higher numbers indicating higher levels of support.
The range between the scenarios was relatively narrow—less than 1 point on a 5 point scale separated
the most popular from the least popular scenario. Nonetheless, the Non-Highway, Non-Highway/Safety,
and Fix-It scenarios achieved the greatest support, with Non-Highway/Safety at the top. Conversely, the
Enhance Scenario came out on the bottom. (Interestingly, the Enhance and Non-Highway/Safety
scenarios were almost identical in terms of funding and impacts.) Rankings of the Non-Highway scenario
and to a lesser extent the Fix-It scenario were very polarized, with relatively high standard deviations—
meaning many people ranked these scenarios highly while many others ranked them much lower.
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The online open house also provided an opportunity for people to provide general comments, and 171
people responded. A large number of people talked about focusing on reducing greenhouse gas
emissions as well as fixing the infrastructure we already have. Many people said they want ODOT to
focus on getting people out of their cars and using other modes of transportation, like public transit or
active transportation modes. Safety was also a common theme.
The following were the top comments received:
 Address climate change: 59
 Focus on preservation and safety: 39
 Prioritize safety: 33
 Prioritize non-highway improvements: 27
 Prioritize public transit and rail: 22
 Focus on bicycle/pedestrian projects: 23
The following are the comments received from the online open house.


I would like to see the implementation of a High Wide and Heavy Corridor that would allow
for predictable and protected cargo transportation routes. Implementation of a system that
provides protected pathways (from an engineering/design, and infrastructure
improvement/maintenance plan standpoint) could also provide the ODOT and industry
looking to utilize such shipping assets, a predictable and efficient permitting system for cargo
to, from, and through Oregon. This improvement would allow places like the Port of
Morrow and the industry that calls this area home to entice both over dimensional and bulk
cargo shippers from Asia and other areas around the world to bring their business to Oregon.
Such business can be vital to smaller communities like ours and Oregon as a whole. I believe
that utilizing a multimodal transportation solution through the Columbia River Ports
combined with a protected High Wide and Heavy Corridor would allow Oregon and its
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transportation systems to become the gateway for specialty and bulk cargo to the Pacific
Northwest, Midwest, and Canada. The Pacific Northwest loses these shipping opportunities
and opportunities for economic development to areas like the Port of Houston every year.
Business opportunities for High Wide and Heavy cargo as well as bulk cargo are lost to the
Gulf even though they are close to twice the distance from Asia. This incurs more cost,
handling and time on shipments that could easily be avoided in Oregon if we had predictable
permitting and shipping avenues in place. Businesses shipping specialty cargo cannot afford
the time and effort that it takes to permit and transport their cargo through Oregon and
Washington because the process is so unpredictable and at times (depending on what work
arounds are required) overly cost prohibitive as well. What this means is that communities
in Oregon such as mine (Boardman OR, and the Port of Morrow) miss out on the opportunity
for economic development that comes along with it. By economic development I not only
mean the service and support jobs necessary for the transportation industry, but the
marketable value that Ports and Cities can use to bring further growth, living wage jobs, and
economic developments from business that would value setting up shop on easy to use
shipping routes that are guaranteed to last. I believe that it would be of great benefit if the
State spent some of the STIP on developing a High Wide and Heavy Corridor in Oregon.
ODOT is currently doing well (relatively speaking) on safety and congestion. With significant
investments in I-5 Rose Quarter and I-205, ODOT will continue to tackle congestion and
safety. The areas that have been failing and neglected are Climate - GHG Mitigations and
Multimodal Mobility. ODOT cannot continue to say these are priority areas without investing
the resources that will result in measurable outcomes. ODOT has demonstrated this
commitment to tackle significant challenges in the past such as investments in bridges
through three different OTIA programs. The time is NOW for ODOT to start investing in the
resources in order to tackle Climate GHG mitigation and multimodal mobility.
The City of Vernonia believes that most of the funding for the upcoming STIP cycle should go
into the Fix-It category. To fix deteriorating infrastructure within the State’s Transportation
System. The City of Vernonia is writing on behalf of current project OR47 Nehalem River
Bridge Key: 20423 this bridge project has been on and off the STIP since the early 2000’s.
Following the flood event of 2007 in December the bridge was removed from the STIP. It is
once again on the STIP slated for minor repair in 2021-2022. We are writing to request that
the bridge be replaced, with wider travel lanes and safe pedestrian pathways. Our
community has been participating in our NW ACT meetings, repeatedly sharing that this
bridge is deteriorating and lacks safe pedestrian travel widths. This bridge is a major truck
traffic route for logging in the Nehalem Valley, a lifeline for the industry, each year it
continues to support heavy truck traffic while deteriorating. The pedestrian paths on each
side are narrow and unsafe for pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Additionally, we have shared
many pictures of the bridge being hit by debris (logs, trees, etc.) during high water events in
our community. We have asked why ODOT plans to spend nearly $1,000,000.00 to treat rust
and paint the bridge when clearly your own reports show the bridge is in poor structural
condition, structurally deficient, and seismically vulnerable. We feel that the use of the
taxpayer’s money would be wasted by removing rust, replacing rivets, and painting this
bridge. We would like ODOT to postpone the minimal repairs it is slated to complete and to
put this bridge in the upcoming STIP for replacement.
Climate change should be the OTC's number one goal, followed by social equity, multimodal
mobility and safety. State of good repair comes next. The state should only implement
congestion relief in the form of congestion pricing and better alternatives such as transit. The
OTC should absolutely not widen roads or highways.
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If we are to reach climate goals, we must create better options for non-car use. Also this
action helps communities of color that suffer from increased road use and congestion
Always prioritize transportation planning in areas and communities that have been
historically underserved.
Fixing needs to be priority #1, enhancing needs to be priority #2. There should be no other
options!!! Fixing and enhancing will reduce wear and tear on vehicles, congestions, improve
fuel economy, and those additive positive effects will improve our state livability, economy,
and outweigh all other environmental improvement options over time. Congestion and poor
road conditions are costly to everyone, even those that don't drive due to inefficiencies and
waste in distribution & delivery.
State of good repair comes closest to best use of funds for taxpayers. Delay means higher
costs later, reduces daily safety (rough roads could throw a vehicle into another or cause a
pedestrian to fall, etc.). In Medford, we recently lost two auto lanes on a major East/West
route to/through town to provide bike lanes. Congestion is already markedly increased. On
the same street, right and left turn lanes now add to the back-up and delay. And, I have not
observed any add'l bikers using the roadway!
My most important priority is relieving the bottlenecks and congestion in the area. Roads can
be considered the arteries and veins of the economy.
safety, asset protection, climate, equity, economics & congestion
State gas tax and truckers fees should go to state highway maintenance and fix it, registration
fees to local jurisdictions for local roads including bike paths. Fees for sidewalks can be
distributed through increased SRTS funding (federal). Transit funding should come from
money raised through new employment tax, which should be increased if necessary.
OTC must make reduction in carbon emissions it's highest priority for the STIP 2024-2027
funding cycle in order to comply with both the letter and spirit of the Governor's E.O 20-04.
The status quo isn’t working. Our transportation system produces nearly 40% of Oregon’s
GHG pollution, kills nearly 500 people a year, chokes our communities with air toxics, and fails
to fully serve people who don’t have reliable access to a private vehicle. The system is also
inefficient and expensive and takes up a lot of space. We also know that the approach of
expanding roads leads to more driving (and the air pollution and traffic injuries and deaths
that come with driving) and doesn’t reduce congestion. We can’t keep going this way. We
have to focus on moving people and goods, not vehicles. OTC should focus on funding STIP
projects in the Non-Highway category to greatest extent possible. The STIP 2024-2027
package must reduce greenhouse gas pollution and improve equity outcomes.
Climate mitigation must be the top priority for the OTC in the next round of funding. We
must begin to aggressively reduce miles driven, carbon emissions, and to accelerate the move
to an all electric transportation fleet.
I feel the majority of $ should be used for non-motorized transportation & giant
improvements in public transportation-bus turn-outs please!
Prioritize pedestrian and bicycling options as well as safety over expanding highways. Also
prioritize fixing existing infrastructure over expansion of roads and highways.
Maintaining our current infrastructure is paramount, but we should look to a future of
significantly modified transportation priorities to meet the challenges of climate change.
Therefore, projects that encourage, and increase the safety of, pedestrian and bicycle travel
are essential.
I think non-highway improvement is the priority!
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We need to build infrastructure for people, not cars. We need to increase the safety of our
most vulnerable road users (pedestrians and bike riders). Heavy freight should be on trains,
not on our highways. The heavy trucks smash up the roads, pollute our air, and endanger
everybody. We need to phase out burning diesel and switch our buses over to electric.
Safety and non-highway projects should be emphasized over expanding the highway system.
We have enough opportunities for single occupancy vehicles. Put money where it will do the
most to reduce GHG emissions.
We need to do as much as possible for climate change mitigation while also considering
safety. The climate crisis threatens the physical health and safety and the economic wellbeing of all of us. But safety hazards threaten the well-being of individuals and families with
unnecessary injury and death. I think our state needs to allocate our finite resources to
pursue the goal of becoming carbon neutral, and continuing on our present course or
devoting more resources to expanding motor vehicle infrastructure is counterproductive and
may turn out to be wasteful in the long run. The only enhancements that I would like to see
are innovative ways to: create wildlife crossings; find road surface materials/methods to
reduce noise pollution, increase durability and/or reduce fuel consumption.
OTC really needs to focus more on safety and non-highway spending to achieve the goals of
mitigating climate change, decreasing congestion, and improving safety. Building/expanding
more highways won't solve any of these problems but investing in non-highway means of
transportation (especially transit) can. Moreover, OTC should focus more on trade-offs in the
cost of its projects. For example, rather than spending huge amounts of money on highway
projects with marginal (if any) congestion and safety gains, OTC should focus on funding
projects that are more cost-effective at improving safety and congestion such as improving
state-owned arterials for bikes, pedestrians, and transit.
User experience and Safety should be the primary transportation goals to consider for
available funding. As these two goals are advanced and met, all other options follow suit,
providing for an overall successful program and a good return of investment. Thanks!
Increase funds for non-highway, mass transit, pedestrian and bike statewide.
Projects should enhance non-auto options. Also, projects should address the needs of our
marginal populations - including seniors.
Choosing anything other than the Non-Highway option would be irresponsible. These metrics
do not reflect the extremely positive outcomes that would happen if local governments had
more funding to maintain local roads as a result of less investment in state facilities. A great
many people do not interact with state facilities to get around. These include people driving,
but virtually everyone who is not driving (>10% of commuters in metro areas, and the most
sustainable ones). These ratings underestimate the value of giving the money to local
governments. The sad reality is that climate change is real, driving will not be possible at the
rates we do now if we are going to tackle the problem, electrification will not solve the issue,
and that we have an urgent need to move quickly. Another sad fact is that we already have
too much roadway. The Fix-It scenario would provide terrible outcomes, and still does not put
our roadway system (state only) into good repair. We should talk about planned retreat from
maintaining such a large system. The Enhance scenario is the worst - we can't even afford
what we have and what we have won't help us move towards sustainability. Doubling down
on highways is reckless, expensive, and won't even solve the problems you're trying to solve.
Listen to the local Act groups throughout the state, they know their regions well and need to
have input.
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One major consideration should be the future cost of deferred maintenance. The cost to keep
existing "good" infrastructure in a a "good" condition is probably a lot less than fixing "bad"
condition infrastructure.
Frankly, I don't think these scenarios go far enough in terms of prioritizing GHG reductions
and safety improvements. Even under the Non-Highway and Safety/Non-Highway scenarios,
the vast majority of funding is still directed to Fix-It. Since our priorities should be addressing
existential and life threats above all others, I would like to see scenarios representing the
following: 1. 50:50 split between Fix-It and Safety+Non-Highway. This should be viewed as a
moderate approach for addressing existential and life threats. 2. 33:33:33 split between FixIt, Safety, and Non-Highway. This would be a more aggressive approach for addressing
existential and life threats.
Oregon is a big state. Not just comprised of Metro areas. If we can't provide for commerce,
business will continue to decline. Fixing what we have is the best investment.
Cars kill both directly and indirectly. Their use is highly encouraged through design of
infrastructure. Please stop encouraging the use of cars for unnecessary travel.
Equitable climate action should drive all decision making. Investments that worsen climate
outcomes are untenable.
Undoing the primacy of single-occupant motor vehicles, with their toll on lives, quality of life,
and climate, is hard and necessary work. We have to turn away from the status quo and not
be afraid to inconvenience auto travel.
Please build protected bike lanes.
Regarding Climate, adaptation/resilience is much more of a priority than mitigation. Reducing
carbon output will not reverse warming. Regarding Social Equity, I don't understand why this
is linked to non-auto transportation. I believe minority groups deserve the same level of
mobility as majority groups, and in our society that means access to efficient and reliable
motor vehicles.
More emphasis on safety and walking/biking.
Understood that we need to repair existing roads and bridges, but no money should be spent
on increasing capacity - this goes against stated climate change goals. All non fix-it funding
should go to non-auto uses (transit, bikes, pedestrians) and safety.
Focus needs to be on providing connectivity (inter and intra-city public transportation) for ALL
Oregonians. ODOT needs to make the transition from a Department of Highways to a true
Department of Transportation. Constitutional Limitations on use of readily available
transportation funds is one of the key impediments to this needed transition.
Safety should be the number one priority. This includes congestion relief, as congestion often
leads to crashes.
I believe that trade-offs should be weighed on a local scale rather that statewide. Trade-offs
that primarily apply to urban centers can then be addressed appropriately while rural areas
likely will have different values associated with the trade-offs. Realizing that there will be
these differences and being able to divide funds differentially across local regions is
imperative to making sure the transportation system is truly able to accommodate the needs
of the communities they serve.
Don't forget about rural communities.
Keep a focus on Climate Change
Climate mitigation AND adaptation/resilience need to be top priorities! None of these options
address both of those.
Prioritize climate change mitigation.
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You'll never win. Safety has to be valued. Fix-it often is tied to safety. And, look to the future.
Diverting funding from the fix-it program ignores the significant need to repair and maintain
the incredible system of highways, roads and bridges we already have built in this state.
Maintaining what we already have should always be the first priority otherwise we will end up
with nothing left. Second - it seems there is a growing trend in pushing funding toward offhighway despite limited demand in the project area. There needs to be serious consideration
given to the per-user benefit of every dollar spent. Third - tying this to GHG mitigation using a
seemingly arbitrary scoreboard, and making that the #1 priority on the chart, is disingenuous
and needs to be looked at. Ask yourselves - is that really a main concern of the majority of
transportation system users?
Getting the greatest amount of good for the most people should be the guiding principle.
This is why I chose Non-Highway and Non-Highway/Safety as the best options for budgeting.
Focusing on equity and not just maintaining things as they are is important.
Consider how to most effectively enable people to move from where they are to where they
want to go, and be sure to include consideration for all types of disabled populations -especially including all levels of visual and mobility impairments. Maintenance and repairs are
important, but also look for ways to reduce the need -- things like more resilient paving
materials, ways of redirecting traffic (especially to other modes of transportation), and so
forth. And please, please, PLEASE do not neglect the importance of rail travel: supporting
Portland's MAX system, expanding service on the Amtrak Cascades, and restoring the Pioneer
line should all be on the priority list at some level.
Emphasize transit, rail , public transportation is a priority . Fixing existing infrastructure is my
other concern.
The OTC needs to prioritize fixing and maintaining our transportation infrastructure. By
reducing dollars for "Fix-It" dollars you in turn reduce safety, increase GHG as you will have
the same amount of vehicles traveling on poor quality roadways and therefore less efficient,
and also taking away a significant amount of jobs for working families. We need to maintain
our transportation system!
Be practical, realize how many electrical car charging stations are sitting and are wasting
space and are not being used. Think about that when you weigh tradeoffs between
transportation goals. Think out of the box.
SHIFT TO TECHNOLOGY TO MEET SAFETY AND CLIMATE/RESILIENCE GOALS, ADD MORE
MULTIMODAL MOBILITY AND EV NETWORK SUPPORT
Most of the system is not urban roads so we need the whole system considered vs just
focusing the money in the urban areas. This is the state system not the local transportation
system. Fix it does a more equitable job of taking care of all Oregonians across the state.
It's disappointing to not see an option that preserves Fix-it funding while reprogramming
Enhance resources to Non-Highway. This would be the ideal scenario that addresses climate
change while not sacrificing necessary maintenance. ODOT's pro-highway bias is purely suited
to meeting the challenge posed by climate change.
Choose options that gets people and things where they need to go fastest.
Fixing roads should be the top priority. I believe better roads contribute to efficient
transportation and achieving other goals indirectly.
Use equity as framework for decision-making. Elevate public and active transportation. Focus
on creating transportation options for vulnerable populations, including low income, older
adults, and people with disabilities. Focus on investments in communities of color.
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There should be an emphasis on electrification of transit and the development of modal
equity and the encouragement of bike and ped and the discouragement of autos, even
electric ones.
Climate mitigation should be the primary criteria. Maintaining critical infrastructure & safety
issues second.
The OTC must prioritize GHG reduction. Not only does the survival of our species depend on
it, but if money goes to retrofitting our local communities so that more people can walk, bike,
roll, and take transit more of the time, the OTC will also be supporting structural inequality,
household and taxpayer affordability, public health, social trust, independence and freedom,
and contribute to the increase in happiness of our residents. Plus, more jobs are created per
mile of bike/walk infrastructure than highway infrastructure, so you will be contributing that
way also. Finally, working with university programs that engage directly with Oregon
communities to help translate best sustainable transportation design practices to local
contexts could be an impactful piece of your investments, thereby contributing to the
development of the next generation transportation workforce in Oregon. Thank you for your
work with the OTC.
Proper maintenance saves money over time, so maintaining current pavements and bridges is
the highest priority.
Funding should prioritize highway improvements for vehicle traffic and maximize truck
mobility. Local agencies have tremendous infrastructure needs. Bicycles should be a last
priority.
Even though the fix-it doesn’t appear to be as positive towards meeting goals, it cannot be
overlooked. If you do not maintain the existing system, it will cost more and have more
impact of the other areas than what is being shown/portrayed.
What about a scenario that increases funding for Non-Highway and Safety with a reduction in
Enhance rather than Fix-It?
Need to look a big pictures and make sure that important projects are done first
Local government input is the key and should be the strongest factor when weighing
tradeoffs. Local government knows the system within their jurisdiction best and what fixes
and improvements are needed within them.
Safety first, including tsunami safety for coastal cities
GHG Mitigations should be the top consideration when weighing tradeoffs. Transportation is
the single-highest contributor to GHG emissions. It's critical that we make the investments
needed to get transportation-related GHG emissions down as soon as possible.
Connect Oregon no longer includes money for aviation enhancements -- this is a problem
COAR (ASAP) does NOT provide NEARLY ENOUGH money for Oregon's airports to enhance
capital infrastructure.
We need to have as a fundamental goal not to lose the investments we have by keeping them
maintained. We cannot instantly turn on an electrified carbonless system, because the
manufacturing and supplies cannot meet that so we need to support and make more efficient
what we have now.
Safety (For humans; fender benders don't matter) first, climate change second.
"Enhancement" is antithetical to both.
Decisions made will affect climate crisis. Seek to create modal development, walkable focus
with public transport options. Reduce reliance on fossil fuel and all energy sources other than
human powered.
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Transportation goals aren't in a silo where the only important thing is moving people and
goods. It affects and interacts with everything from health to the environment to equity to
neighborhood livability. In this context, the best investment is to invest heavily in bike/ped
infrastructure, because these are inexpensive, traditionally underfunded, and give you the
most bang for the buck. Maximizing the shift away from autos will also help preserve the
existing infrastructure and improve our other societal goals.
Here in Portland, our public transportation system is not usable by me as a commuter
because of lack of efficient route options, so this is by far the most important priority for me.
My car is too expensive and I need to get rid of it, but I can't do that until public transport is
more pervasive in the SW area of the city.
Increasing road capacity can increase road safety
Increasing road capability in enhancing current roads or adding new roads to increase traffic
safety and reduce congestion
All funds need to go towards climate mitigation and climate adaptation with more to
mitigation. Climate is safety and climate needs to be integral to all transportation projects.
Climate recovery is the top goal.
population continues to grow and by pampering to this we will only continue to destroy open
spaces in exchange for bigger roads. We have to begin education about population limits.
I would say roadway congestion would be eased when safe bicycle/pedestrian paths are
constructed away from roadways. That was not indicated in the colored chart. Serving single
occupancy vehicles can no longer be our transportation priority. Maintaining roadways
seems to make conservation sense, but roads not as well maintained because money is
spent on transit and bike/pedestrian paths will become a fact of transportation life and part
of the state's transportation transformation as we aggressively reduce greenhouse gasses.
People who rely on single occupancy vehicles will be inconvenienced, but they have had their
day. Concerns that our economy depends on well maintained roadways need to be met with
the argument that without a livable planet, there will be no economy. These monies are for
projects between 2024-27! We need to be aggressively reducing carbon NOW. Yesterday,
even. Ten years ago, already. Oregon's transportation sector accounts for 34% of its total
carbon output. Climate change and social justice needs require us to make it more efficient
and safe to get places by bicycle and other non-fossil fueled mobility devices.
Given that the state just experienced a fire regime in line with climate forecasts for the west,
reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by funding non-highway projects seems to be of
utmost importance. Social equity is also incredibly important in these times when people of
color benefit less and suffer more as a result of our transportation system. The non-highway
option also would do most for social equity. It is the obvious choice in 2020.
I think that we should prioritize alternative modes
We need to invest all that we can into rail and public transit to combat climate change. We
need to stop widening roads and start spending our money on things that encourage people
to drive less, like passenger rail. Passenger rail should be our #1 priority.
Fixing and maintaining our current transportation system is the most important. Oregon
made significant investments in its transportation system and we need to fix and maintain our
existing assets. Pavement preservation projects can be done with little red tape, are
sustainable, and provide needed family wage jobs to help Oregon’s economy recover.
Transportation should remain the top priority as Oregon is too far behind where it should be
as it stands
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Our highways are suffering and need major repair. Every available dollar should go to them to
get fixed.
We need to prioritize fixing and maintaining our transportation infrastructure!
Enhancements should be focused on some of the "worst" areas for safety and congestion
relief while still trying to maintain infrastructure in a state of good repair.
We should be transforming our transportation infrastructure away from facilitating a bunch
of individually-owned vehicles to be the easiest access to get around. This is economically,
socially, and environmentally unsustainable. Some congestion on the highways is OK if there
are also safety improvements and it allows for the creation of other transportation modes
(walking biking, busing, rail, etc.).
As much as I care about logistics and planning, I think safety should always take the highest
priority. If there are areas were safety can be improved, but the budget is not being supplied
to improve those problems, I think that's where the money should be prioritized.
Inconvenience is never going to matter as much as human lives. Whatever we can do to make
sure safety is funded is always going to pay dividends. The public may not praise you for it,
but it has my highest concern
Not one scenario you offer cuts the enhance funding to address other priorities. Why? I'd like
to see the non-highway & safety/non-highway scenarios combined with a Fix-it scenario that
shifts funding away from the highway-widening bucket.
Please consider how our current performance measures for Bridge and Preservation are
negatively affecting overall Traffic Safety (and our failure to meet this federal performance
measure of reducing fatal crashes). Please acknowledge and try to remedy our failure at the
safety performance measures. Please also recognize the need for Region Managers to have
flexible funding for community needs (Enhance) so they don't attempt to misuse fix-it
funding, further affecting these performance measures.
Safety should be the overall goal. But, that requires fixing ageing infrastructure, like old
bridges, and creating safer infrastructure for pedestrians and bikers.
Climate change mitigation trumps fixing roadways for autos. Get ahead of the carbon
problem before you sink more funds into highways
Safety should be the highest priority, followed by maintaining and improving the current
system so that it better accommodates multi-modal travel.
Slowing climate change is the most critical consideration across the board. Neither improved
safety nor climate resilience can move us toward that objective at all.
Safety concerns should influence the decisions. If a blatant safety issue is present in any
category, it should get priority spending
Fixing substandard transportation - bridges, highways, culverts - provides safety first. Costs
for postponing maintenance are more costly in the long run.
The Newberg Dundee bypass should be completed soon.
fix the roads - enhance the roads - the smoother that goods and services flow the lower the
transportation cost that are passed on to the consumer
Adding shoulders or rural major arterials promotes multi-modal mobility (bikes and
pedestrians which currently don't fit on high-speed, mostly shoulder-less rural major arterials;
even neighbors have to drive to see each other due to unsafe walking); it promotes social
equity for rural people; it benefits climate both GHG mitigation and adaption by facilitating
lower GHG emission transportation; and it promotes automobile safety by reducing head on
wreaks on blind highway segments, helps vehicles get out of the way of fire vehicles and
sheriffs, and allows broken down vehicles to get out of the way of traffic. Completing the
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Greater Portland light rail loop from Clackamas Town Center through Oregon City to
Milwaukie benefits climate by making it more convenient to not be in single occupancy
vehicles, reduces road congestion, provides social equity for non-motorist, helps pedestrians
i.e. multimodal mobility. Not selling internal combustion vehicles any more helps with
climate -- mitigation. Adding charging stations (electric overall and hydrogen on freeways)
helps climate mitigation.
Reducing congestion ignores the reality of induced demand and should be struck from any
justification statements for being unequivocally false. Enhance option is the worst possible
choice for mitigating GHG, environmental damage, and extricating our state economy from its
fossil fuel dependence.
ODOT should shift away from highway-centric projects and think about basic connections in
creative ways.
Maintain existing vehicle infrastructure and focus investments on bike/ped infrastructure and
safety. Do not invest in new vehicular infrastructure. Provide more funding to local
governments outside the Willamette Valley and Bend area.
1) Maintain existing infrastructure in keeping with its use and future need; 2) Look ahead to
big-picture needs, especially with relation to resilience (more than just concerning climate
change); 3) Develop more transportation options.
Based on region, most bang for the buck. Side note, stop state funding of all paving on all
roads. If a county, city, or citizen wants/needs a road paved, they need to pay more. More
money is needed for getting more people around in the quickest ways. EV's and auto-pilot
are coming fast. Plan for charging stations instead of gas stations. E-Jets are coming. Plan for
local hubs for them in all cities over 20,000. Plan and purchase land for HSR now (NS and EW
routes, one each way). People are not driving everywhere. Think local, then regional, etc..
Fix the roads we have, make them safer and ready for EV's and people on bikes.
It is critical to keep existing infrastructure in good condition. It is also important to expand
capacity to keep up with population growth. This is particularly true for interstate routes.
Let's maintain what we have instead of building new facilities that we can't maintain.
Promote social equity and safe non-auto mode options. Prioritize moving people not vehicles.
I'd really like to see safety and non-highway funded significantly more. The walking and biking
networks aren't yet complete and it causes big issues when trying to achieve beneficial
climate, equity, and health outcomes. Too many people are killed on our transportation
system each year.
These options seem very one dimensional. For instance, non-highway will also reduce road
usage which will reduce wear and tear, requiring less maintenance. A good example of this
would be the Frog Ferry. This would not only reduce road usage but would also reduce
congestion on the I-5 bridge. I would hope the OTC would look at these solutions through a
multi-faceted lens.
First off, it would be nice if the focus wasn't on roads but on the transportation system or
network. We need to prioritize completion of pedestrian infrastructure along state right-ofways in urban settings ESPECIALLY where transit runs. Currently the entire transportation
system is so heavily loaded to favor vehicles (how stop lights/pedestrian crossing signals
work) and pedestrians are expected to make their way by walking on the highway or in the
debris field next to it. This includes areas which traditionally house poor and minority
communities. It's scandalous that you spend millions to upgrade a highway through a town,
but can't be bothered to build out the pedestrian network so people who don't drive can get
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around more safely! Also, redoing highways through cities only leads to vehicles going faster
and making it less safe for pedestrians.
Please invest in passenger rail and public transit to help us reach climate change goals. We
cannot continue to invest in roads that encourage increased driving if we ever want to
address climate change or meet Oregon's land use vision. We need a huge investment in
passenger rail!
I'd like to see more litter/debris pick-up program and more street sweeping in and around
urban centers. And, treatment of water quality facilities be included in projects for clean
water and reduce pollutant loads
fix highways and roads for potholes, etc. make US97 4 lanes.
Get cars off of the road
We need to fix and maintain what we have as a priority. Letting the existing system degrade is
throwing money away. We need to think about GHG mitigation, but it should not take away
from doing what we need to do with our current system. Alternative fuels will likely have a
bigger impact on the vehicle-caused GHG emissions problems than anything ODOT could do
through multimodal enhancements.
In the current transportation funding challenges, the OTC should prioritize preservation of
system assets. Next should be to strategically support infrastructure investments that support
freight movements. Next should be investments that support additional urbanization under
TPR as current land inventory constraints have driven housing affordability to crisis levels in
Oregon
I would love to see some money spent on electric infrastructure - non-highway and cleaner
ways to move around. I don't think congestion is going to be an issue in the next few years
due to the pandemic.
Do whatever it takes to get people out of their cars.
We should do everything we can to promote climate friendly modes of transportation so that
future generations an live here. Tax gas, make public transit free for all, improve bike and ped
infrastructure, and make Amazon pay for the pot holes.
We need to adopt a European model for our transportation needs and stop relying on the
automobile, usually with a single driver, for getting from place to place. For example, using
varying size buses/vans instead of humongous buses, rarely filled. We need more
imagination. Another example would be a direct, safe, bike lane between Eugene and Veneta
perhaps along the railroad right of way. It would be highly used.
Fix it and Safety first then enhance like more public restrooms on state highways
Triple convergence theory and the idea that you can't build your way out of congestion. Is
focusing on highways equitable to people who can't access them? Need to change travel
patterns to better prepare and mitigate climate chain
Why does non-highway not relieve congestion, and why does fix-it not improve resilience?
The criteria are unclear.
The “Non-Highway” scenario provides the most investment in the parts of our transportation
system that provide the most positive effects on equity, air quality, and climate pollution.
This is the right way to weigh trade offs as you divide available funding because the more
people who are able to bike, walk and take transit, the more efficiently we can use our rightof-way while also reducing air toxics and greenhouse gas pollution and providing more
freedom and access for people who do not or cannot drive.
We need to fix what we have before we embark on anything new.
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There are many issues that come into play such as how much is spent where and which
projects are more important. The weighting should follow the priority scale already entered in
a previous part of the survey
A balance is good.
Enhancement projects will quickly add money into the economy. In addition, enhancement of
217, 26 and 5 will help attract additional private development money into the economy. A
non-highway or a fix it may have been good before Co-Vid impacted the economy but now
we need large investments in roads and bridges to help the economy.
I prefer more spending on safe bicycle travel.
Please consider how projects will affect future behavior and especially GHG emissions in the
long-term. We should be making it easier to take active transportation especially within urban
areas. Also consider long-term maintenance costs and how we can improve durability of
public projects.
Stop prioritizing congestion relief and cars, we need to dedicate more resources to
greenhouse gas reductions, equity, active transportation, and transit.
Whichever spending priority reduces greenhouse gas emissions and prioritizes the through
put of PEOPLE (not vehicles) and freight
Please put climate change as your first priority. We are out of time to make the necessary
changes and need to invest heavily in passenger rail and other public transportation options.
The analysis of impact is misleading and seems to assume that car traffic is independent of
infrastructure construction and maintenance. On urban orphan highways we see redundant
car capacity but zero accommodation for bike/walk networks. These roads should have been
adapted by road diets years ago at very low cost, but have been maintained with extra car
lanes (resulting in extra road wear) and now we're told to choose between maintenance and
safety when both have been traded out from under us for car-only capacity. This is bad
management. If we're short on money and people are getting killed with cars, we should be
limiting car speeds and volumes using basic/temporary materials and maintenance funds.
Less dependence on car travel. Enhance alternate means of transport, especially bike and
pedestrian with safety.
Climate change is the most important consideration. The best bang for the buck to help solve
that problem is high speed rail and mass transit.
Choose projects that benefit most users both directly and indirectly. In Corvallis, a northern
bypass for 99 would remove traffic from downtown and other arterials that would improve
safety for pedestrians and bicyclists
There is a big difference between what rural communities need for transportation
improvements versus what metro communities need, this needs to be taken into
consideration.
State of Good Repair should be at the front of decision making. We have seen the costs of
transportation projects exceed revenue and I worry that if we let this slide we will never catch
up.
Although you have stated fix-it does not address climate or social equity goals, there is no
logical information provided to help me to understand how fixing a pothole impacts social
equity.
Which programs help the most people
ODOT is responsible for a sector that generates 40% of the GHG emissions in Oregon. ODOT
has a responsibility to reduce GHG emissions. ODOT needs to program money to create an
equitable transportation system that does not do further damage to our climate. No more
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Enhance. Reduce the heck out of Fix-it. Invest in green, smart, and fair ways for people to get
around. My generation and my children's generation won't this planet to survive.
This is a horrible survey. The way things are grouped guarantees a business as usual outcome.
Climate mitigation should be the first and foremost concern for all new investments. That
requires a drastic revisioning of how we spend our transportation dollars.
Climate change should be #1. We need passenger rail and transit funding.
If we can’t afford good hwys with taxes then it’s time to start building toll roads, our roads are
too slow and keep the different user groups together instead of separated, that’s why they
are dangerous AND slow
Non-highway spending is fine when ODOT is flush with cash. When money is tight, you need
to prioritize keeping up the highway system, which is the backbone of Oregon transportation,
for better or worse.
Climate adaptation/resilience isn't addressed in any of the scenarios. This is a huge issue.
Climate change is a crisis and we cannot keep kicking the can down the road and expanding
roads.
No more infrastructure for private vehicles. Build facilities for people on foot, bike, and who
use personal mobility devices.
More car use leads to more health damage and more road damage. We need to provide
better alternatives to car use for EVERY Oregonian. More travel lanes and other car amenities
leads to more car use and congestion (induced demand).
No funds should be spent to expand the system....not at least until we figure out how to
operate all the cars without ruining our climate, our safety, our neighborhoods. More $ for
bike, ped, transit, safety. Less $ for heavy trucks.
Safety first, repair vital infrastructure next. Anything left over goes to all else.
- It's extremely confusing to use the terms that define different funding priorities as titles for
the differing approaches to STIP spending. Further, while the important improvements to
public and active transportation systems are labelled simply as "non-highway" the road and
infrastructure-centric plans are named "enhance" and "fix-it," which are much more
approachable and engaging titles. This causes bias. - I don't agree with some of the
designations in the trade-off chart, including that Non-highway will have a neutral impact on
congestion and safety. - Fix-it does nothing to move our multimodal system forward and
enhance does little. This is highly relevant to social equity. - Each of these funding profiles
have the opportunity to improve climate mitigation if the spending is more actively filtered
through a climate lens.
We have to correct for decades of heavily subsidizing car and truck transportation. Our
community and our economy need a better balance that begins to corrected for that funding
imbalance by emphasizing safety, non-highway transportation and reducing the climate
effects of transportation. The experience during the pandemic shows that we can greatly alter
the transportation status quo. Rush hour jams are no longer the top priority. ODOT spending
must recognize the changed world and change its funding patterns.
Investments in multimodal mobility are only useful if they are used. In rural areas they are not
used and will not be used if built because they are not practical. Money is better spent on
bridge upgrades. This is especially true given the threat of the Cascadia subduction quake that
is predicted.
Let's fix what we have while not wasting money. Build where things can't be fixed. Focus on
less congestion rather than other things.
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I think the OTC should prioritize people over cars. Provide more options to allow people to
move about in a variety of ways, not just vehicles.
Stop prioritizing the oil and gas industry over the community. Top priority should be people
and active transportation, vulnerable road users, and under-served communities.
I don't understand the relationship of the red and green chart to the options in #1 above.... 1)
Keep what we have in serviceable condition. 2) provide resiliency for reasonable foreseeable
problems. 3) Make Oregon a great place to live.
Weight more heavily the non-highway options; accelerate efforts to move to electric vehicles
and reduce fossil fuel use and GHG emissions.
The highest priority should be non-highway projects. Climate and equity must be the highest
priority of the OTC at this time, because they are the highest needs of Oregon.
Funding should be competitive for jurisdictionally blind projects, not all reserved for ODOT
facilities. The multimodal network will be more effective, comfortable, and cheaper to build
on local roads.
The Climate Crisis requires thinking in the long-term and making investments upstream (at
the planning/policy level vs. only the project level). Make choices that will lead to actual
improvements for many years to come that will work with other strategic goals for the region
that are so critical to a thriving society. Helping communities that are most vulnerable and
historically disenfranchised. Don't bow pressure from NIMBYs who are usually the most
economically secure and culturally privileged.
Non highway relieves congestion on main roads but is not considered important.
Reducing GHG emissions and increasing social equity are essential. It wouldn't be acceptable
to do anything less. This means non-highway and safety/non-highway are the only viable
options.
If we cannot maintain what we have, we shouldn't have it. Don't build anything new. Focus
on reducing SOV to fight climate change.
Create a third Columbia crossing.
Priority must go towards climate (GHG mitigation), multimodal options, and safety.

Written Comments
ODOT has received the following written comments from advisory committees, stakeholders, and the
public.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
OTC Admin
OTC Comments
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 12:06:20 PM
formsubmission.csv

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

What would you like to
do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject

Bike / Pedestrian Lanes

Comment

I would like to see more funding for bike and pedestrian
lanes.

Name

Barbara Naimark

Email Address

bellagiobarb@gmail.com

Submission ID: 0b8cfdac-3145-4ef8-b5b7-a3e35af8f292
Record ID: 23996

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
OTC Admin
OTC Comments
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 12:01:31 PM
formsubmission.csv

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

What would
you like to
do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Bicycle funding requested.

Comment

Please prioritize bicycle and pedestrian safety. More bike lanes. Reduced
speed limits for vehicles on routes with high bicycle traffic.

Name

Jon Beilby

Email
Address

jonbeilby@gmail.com

Submission ID: 04fb0650-459f-4a34-abbf-9a92699d75ca
Record ID: 23995

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
OTC Admin
OTC Comments
Monday, October 26, 2020 8:03:37 PM
formsubmission.csv

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Highway 97

Comment

How many fatalities between Redmond and Madras will it take to either
install some turn lanes or widen to four lanes all the way? ODOT talks about
closing intersections that have exhibited multiple accidents but all that will
do is move the problem to a different (and busier) intersection. TURN
LANES at a minimum! Not all the fatalities have occurred at intersections several have been crossover accidents on four lane sections of the highway.
Perhaps some center barriers?

Name

Leonard Parsons

Email
Address

lenp49@gmail.com

Submission ID: 890d310e-3294-4c54-be05-e1eed586d02f
Record ID: 23965

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
OTC Admin
OTC Comments
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 9:08:50 AM
formsubmission.csv

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Projects for Inclusion into the STIP

Comment

I would like to request ODOT consider adding five projects to the STIP: 1.
Widen a stretch of US 26 between Rhododendron to Kiwanis Camp Road in
the Mount Hood Corridor. This road is only two lanes wide with no room for
error should a vehicle drift into an oncoming lane. During peak ski season on
Mount Hood, it's not uncommon for vehicular traffic to be backed all the way
down US 26 westward to the Wemme area. On the opposite side (east of the
corridor) the traffic is backed up all the way to US 35. Locals and emergency
vehicles can't get around when this happens. Add snow on the road and this
corridor becomes treacherous. 2. Remove 8 at-grade intersections along
Highway 224 beginning with the S.E. Harrison Street intersection and ending
at the S.E. Johnson Street intersection. There is enough traffic in this corridor
that it needs to have the streetlights removed from it. The state did this on
217 about 25-30 years ago. 3. Extend the Sunrise Corridor from S.E. 122nd
and Highway 212 in Clackamas all the way to Kelso Road and US 26 just
west of Sandy, Oregon. This new four lane road should be designated US
212 and the existing highway 212 revert to being a local road. 4. Build a
bypass around Sandy, Oregon beginning at US 26 and Orient Drive at the
east east end going behind Sandy Fred Meyer and traveling south of Dubarko
Road and north of SE Trubel Road and reconnecting to US 26 on the east
side of Sandy near Shorty's Corner. 5. Remove all of the at-grade cross
streets between Orient Road near Gresham and Orient Road near Sandy
Oregon on US 26 and building overpasses. All of these project requests are in
order of priority. Thank you for your consideration.

Name

Douglas Pratt Jr

Email
Address

gobernie60@gmail.com

Submission ID: 216c1da3-dc49-4f50-82c0-bf13d33c0b58
Record ID: 23972

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laughing Planet
OTC Admin
STIP input
Monday, October 26, 2020 10:28:10 PM

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

I was not entirely sure what category this fell under. So I thought I would email you. I think
we need to fund more wildlife corridors. The success of the corridor near sunriver
demonstrates we need more throughout the state
Laura Poueymirou
Early Intervention/Early Childhood Special Education Specialist and Outdoor Enthusiast
Never surrender your dreams. It is when we dare not live them that dreams become impossible
Amazonian Oral Tradition

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
OTC Admin
OTC Comments
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 4:54:36 PM
formsubmission.csv

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject

Dangerous traffic merge between highway 97 and 197

Comment

When driving north or south on highway 197, at the point where 197 and 97
merge-there are no warning lights or significant signage to alert drivers to the
danger of vehicles coming toward you. At night--when approaching this
merge area--the danger often takes my breath away! Traffic is moving SO
fast--. Thank you for looking into this!

Name

Karen Miller

Email
Address

ramiller10@hotmail.com

Submission ID: 0ea3e2ed-db5e-49a2-890a-78e8de9a6f7e
Record ID: 24017

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
OTC Admin
OTC Comments
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 4:56:34 PM
formsubmission.csv

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Hwy 242, Powers Hwy Coos County

Comment

The Powers Highway is the only route in and out for approximately 1100
people. It is the gateway to the Siskiyou National Forest. The road on a good
day is inadequate as well as impossible to maintain. It is constantly washing
out, settling and in general the best paving job doesn't last more than 2 years.
I would like more spent on a more permanent solution, rather than the
patching that is done. I am a 911 Dispatcher by trade, and I cringe every time
I send an emergency vehicle up that road.

Name

JoAnne Beck

Email
Address

911.joanne@gmail.com

Submission ID: db9bf3de-62b1-4821-bb95-fa443749f150
Record ID: 24018

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joshua graves
OTC Admin
Transportation dollars
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 8:09:06 PM

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be
conscious of the information you share if you respond.
I would like to see you spend some of that money on fixing the new expressway in Medford. I encourage any/all of
you to drive any kind of passenger long bed truck or commercial vehicle on that road from start to finish and then
look the public in the eye with a straight face and say “we did a good job here”.
It’s a safety hazard plain and simple. Cost of vehicle mechanical repairs, damage from accidents, and god forbid loss
of life due to a crash is just simply not worth what we paid for it.
I am a contractor and if I did work like that at your homes you would be livid and ask for a refund. Please do quality
work not quantity.
Myself and many others have expressed our concerns with local ODOT and received shoulder shrugs, head nods,
and a whole bunch of “I don’t knows”.
Thank you for your time and allowing me to voice my concerns.
Josh Graves.
Sent from my iPhone

___________________________________
Safe Routes to School Advisory Committee
555 13th St NE, Suite 2
Salem OR 97301-4178

September 22, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capital Street NE, MS11
Salem, OR 97301-3871
Dear Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) Members
The Safe Routes to School Advisory Committee would like to weigh in on the 2024-2027
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program funding priorities. There are many
environmental, social, and political challenges currently facing Oregonians. The recent STIP
survey reflected these needs from the community and must not be discounted. In addition to
transportation inequities, obesity, inactivity, climate change and depression are four large trials
facing our youth. We would like to encourage the use of STIP funds to mitigate some of these
issues in encouraging and creating a system where students are expected to use physical
activity to safely commute to and from school. Furthermore, in addition to commuting to
school, biking and walking should be viable transportation options that enable students to
access parks, shopping and other destinations. To this end we are hoping to encourage the
commission in three areas:
Increase funding to allow for a complete, modern transportation system. The Oregon Safe
Routes to School Network estimates the need for at least $1 billion in construction projects just
within a one-mile radius of our schools. Being able to walk, take transit and bike to parks,
stores, and places of employment is key to achieving Oregon’s climate goals. It also gives more
options to people who can’t afford motor vehicles, helps people live healthier active lifestyles
and strengthens our local economies
Encourage flexible funding and outside of the box solutions. There currently is no state grant
program that helps make downtowns more walkable since SRTS funds are limited to school
access and Community Paths focuses outside of the street right of way. Pathways through
parks and along the highway, to other destinations in communities, as well as buses, planes and
trains need to be considered when creating a holistic approach to transportation. Funds
isolated with lists of parameters sometimes dissolve the easiest and most cost-effective
solution to a problem.
This plea also begs for more non-infrastructure spending to increase the education portion of
Safe Routes to Schools. This program supplies the knowledge and encouragement tools for
students to safely commute and the Oregon Safe Routes to School Network estimates at least a

$12 million annual need. Further knowledge and encouragement tools need to be
implemented to influence safe and cooperative use of the system by other vulnerable
users such as immigrants, elders, people of color, and individuals currently changing from one
mode of commuting to another.
Support a comprehensive and innovative transportation system. The creation of the Climate
Change Office, a broader focus on racial equity in transportation and the willingness to stand
behind the need to create transportation options that work for all members of our
communities is a wonderful start to a gigantic problem. The STIP must reflect the key values of
this work and the OTC/ODOT Strategic Priorities and Goals to build and maintain a modern,
safe, efficient, and integrated multi-modal transportation system that provides mobility and
accessibility for all Oregonians and helps achieve our carbon reduction goals.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Mavis Hartz
Safe Routes To School Advisory Committee Chair
CC: SRAC Members
Travis Brouwer - ODOT Assistant Director for Revenue, Finance, and Compliance
Karyn Criswell – ODOT Public Transportation Division Administrator
Troy Costales ODOT Transportation Safety Division Administrator
Susan Peithman – ODOT Public Transportation Strategic Investment Manager
Traci Pearl – ODOT Highway Safety Section Manager, Safety Division
Marsha Hosking – ODOT Policy and Implementation Manager
Heidi Manlove – ODOT Safe Routes to School Non-infrastructure Program Manager
LeeAnne Fergason – ODOT Safe Routes to School Infrastructure Program Manager
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What would
you like to
do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

What to spend the $2 mil on.

Comment

Hwy 20 to Burns needs to be widened to 4 lanes with a concrete divider!
Or more passing lanes not just zones but lanes opened up to 4 or 3 lanes.
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I am Paul Edgar and I want to make comment to how funding allocations should be made with
future priority Transportation Investments.
We have been inadequately funding our primary roads, highways and bridges where we have
seen significant increases in incidents of travel that are taking place. "The Cost of Congestion"
is stifling our commuters, freight mobility, our economy, and job creation. "Alternative Modes
of Transportation" have been receiving priority allocations, that have not resulted in solving
transportation problems and creating necessary Return's on Investment.
We cannot continue to focus our spending on critically needed Transportation Investments if a
high percentage of those dollars go to feel-good projects, that have very low priority in solving
the real problems of an inadequate system with ever-growing congestion. The example is in
what we are experiencing with the ever increasing of motor vehicle incidents of travel on our
roads, highways and bridges. When we compare those massive increases in trips to, Light Rail
Transit Ridership, in the Portland - Metro ODOT Region One Area. TriMet MAX Light Rail
Transit, has been loosing ridership across the board at approximately about 3% to 5% per year
for the last 10 plus years. At the same time the ODOT Region One Roads, Highways and
Bridges have been experiencing just the opposite in the increase in incidents of travel.
Now of course, with this COVID 19 Pandemic, ridership on TriMet's Light Rail Transit has
"Totally Tanked" and there are real indications that the future forecast is that permanent
changes are now taking place. The commuting patterns have changed and are changing, where
a very high number of Corporate and Large and Small Business Employers, are now
identifying the logistical needs of their employees because of the success of many in how they
have been able to do what has been needed, and are now doing their job's "Virtually".
What we are going to see and experience is this permanent reduction in the number of
people commuting to Central Offices Work-Spaces!! The "Virtual Office" will become
the new norm, where and when it is not impracticable. Critical Thinking Criteria and
their Weighted Value must have some reassessments, as to their level of importance, and
their "True Value" must be re-calculated on all Transportation Investments.
In my home town of Oregon City, critical All Purpose Transportation Investment Dollars were
filtered through TriMet, and are being spent on a "So-Called" beautification project of Molalla
Avenue, between Beavercreek Road and Highway 213 intersection. In a level of importance in
solving congestion problems or Alternative Mobility it does very little, in changing curb
handicap access and improvements in Bus Stops. It has negatively impacted the tree landscape
of mature trees and plants that have had and important part in reducing carbon emissions, that
cannot be replaced for 50 years. What this project is, is a sewer and water line infrastructure
replacement road repaving project, that should have been funded locally. This is where Metro
shifted funds from one place to another, and deals out Transportation Funding Dollars, to a
local City/Municipality to curry favor through TriMet, in their top down approach.

Sadly, this is the "Tip of an Iceberg" in the unjustified use of All Purpose
Transportation Investment Dollars, were benefit analysis would show that there was
little or NO Justification when it came to Transportation Investment Needs.
Federal Highway Transportation Investment Dollars have been and are being taken and put
into matching (encumbered) fund account, required to receive Federal Matching Funds for the
TriMet SW Corridor Light Rail Project. The question is, if this is the highest priority for the
use of those Federal Highway Investment Dollars, when there are significant pressing needs
exist to expand capacity of our critically needs major arterials/roads, highway and bridges.
1. What we know of the proposed SW Corridor Light Rail Transit line is that it will not
positively in a meaningful amount reduce congestion in and on the I-5 Southwest Corridor.
2. The proposed SW Corridor Light Rail Transit Project will not reduce Carbon Emissions in
the I-5 Southwest Corridor, when it does not reduce incidents of travel and congestion.
3. The proposed SW Corridor Light Rail Transit Project will not have or achieve 50% of the
ridership necessary to create any type of justification or in creating a Return on Investment.
4. The proposed SW Corridor Light Rail Transit Project will not achieve virtually any
Community Equity of under-served populations over that of any construction project, that
complies with EEOC requirements.
5. The proposed SW Corridor Light Rail Transit Project takes way critically needed funding of
major and importance and Transportation Projects that have a Return on Investment thus
preventing those projects from ever getting started.
6. The proposed SW Corridor Light Rail Transit Project will create a long term drain in
TriMet Operational Loses, requiring more and more subsidies in fees and taxes that hurt
families in need.
Decision in and around making Statewide Transportation Improvement Programing, must also
examine all possible impacts positive and negative. An example is in the justification for
replacing the I-5 Interstate Bridges, with a new much higher capacity bridge with more lanes
of travel. This will induce more Incidents of Travel into a limited capacity corridor without
options or the ability to create the needed capacity within the I-5 corridor through Portland and
between Portland and Vancouver Washington. For a number of years, I commuted in this I-5
corridor between Portland and Vancouver and I know it well. If you build a 4 or 5 lane bridge
crossing the Columbia River in each direction and it feeds into a 3 lane corridor and 2 lane
east bank I-5 corridor with a very dangerous with substandard lane widths on the Marquam
Bridge, only so much can be accomplished. This is a lack of capacity and Choke Point and it
cannot go away without spending Billions and Billion and Billion of additional dollars. What
is needed is creating and alternative to the I-5 Corridor that would create alternative ways to
bypass the I-5 corridor in every possible way. Clark County residents don't want the MAX
Light Rail Transit Line extended into Vancouver as they perceive it as "Crime Rail" and don't
want to be caught up into this very costly and inefficient Transit System that is loosing money
in high operating costs with low ridership. What I think they will accept is the following
example:
1. Build a new replacement I-5 Interstate Bridge, without TriMet Light Rail, because that is
what killed the CRC Project and would lead to a vote in Washington that would kill any

Replacement Bridge Project.
2. Create Bridge design that has greater capacity that leads it an interchange and to a whole
new north - south west-side bypass corridor, that runs along side the north - south BNSF Rail
Road, Right-of-Way.
3. There is this need for significantly more north - south capacity in the I-5 corridor and a
majority of truck - commercial traffic could be diverted away from the I-5 corridor between
Portland and Vancouver.
4. This new west-side bypass corridor would become Freight/Truck Access Corridor into
Portland and through north - south Truck Traffic that does not need go into Portland should
use an improved I-205 corridor.
5. With this new I-5 west-side bypass corridor, trucks that continue to want to use the I-5
corridor would be tolled in a dollar amount necessary to create the necessary incentive. (Do
not toll cars.)
6. The Southwest I-5 corridor should be consider for Tolling Truck Traffic that continue use
the corridor with an attempt to divert through Truck/Freight incident of travel traffic on to the
I-205 corridor.
We cannot afford to build ourselves out of the Transportation Congestion Problems of getting
everyone and everything in and out of downtown/central Portland and that requires the need to
incentify job creation and economic expansion in our suburban areas. We incentify Transit
Area Housing Development and affordable housing, but why not reverse the flow of people,
jobs and cars and create a win - win Environment ?? It is cheaper to develop a new Planned
Development where it can be totally accomplished in the most environmentally sensitive and
positive way.
Paul O. Edgar, Business Automation Analyst and Consultant
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

2024-2027 STIP & Funding Tradeoffs

Comment

I encourage the Commission to resist the urge to divert limited resources
from the Fix-It program. I listened to Amanda Pietz’s presentation to the
Commission on October 22, 2020, and I think there are specifics that need
careful analysis (even Amanda acknowledged the current analysis is not
perfect). My first concern is the relationship between Fix-It and GHG
mitigation, and the assumption that fixing what we currently have negatively
impacts GHG mitigation. It appears the analysis assumes fixing our current
system promotes or enables driving, and that reducing driving is how we
should mitigate GHG emissions. GHG mitigation is very important, but we
should not be connecting fixing and maintaining our current assets to GHG
mitigation. GHG mitigation should be done, but it should come after and be
considered separately from Fix-It. First, we need to fix and maintain our
current roads and highways at some point regardless of our GHG mitigation
policies. Entirely separate from vehicle miles traveled is trucking. Our
economy functions because we have roads and highways to transport goods.
Assuming we are not going to remove any existing roads and highways
(probably a safe assumption), delaying their maintenance and repair will only
result in bigger projects later. Road and highway deterioration is somewhat
exponential such that fixing and maintaining them timely is much less
intrusive than the alternative. Projects to fix and maintain roads and
highways before they need significant repair produce less GHG emissions.
Second, road and highway smoothness deteriorates with time and smoother
roads save fuel (and, therefore, reduce GHG emissions). If we allow our
current system to degrade, the trucks and vehicles that will continue to use
the system will emit more GHG emissions over time. I do not know the
numbers and am speculating, but I believe that the newer passenger cars that
seemed to be the basis for some of the analysis emit significantly fewer GHG
emissions than trucks. If we need trucks to deliver goods for the functioning
of the economy, we should be making the system as smooth as possible for
those trucks. Third, the analysis ignores the development of alternative fuels.
I believe that the real way to mitigate GHG emissions caused by vehicles is
more about better fuels than trains or buses. In a handful of years, I believe
there will be a shift in the fuels used by trucks and cars, and that the problem
the OTC is looking to solve today by diverting money from its Fix-It

program will be better solved through alternative fuels. In other words, there
is a risk: ODOT spends money on “enhance” projects to reduce VMT; those
enhance projects do little to actually mitigate GHG emissions; the existing
system degrades and bigger projects are needed to fix the system; and
alternative fuels end up having a much greater impact on GHG mitigation
than anything contemplated by ODOT. In that scenario, we could actually
end up producing more GHG emissions through the production of all the
cement needed for new multimodal infrastructure. Finally, we desperately
need economic recovery – Oregonians need work so that there is money
flowing through our communities. Fixing and maintaining our current system
does not require significant red tape, can be done with little planning, and
supports thousands of family-wage jobs. Multimodal enhance projects often
require years of planning and permitting.
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jhickey@apao.org
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

HWH Corridor Funding

Comment

I am requesting that the state consider spending funds to build a high, wide,
and heavy corridor in Oregon. As we continue to grow as a state so does the
size and scope of our projects. Buildings are getting bigger and the
components that go into the buildings and come out (manufacturing) are also
getting larger. Oregon is behind in providing dedicated freight routes that can
accommodate over dimensional loads. Because of this we are loosing
business to the gulf coast and our ports and businesses continue to suffer.
This would be an opportunity to provide good blue collar family wage jobs in
Oregon. Thanks
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Erik Zander
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Erik@omegamorgan.com
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HIGH, WIDE & HEAVY
CORRIDOR COALITION
An advocacy coalition of stakeholders that promotes the benefits of a high, wide and heavy freight
corridor through the Columbia River region and facilitates the planning, funding, construction and
operation of the corridor.

PORTS · STEVEDORES · HEAVY HAULERS · TUG & BARGE · CRANE & RIGGING

THE
CHALLENGE
Physical impediments, combined
with permit routing uncertainty is
diverting over-dimensional cargo
away from the Pacific Northwest
and into the Gulf – taking with it,
prime jobs and economic
opportunities for our communities.

PNW vs. GULF

15 DAYS FASTER
5,500 MILES CLOSER

“

If we can not efficiently transport materials to
and from sites, companies will move their
business to places that can.

”

- Port of Longview

Coordinate regulatory reform and
infrastructure improvements by
engaging members of the
transportation committees of Pacific
Northwest states.

SOLUTION TO THE CHALLENGE & COALITION GOALS
Establish a multi-modal route that

Create jobs and economic benefits for

allows importers and exporters to

the Columbia River region and the

efficiently move cargo to and from

greater Pacific Northwest.

North America through our Columbia
River ports.

“

If Oregon has infrastructure and legislative support for the
efficient movement of over-dimensional cargo, industry will
flock to the State and shippers will utilize the Columbia River
system ports for import and export activity. This produces a
tremendous number of family-wage jobs.
- Oxbo Mega Transport Solutions

”

Port of Morrow

THE MULTI-MODAL
HWH ROUTE

ROUTE STUDY
CONDUCTED
Obstructions along 900 miles of the route
identified and inventoried:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poles
Signs
Fire hydrants
Cable boxes, etc.
Signals on steel and on wires
Overhead signs and streetlights on steel or wire
Overhead railroad arms/ crossing
High voltage wires within load height
Underpasses that cannot be bypassed
Posted grades along roadside
Other info signs, signals, etc.

“

Safety is our #1 priority for crews moving the loads, the general
public around the load and the cargo itself. Developing a freight
corridor will drastically improve safety for everyone.
- OmegaMorgan

PROGRESS & NEXT STEPS

Develop a capital improvement program to make
permanent improvements along the corridor to
reduce the need for temporary solutions currently
required for each move
Establish a best-practices pilot and traffic control
program with the Oregon Department of
Transportation.

Establish coalition transportation professionals with
shared concerns.
Conduct survey to identify obstacles along route.
Preserve route from construction of additional
obstacles during route establishment.
Secure funding to prepare scope of work and
engineered estimates on high priority impediments
along the corridor.

Ensure high, wide and heavy loads are permitted in
a timely manner, providing customers with reliable,
consistent and predictable outcomes.
Seek formal designation of High Wide & Heavy
route.
Continue coalition building and outreach efforts.

HIGH, WIDE & HEAVY
CORRIDOR COALITION
PORTS · STEVEDORES · HEAVY HAULERS · TUG & BARGE · CRANE & RIGGING

Public Comment to ODOT re. STIP, 2024-2027
By Suzanne Linford, cofounder and Executive Director of Protect Animal Migration (PAM)
1. In looking at the five proposed areas: Fix it, Enhancement of highway programs, Safety,
local government allocations, Non highway programs and other, I am reminded of
someone buying a house and being asked if they want to choose between having
electricity, plumbing, a water tight roof and other options.
To separate options as discrete choices is understandable, but it omits wildlife passage
and how it is holistically an indispensable part of larger systems needed for biodiversity,
economic benefits and public support.
2. Would it not be a better rubric to have an integrated model where safety is part of
wildlife passage and enhancement; where allocation of governmental funding can be
leveraged to reduce animal/vehicle collisions on non ODOT managed roads, but on
feeder roads that obstruct wildlife passage across critical corridors like 97.
3. From the ODOT website, I learned that there is precedence for wildlife passage projects:
river restoration by removal of hazardous trees, the Tualatin River greenway trail, the
Tyron Creek culvert restoration, the Lava Butte underpass, the Wasco under highway
project under Highway 206 and the remedies for relocating Bighorn sheep away from
high traffic highways.
Might it not be relevant therefore to add wildlife passage to the list of ODOT priorities?
This would be consistent with the directive of HB 2834, passed last year, that requires
ODOT to work with ODFW to plan for reducing wildlife vehicle collisions in high impact
areas. In Deschutes County, the total for collisions is nearly as high on ODOT maintained
roads as it is on county and city (Bend) roads. This is consistently 1000 per year, or five
times that given the injured animals who crawl off the roads and highways to die
elsewhere. The costs are $6500 per deer ($8000 per elk) for a total of $6,500,00 $32,000,000 every year.
The lack of public awareness coexists for strong public support once this information is
known. Despite the open houses and other invitations for public comment, the wildlife
component is missing. Most people don’t understand why wildlife passage is vital to the
survival of many species, why wildlife can’t stay away from highways and roads, nor the
costs in dollars and enjoyment that wildlife provides.
I ask that wildlife passage become a priority, that education on it be expanded, and that
it be leveraged with other projects like culvert replacement, bridge repairs, traffic
calming devices and support for a coalition of public and private NGOs that has already
been at work with Cidney Bowman, the Wildlife passage Coordinator; Sara Gregory, the
ODFW wildlife biologist, Lauri Turner, wildlife program manager for the Deschutes
National Forest and myself to educate the public on wildlife passage and removal of
barriers to it. PAM is a project of the Oregon Wildlife Foundation.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Enhancement of detour route for freight mobility of commercial vehicles
around I-84 closures in the Columbia Gorge between Troutdale and Hood
River.

Comment

I-84 in the Columbia Gorge is no stranger to closures due to weather,
accidents, wild fires or rock slides. These closures can be overnight to
multiple days thus delaying freight mobility East & West bound along this
stretch of highway. When I-84 is closed the State of Washington closes SR14
from Vancouver, WA to Bingen, WA thus prohibiting travel of commercial
vehicles East or West thru the Columbia Gorge. The alternate route from
Troutdale is to use 257th (KANE Ave) South to US 26 at Palmquist then East
to Government Camp and then North on OR 35 to Hood River. This alternate
route needs improvement in Gresham on 257th to redirect commercial
vehicles to use Powell Valley to US 26 thus reducing the backup of traffic
and heavily laden commercial vehicles at Palmquist. North bound travel for
heavily laden commercial vehicles becomes an issue on OR 35 at about mile
post 99. This is a down hill grade with a STOP sign at the bottom of the hill
with little advance warning or deceleration or braking lane before
approaching a 4 way STOP sign at the intersection of US 30 & OR 35. US 26
between Sandy & Government Camp have been improved recently but these
other enhancements along with improved signage would go a long way in
providing an enhanced alternate route during I-84 closures.
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I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

The need for the State of Oregon to have a High, Wide, and Heavy Corridor

Comment

As a Oregon Business if the State had a High, Wide, and Heavy Corridor this
would allow us to utilize and hire Labor to handle Project Cargoes through
the State as a Stevedore. We this lack of Corridor we cannot compete with
US Gulf Ports i.e. Houston and others. Plus it would be economically to all
share holders to call Oregon to discharge and handle these Project cargoes.
This is a huge loss of jobs and revenue for all Oregon Stake Holders up and
down the River and Highway System. Jones Stevedoring would ask for the
State of Oregon to spend some of the STIP on developing a High, Wide, and
Heavy Corridor in Oregon
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you like
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I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject

Movement of freight

Comment

Getting ODOT to focus spending on improving the movement of large loads
of freight would be helpful. There are a number of relatively small changes
that could be made, particularly in eastern Oregon that would be very helpful
in moving oversize freight from our ports inland.
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I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

ODOT distribution of STIP funds at meeting of 12/1/20

Comment

The 2024-27 STIP should invest to the maximum extent possible in nonhighway projects such as mass transit, and in measures to increase the
safety of bicyclists and pedestrians.
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Oregon Transportation Commission
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capitol Street NE, MS11
Salem, OR 97301-3871
RE: State Transportation Improvement Program
November 3, 2020
Dear Commissioners,
Thank you for your consideration of this comment letter from the Oregon Action Team on Ungulate
Migration (OAT) requesting dedicated funding towards transportation projects that reduce barriers to
wildlife migration within the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).
OAT is a collaborative group focused on “improving ungulate habitat connectivity, ecosystem structure
and function, and human/wildlife safety, including addressing barriers to migration and advancing
measures to restore degraded and fragmented habitat.” The Team engages in education and outreach,
advocacy for policy and plan development and revisions, identification and coordination for project
implementation, and support in identification and leverage of funding sources.
Collectively, our organizations represent tens of thousands of Oregonians that value our State’s diverse
landscapes and the wildlife and recreational activities they support such as fishing, hunting,
birdwatching, and hiking. These activities have significant cultural value and support a thriving outdoor
recreation economy. Statewide, Oregon’s outdoor recreation economy generates $16.4 billion in annual
consumer spending and supports 172,000 jobs.
Reducing barriers to ungulate migration is a core focus of our group. We believe engagement in the STIP
planning process provides an excellent opportunity for ODOT to identify projects that improve the safety
of both humans and wildlife and benefit migration corridors to ensure our big game populations, so vital
to our economy and way of life, continue to thrive. We appreciate the opportunity to provide a
comment letter during this planning process.
The ability to migrate is essential for wildlife to travel to, and access important seasonal habitats. These
migratory routes are critical to Oregon’s diverse wildlife. As more and more people move to Oregon,
these important links become increasingly threatened. In the last 50 years, the population in Oregon has
more than doubled, from 2 million in 1970 to more than 4.1 million today. An increasing population will
require updated infrastructure in the form of highways, interstates, and other transportation needs for
the public. The 2024-2027 STIP offers an opportunity to collaborate and proactively plan for solutions
across Oregon to improve wildlife migration and help address collision “hotspots,” amid continued,
rapid population growth and development of land in a changing climate.
Furthermore, ODOT can build off its success from the two wildlife passage structures that were installed
under Highway 97 near Sunriver. These crossings have reduced wildlife-vehicle collisions by 85% and
more than 40 species use these underpasses to safely move across the landscape. ODOT is in the final
planning stages to complete another series of underpasses further south on Highway 97 near Gilchrest.

These projects show that including wildlife “safe passage” features in transportation infrastructure
projects works.
Additionally, the 2019 passage of HB 2834, “The Wildlife Corridor and Safe Road Crossing Act,” by the
Oregon legislature, sets forth a directive for ODOT to work with the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife (ODFW) to develop a Wildlife Corridor Action Plan that, among other actions, will create a list of
areas where designation of wildlife corridors, land acquisition, or other agency actions are high priority
to protect wildlife movement and conserve habitat. Together with the Action Plan, this exciting new law
prompts the agencies “to develop benchmarks for the designation and protection of wildlife corridors.”
The bill provides an opportunity for ODOT to coordinate with ODFW to address safe passage for wildlife
as transportation projects are planned and implemented.
Finally, public support for protecting wildlife migration routes is strong. A recent poll commissioned by
the The Pew Charitable Trusts found 86% of Oregonians believe protecting wildlife migration routes is
important and want the state to build more overpasses and underpasses along major roads and
highways. And 75% support increased funding to build those crossings.
As ODOT and the Oregon Transportation Committee move forward with the STIP, OAT requests
dedicated funding towards projects that reduce barriers to wildlife migration within the 2024-2027
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) to keep drivers and wildlife safe on Oregon’s
roads.
Sincerely,
The Oregon Action Team on Ungulate Migration
Jeremy Austin, Oregon Natural Desert Association
Shannon Crossen, Connectivity Ecologist
Tim Greseth, Oregon Wildlife Foundation
Calla Hagle, Burns Paiute Tribe
Ken Hand, Mule Deer Foundation
Suzanne Linford, Protect Animal Migration
Ken McCall, Oregon Hunters Association
Michael O’Casey, Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership
Amy Patrick, Oregon Hunters Association
Bill Richardson, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Jesse Salsberry, Backcountry Hunters and Anglers
Kyle Smith, Trout Unlimited
Laurel Williams, The Pew Charitable Trusts
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject

Reducing Transportation Carbon Emissions and STIP 2024-27 Too
Testimony to: Oregon Transportation Commission From: Elizabeth GraserLindsey 21341 S. Ferguson Rd., Beavercreek, OR 97004
eaglsing@gmail.com Concerning 2024-27 STIP and other compliance
actions on the Governor’s Climate Executive Order To reduce carbon
emission in the transportation sector: • Provide paved shoulders on rural
major arterials, rural highways and other high-volume rural roads. Currently
in many areas most rural arterials don’t have shoulders, sometimes not even
an inch, and sometimes the road is bordered by a deep ditch or steep slope
(also not compliant with the roadway standard that provides a recovery
zone). In many cases no fog line, reflectors nor guard rail is present. o This
would allow the Oregon Transportation system to serve all modes of
transportation. On high-volume, high speed roads pedestrians and bikes (and
even equestrians ) need to be able to travel outside of the lane of travel so
pedestrians and bicyclists are safe and comfortable to use the roadway. Many
people cannot use the roads when they feel unsafe with high-speed motorists
sharing the lane (especially on blind roads with major horizontal and vertical
turns as in the older and hilly areas of the state). I have repeatedly heard the
county traffic engineers and the maintenance department call the rural roads
unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists and discourage such use; however, rural
roads should serve all modes. o This provides equity for rural people who
want to use alternative modes, are too young to drive (age equity), are not
legally allowed to drive (substance abuse equity and other equities), or can’t
afford a car (poverty equity). Currently it can be too dangerous for a young
person or adult to walk to their neighbor’s house on such a road and many
people tend to drive the few hundred feet. It can feel unsafe to bike to the
community store, school, or a more distant friend’s house. Equity would
allow rural people the same safety and shoulders that urban residents have.
Data in my area shows that there is a latent demand for alternative modes and
it is especially strong near the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). Despite the
danger, the county’s bike count on Beavercreek Rd. near the UGB showed 50
bikes on a Thurs. afternoon several years ago. A survey in my community
showed most people are afraid of the roads. An adult bicyclist was braindamaged on shoulder-less Beavercreek Rd. at Ferguson Rd a while back
because the motorist didn’t realize the cyclist was in his lane – exactly where

Comment

the rural cyclist on a shoulder-less road has to be; his dad said the son wasn’t
permitted to drive. Although is area gets some recreational cyclists from
outside the area, many of these people are going to necessities – work, store,
home. o Shoulders also provide safety so a disabled vehicle is able to get out
of the lane and they are able to yield the lane to emergency vehicles such as
fire vehicles and sheriffs. Shoulders would aid in preventing wreaks where
average motorists (not just aggressive drivers) unwisely pull into the opposite
side of the road to pass a bike or pedestrian o Allowing people to use human
power to get around benefits climate mitigation by reducing fossil fuel
emissions. • Complete the Greater Portland light rail loop from Clackamas
Town Center through Oregon City to Milwaukie. Completing the loop makes
the system more efficient, practical and flexible to use. o Climate mitigation
is benefitted by alternatives to single occupancy vehicles. Currently a lot of
light rail users have to drive a considerable distance to the Max station hence
the Milwaukie parking lot is inadequate to the need for users to park and this
cuts into ridership. o Completing this loop would bring equity to residents in
the Oregon City area some of which have a lower household income and the
first distance to their jobs. It provides transportation to people without
mobility. Fortunately for affordability both Hwy 99 and I205 provide right of
way. o It helps provide multi-modal mobility to those without cars such as
pedestrians. o It reduces road congestion by providing a convenient
alternative. • Lobby for an immediate halt to the sales of new internal
combustion (fossil fuel emitting, GHG emitting) vehicles. All these vehicles
lock in carbon emissions over their life (or become a stranded investment). o
Benefits climate mitigation by reducing GHG emissions and alerting people
that Oregon is taking climate action so they examine their transportation
options and alternatives. The more Oregonians who buy electric the more
economic signal is sent to auto-manufacturers that electric cars are needed
and to power companies that more green electricity is needed; thereby
Oregon reaches its own goals and helps the outside economy make green
decisions. o Benefits social equity because people with less income need to
have “green” cars available in the used car pool. It also benefits higher
income people by preventing them from being stuck with stranded assets at
the point such cars are outlawed or C fees are levied. • Facilitate, directly and
indirectly, the addition of recharging stations for electric batteries (overall)
and hydrogen fuel (especially in long-distance freight corridors). o Benefits
climate mitigation • Dis-incentivize long commutes and hiring distant
employees – associated with high carbon emissions (and wearing out roads) - by charging businesses a revenue-neutral Vehicles Miles Traveled fee
associated with each employee’s actual commute. This would be the
businesses impacts on the transportation system for their employees -- the
commuting portion of the cost of road maintenance and construction,
considered as the annual total cost of roads per person. Make this fee fully
refundable by their participating successfully in the next program. Coordinate
businesses, government and commuters work sessions and other connections
to voluntarily reduce the need to drive by exchanging employees and
locations. Use the VMT fee to provide an incentive for these exchanges and
to cover (much/all? of) the costs such as retraining an incoming employee.
For example, the City of Portland could trade Human Resource or Planning
or Engineering personnel with those of other cities and counties so that

employees can work near their home, possibly within cycling or walking
distance but definitely involving less driving and time in the car. Grocery
store, retail and bank chains could shuffle employees to the store or location
nearest their home with little re-training. Non-chain businesses could discuss
with related businesses such trading. Help this work for working spouses. An
incentive could be provided for employees considering moving closer to their
work place. o Benefits climate mitigation o Reduces road congestion o
Would increase alternative modes o May benefit social equity since the poor
often have to travel further to work o Would improve people’s lives by
reducing time commuting o Would reduce road wear and ODOT’s expenses •
Help reduce rural driving by coordinating business work sessions to offer
rural residents products and services closer to home. For example, a rural
convenience store (with less than complete grocery offerings) could offer
full-service grocery service if it was helped to connect with a grocery store
chain or a distributor. The rural convenience store could offer other pick up
services such as the library and for other business that were willing to
cooperate. During coronavirus many have become familiar with grocery and
library pick up which serves as a model. The difference is that the pick up
would be local rather than in the urban area. • Comply with Statewide
Planning Goal 12 -- Transportation (and encourage other branches of
government to do so also) which says: “Plans providing for a transportation
system should consider as a major determinant the carrying capacity of the
air, land and water resources of the planning area. The land conservation and
development actions provided for by such plans should not exceed the
carrying capacity of such resources.” A6
Name
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Testimony to: Oregon Transportation Commission
From: Elizabeth Graser-Lindsey
21341 S. Ferguson Rd., Beavercreek, OR 97004
eaglsing@gmail.com

Concerning 2024-27 STIP and other compliance actions on the Governor’s
Climate Executive Order
To reduce carbon emission in the transportation sector:
•

Provide paved shoulders 1 on rural major arterials, rural
highways and other high-volume rural roads. Currently in many

Sample from Clackamas County, https://dochub.clackamas.us/documents/drupal/de1ed414-2bbd-41de-a9ac042ad46a164e , dated 6-1-2020 For rural, see left of drawing and bottom of table. “D” is the paved shoulder, also
called “bike facility.” (The gravel shoulder is also commonly missing in rural areas and doesn’t accommodate bikes
and often not pedestrians due to vegetation, branches….)
1

areas most rural arterials don’t have shoulders, sometimes not even an inch, and
sometimes the road is bordered by a deep ditch or steep slope (also not
compliant with the roadway standard that provides a recovery zone). In many
cases no fog line, reflectors nor guard rail is present.
o This would allow the Oregon Transportation system to serve all modes
of transportation. On high-volume, high speed roads pedestrians and
bikes (and even equestrians 2) need to be able to travel outside of the lane
of travel so pedestrians and bicyclists are safe and comfortable to use the
roadway. Many people cannot use the roads when they feel unsafe with
high-speed motorists sharing the lane (especially on blind roads with
major horizontal and vertical turns as in the older and hilly areas of the
state). I have repeatedly heard the county traffic engineers and the
maintenance department call the rural roads unsafe for pedestrians and
cyclists and discourage such use; however, rural roads should serve all
modes.
o This provides equity for rural people who want to use alternative modes,
are too young to drive (age equity), are not legally allowed to drive
(substance abuse equity and other equities), or can’t afford a car
(poverty equity). Currently it can be too dangerous for a young person
or adult to walk to their neighbor’s house on such a road and many
people tend to drive the few hundred feet. It can feel unsafe to bike to the
community store, school, or a more distant friend’s house. Equity would
allow rural people the same safety and shoulders that urban residents
have.
Data in my area shows that there is a latent demand for alternative modes
and it is especially strong near the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB).
Despite the danger, the county’s bike count 3 on Beavercreek Rd. near the
UGB showed 50 bikes on a Thurs. afternoon several years ago. A survey
in my community showed most people are afraid of the roads. An adult
bicyclist was brain-damaged on shoulder-less Beavercreek Rd. at
Ferguson Rd a while back because the motorist didn’t realize the cyclist
was in his lane – exactly where the rural cyclist on a shoulder-less road
has to be; his dad said the son wasn’t permitted to drive. Although is
area gets some recreational cyclists from outside the area, many of these
people are going to necessities – work, store, home.
o Shoulders also provide safety so a disabled vehicle is able to get out of
the lane and they are able to yield the lane to emergency vehicles such
2

Equestrians are legitimate roadway users in Oregon and are common in some areas of the state.
This is even though count technology designed for motor vehicles can end up undercounting cyclists.
The traffic engineer admitted he didn’t believe the count until he was standing there himself and saw a
bike go by on a later occasion.

3

as fire vehicles and sheriffs. Shoulders would aid in preventing wreaks
where average motorists (not just aggressive drivers) unwisely pull into
the opposite side of the road to pass a bike or pedestrian
o Allowing people to use human power 4 to get around benefits climate
mitigation by reducing fossil fuel emissions.
•

Complete the Greater Portland light rail loop from Clackamas
Town Center through Oregon City to Milwaukie. Completing the loop
makes the system more efficient, practical and flexible to use.

o Climate mitigation is benefitted by alternatives to single occupancy vehicles.
Currently a lot of light rail users have to drive a considerable distance to the
Max station hence the Milwaukie parking lot is inadequate to the need for
users to park and this cuts into ridership.
o Completing this loop would bring equity to residents in the Oregon City area
some of which have a lower household income and the first distance to their
jobs. It provides transportation to people without mobility. Fortunately for
affordability both Hwy 99 5 and I205 provide right of way.
o It helps provide multi-modal mobility to those without cars such as
pedestrians.
o It reduces road congestion by providing a convenient alternative.
•

Lobby for an immediate halt to the sales of new internal
combustion (fossil fuel emitting, GHG emitting) vehicles. All these
vehicles lock in carbon emissions over their life (or become a stranded
investment).
o Benefits climate mitigation by reducing GHG emissions and alerting people
that Oregon is taking climate action so they examine their transportation
options and alternatives. The more Oregonians who buy electric the more
economic signal is sent to auto-manufacturers that electric cars are needed
and to power companies that more green electricity is needed; thereby

4
5

It also is good for human health which is one reason for the Safe Routes to Schools program.
Hwy 99 already needs fixing due to its danger to pedestrians crossing between the distant intersections.

Oregon reaches its own goals and helps the outside economy make green
decisions.
o Benefits social equity because people with less income need to have “green”
cars available in the used car pool. It also benefits higher income people by
preventing them from being stuck with stranded assets at the point such cars
are outlawed or C fees are levied.

• Facilitate, directly and indirectly, the addition of recharging
stations for electric batteries (overall) and hydrogen fuel
(especially in long-distance freight corridors).
o Benefits climate mitigation
•

Dis-incentivize long commutes and hiring distant employees –
associated with high carbon emissions (and wearing out roads) - by charging businesses a revenue-neutral Vehicles Miles
Traveled fee associated with each employee’s actual commute.
This would be the businesses impacts on the transportation system for their
employees -- the commuting portion of the cost of road maintenance and
construction, considered as the annual total cost of roads per person. 6

Make this fee fully refundable by their participating successfully in
the next program.
Coordinate businesses, government and commuters work
sessions and other connections7 to voluntarily reduce the need
to drive by exchanging employees 8 and locations. Use the VMT fee
to provide an incentive for these exchanges and to cover (much/all? of) the costs
such as retraining an incoming employee. For example, the City of Portland
could trade Human Resource or Planning or Engineering personnel with those of
other cities and counties so that employees can work near their home, possibly
within cycling or walking distance but definitely involving less driving and time in
the car. Grocery store, retail and bank chains could shuffle employees to the
store or location nearest their home with little re-training. Non-chain businesses
could discuss with related businesses such trading. Help this work for working

Local, state, and federal governments pay for road construction and maintenance.
There are other costs associated with driving -- such as the cost of having a car and the value of time spent in the
car, health consequences -- which would provide non-monetized incentives.
7
This helps coordinate businesses, government and commuters a bit like
https://www.portland.gov/transportation/parking/public-parking-carpool-program
8
Often a person works at the best job available at the time they were looking. A business hires the best person
available at the time they were looking. Often regional location is unable to figure in. This program would sort the
employers and employees out so that location – and carbon emissions -- could be a factor.
6

•

•

spouses. An incentive could be provided for employees considering moving
closer to their work place.
o Benefits climate mitigation
o Reduces road congestion
o Would increase alternative modes
o May benefit social equity since the poor often have to travel further to
work
o Would improve people’s lives by reducing time commuting
o Would reduce road wear and ODOT’s expenses
Help reduce rural driving by coordinating business work sessions to offer
rural residents products and services closer to home. For example, a rural
convenience store (with less than complete grocery offerings) could offer fullservice grocery service if it was helped to connect with a grocery store chain or a
distributor. The rural convenience store could offer other pick up services such
as the library and for other business that were willing to cooperate. During
coronavirus many have become familiar with grocery and library pick up which
serves as a model. The difference is that the pick up would be local rather than
in the urban area.
Comply with Statewide Planning Goal 12 -- Transportation (and encourage other
branches of government to do so also) which says:
“Plans providing for a transportation system should consider as a
major determinant the carrying capacity of the air, land and water
resources of the planning area. The land conservation and development
actions provided for by such plans should not exceed the carrying capacity
of such resources.” A6
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Create a designated high, wide, heavy corridor through Oregon

Comment

Tidewater Transportation and Terminals is a tug/barge and terminal company
that has been moving commodities and cargo along the Columbia-Snake
River System for nearly 90 years. Tidewater is a river highway network
provider that owns and operates a terminal at the Port of Morrow, in
Boardman, Oregon. Our terminal has the docking capabilities, acreage,
equipment, and infrastructure to accommodate over-sized freight. We are a
founding member of the High, Wide, Heavy Corridor Coalition. The
members of the Coalition represent multimodal forms of freight handling,
terminaling, and transportation. The Coalition has been working on
establishing a High, Wide, Heavy corridor network throughout Oregon that
supports the efficient movement of over-dimensional cargo throughout the
state. This designated corridor will allow importers and exporters to
efficiently move cargo to and from North America through our Columbia
River Ports. The corridor would also create family-wage jobs and economic
benefits for the region and the greater Pacific Northwest. The ports at the
Mouth of the Columbia river are 5,500 miles closer, which equates to 15
days faster, than the ports in the gulf where currently over-dimensional cargo
from Asia is unloaded and then is trucked to Canada through the Midwest. If
we can establish a designated corridor, industry would flock to Oregon and
shippers would utilize the Columbia-River system to export and import. The
High, Wide, Heavy Corridor Coalition conducted a detailed route study that
identifies and inventories all of the obstructions along the 900 miles of the
route, for example overhead signs and streetlights, poles, underpasses, fire
hydrants, high voltage wires within load heights. Local and state level
authorizations, as well as financial resources, will be essential to modifying
or removing these obstructions. The High, Wide, Heavy Corridor fits into
several of ODOT’s STIP Priorities and Goals. Climate Adaptation: having a
designated corridor will allow over-dimensional cargo to move swiftly
through the state to locations that, perhaps due to extreme weather events, are
needing power transformers, equipment, etc. to help mitigate the event and
protect and provide for the residents of the effected region(s). Congestion: by
moving the cargo along the river from the deep-draft ports to the Port of
Morrow, congestion is reduced along the busiest section of I-84. Not to
mention, moving any freight along the river is the most fuel-efficient and

environmentally friendly mode of transportation. Safety: safety is our number
one priority for crews and the public around the load. Developing a
designated freight corridor will drastically improve safety for everyone. For
more information about the High, Wide, Heavy Corridor Coalition, please
visit: hwhcorridor.com Thank you for your consideration and the opportunity
to share a comment. Thank you for the work you do to keep Oregon moving.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Funding priorities

Comment

Oregon needs to get serious about reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
traffic congestion. ODOT needs to move from an agency focused primarily
on highways to one more focused on public transit, bicycles and pedestrians.
Congestion pricing should be used to alleviate traffic congestion. Oregon
needs to emulate European countries with a long-term plan for an extensive
passenger rail network that could include projects such as a line connecting
Salem and Central Oregon as well as Chemult to The Dalles. The first should
include a tunnel from Suttle Lake to the equivalent elevation on the west
side. A good freight rail network is also important to get more trucks off the
road and reduce that contribution to greenhouse gas emissions. ODOT should
not fund unnecessary projects such as closing the right-ins and right-outs on
the Bend Parkway. Those short entrances and exits have not been a major
safety issue. Closing them will just increase congestion and greenhouse gas
emissions on already over-crowded city streets. Don't turn the Parkway into a
freeway. Instead, spend that estimated $20 million on fixing Hwy 97 in north
Bend, an overpass at Powers Road, or the proposed Murphy Road
interchange. City traffic flow, access to the east side of Bend, and congestion
at the Reed Market would be improved if an interchange could be squeezed
in at Wilson Road. I know distances to Colorado and Reed Market would be
short. Congestion pricing (only during congested periods) would be much
cheaper, fairer, and might bring ODOT some needed revenues for Parkway
maintenance. I think the Bend Parkway Plan needs to focus more on the 90%
of ODOT’s Parkway users who enter or exit the Parkway in Bend and do
everything it can to also reduce congestion on city streets. These comments
are for the Oregon Transportation Commission. I sent them previously to the
ODOT Region 4 managers. I also filled out the brief online survey.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

GHG emissions

Comment

To the members of the OTC Please follow the governors directive to
prioritize reduction of greenhouse gasses in your planned funding. Adopt the
non-highway option. This will enhance our quality of life and the health of
our citizens. Thank you
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

STIP 2024-2027

Comment

My Suggestions for the STIP 2024-2027 1. The distribution of funds based
on the residence location of a vehicle is clearly flawed. I live on the Oregon
coast and every weekend all year we get substantial traffic on our roads from
Portland, Salem, Eugene, Bend and other places in the Willamette Valley and
across the state. It is also true that the Columbia River Gorge and Central
Oregon get substantial traffic from the Willamette Valley on weekends all
year as well. A better method of dispersing funds needs to be found. One
better, IMHO, method is the traffic volume on the road and the trend for that
volume. 2. ODOT needs start being proactive re highway issues - it should
require NOT a DEATH or a serious injury on a highway to get ODOT's
attention. For example, every blind intersection where one side of the
intersection has a STOP sign and the other side has a 55 or higher MPH
speed limit should be seriously examined to see what improvements can be
made. I personally know of one and one with reduced visibility in western
Oregon. I am not saying that ODOT should study situations where death or
seriously injury has occurred. They should and make improvements as
reasonable. But some $$$$ should be set aside in each budget to fix
identified problem situations that have not yet had a fatality or major injury.
The more of those that are fixed in advance the better for everybody. 3. OR 6
between Tillamook and Banks needs substantial improvements including
additional passing lanes. Even though NWACT and a full page of supporting
groups including 9 legislators requested the changes, ODOT refused to do
any of the changes and specifically cited an ODOT policy against adding
passing lanes as the reason to not add passing lanes. I have been unable to
find the policy stating ODOT will not do new passing lanes. If you could
point me to that policy on the web anywhere or email me the policy that
would be great!
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Transitioning to more EVs

Comment

I'd like to encourage continued support for EV charging stations that can be
installed by our power providers and not limited to private companies. I
would also encourage free parking in downtown and other work areas for
EVs and higher parking fees for gasoline cars. That with increased public
transport particularly for lower income areas would be a good carrot and
stick approach to continue bringing down our transportation GHG emissions.
Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in.
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What would
you like to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Environment

Comment

Please do not let highway be built there as it will cause such damage to
the environment & contribute to climate change
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What would you
like to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Transit Options in Oregon

Comment

We need to spend more money on active transit options that will
lower the carbon trail in Oregon.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

allocation of transportation dollars

Comment

I am strongly in favor of the non-highway options. With the urgent need to
reduce out GHG emissions it is imperative that we focus on non-automobile
modes of transportation. Maintaining our existing highway infrastructure is
OK but no more than that. You must lead with this and we sitizens must
follow if we want a livable state for future generations.
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What would
you like to
do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Non-highway growth

Comment

I want the Commission to consider a broader range of options for future
development, including bike paths and alternate transportation.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Non-Highway Scenario

Comment

Hi there. I would like to request that the OTC move forward with a NonHighway scenario for allocating transportation funding. We must do more as
a state to improve environmental quality and justice for all citizens of this
state, nation and planet. We must be more creative and build projects that
support alternative transportation options. We do not need more cars and
trucks on the road, we need more accessible transportation that helps curb
climate change and it's potentially devastating effects. Thank you.
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Carina Zevely

Email
Address

cjzevely@yahoo.com
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Transportation Project Funding

Comment

I believe transportation project funding from 2024-2027 should be allocated
towards the "Non-highway" scenario and invest in biking, walking, and
transit in order to better achieve climate and equity outcomes. Thank you.
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Kenn Kochi
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Address

kennkochi@gmail.com
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What would you like to
do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Plan.

Subject

Best use of funding

Comment

My choice is without question for non-highway projects.

Name

Marsha Hanchrow

Email Address

machiya@centurylink.net
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What would you
like to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Transportation

Comment

I am very much in favor of sustainable, non-highway transportation.
We need to invest in clean energy!

Name

Diane Luck

Email Address

dianeluck@mac.com
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

How to spend funding

Comment

I believe that you should eliminate the 'Enhance Highway' category or fund it
at $0. These projects are 'nice to have auto capacity' projects that are proven
to induce additional VMT and be super-expensive. We have an over-built
auto system while we have under-built bikeway and transit networks.
Pedestrian networks are also underbuilt in many places which were built in
auto-dominated ways. While we have a maintenance backlog and I would
spend a lot of money keeping what we have, we should also be building up
transit, bike and pedestrian infrastructure and retrofitting auto-dominated
streets to allow other users to be in those spaces. In the Portland metro area,
we should raise money through decongestion pricing and use that to improve
our non-car options for getting around. This might work in some other
metros to a lesser extent. This would be a way to get value out of our existing
networks while also improving their efficiency.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Oregon Long Term Transportation Goals

Comment

Better connections, much better info details about how to connect/ coordinate
with all forms of public transit. Post on public transit how, where, when to
find connections, bus, light rail, walking, bike paths. Simple easier access to
public transit for the disabled.
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marymcgaughey@yahoo.com
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What would you like to
do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Plan.

Subject

Non-Highway

Comment

I support the Non-Highway scenario.

Name

Susan Troup

Email Address

skayty3@yahoo.com
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What
would you
like to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Allocating transportation project funding: "Non-Highway" scenario

Comment

I would like to see greater investments in projects for biking, walking and
transit, and would advocate for choosing the "Non-Highway" scenario.
Thank you.
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lindseymaser@gmail.com
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

roads

Comment

While transportation may be the center of a community’s vision for its future,
which increases the artificial structures of urbanization, light and noise
pollution, and simultaneously precludes much of nature through
fragmentation of habitats, a community has two options in planning its
transportation system: ecological constraints (greater emphasis on quality of
life and thus protection of open space) or economic constraints (greater
emphasis on economic efficiency with a disregard of the irretrievability of
open space). If a community chooses to plan its transportation system around
existing biophysical constraints, it could have a relatively good open-space
system if the focal point of the vision and its implementation is based on the
ecological effectiveness of the land use design. On the other hand, if a
community chooses to position its transportation system—as is currently
done—to maximize its economic efficiency, a viable system of open spaces
is all but foregone because habitat fragmentation increases with growth the
transportation system. There is also a greater likelihood of rampant habitat
fragmentation—as opposed to a community where a system of open spaces
has primacy—because the transportation system would be so located to
continually accommodate growth in the human population. This myopic
vision would put cumulative pressure on the survival of indigenous habitats
and their species. All of these things operate synergistically as cumulative
effects that exhibit a lag period before fully manifesting themselves.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject

project funding

Comment

I am a middle-aged, latina taxpayer who lives in portland and does not use a
car. It is time to make transportation budget choices that support equity in the
community and protect the environment. Please choose to fund the "NonHighway" scenario - and invest more in projects for biking, walking and
transit. This is also the scenario that scored highest in ODOT's screening for
climate and equity outcomes. Live up to your priorities. Thanks
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What would
you like to
do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Less Highways

Comment

Please consider more public transportation options when forming the new
budget. Oregon must continue on a New Clean & Green future.
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Debra Lutje
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debra.lutje@gmail.com
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What
would you
like to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

No highway option

Comment

ODOT should invest in the no highway option. Alternative transportation
will be key in ensuring the low carbon future that Oregonians demand and
deserve.
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Cailin notch
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Cailin.notch@gmail.com
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Please support Non-highway option for 2024-2027 funding focus

Comment

I recommend the OTC choose the "Non-Highway" scenario for upcoming
funding in 2024-2027. It has scored the highest among the options for
ODOT's climate and equity outcomes and the direction Oregon needs to head
in order to achieve our state's climate and equity goals. Thank you.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support of "Non-Highway" Scenario

Comment

I'm a resident of NW Portland and a Master's of Public Policy student. I
believe we should not be focusing our efforts on building more highways.
Instead, it's imperative that we build a more equitable transportation system
and do all we can to help fight climate change.
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What would you like to
do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Plan.

Subject

Choose the non-highway scenario

Comment

Hello, Please pursue the non-highway scenario for the STIP.

Name

Rob Hemphill

Email Address

hemphill.robertm@gmail.com
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What
would you
like to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Transportation project funding allocation

Comment

I urge you to choose the "Non-Highway" scenario - that invests more in
projects for biking, walking and transit. We need to act urgently to save the
planet!
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Valerie Snyder
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Transportation project funding (2024-2027)

Comment

I urge the Commission to adopt the "Non-Highway" scenario for
transportation project funding for 2024-2027. Now is the time for a bold
approach to every community's transportation needs and for funding projects
that can confront climate change.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Yamhill County Parkway Committee comments

Comment

The Yamhill County Parkway Committee, dedicated to the completion of the
Newberg-Dundee Bypass, would like to register our strong support for the
Enhance scenario to be selected for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Enhance
scenario is the only option that will provide a meaningful amount of funding
for major projects underway but not yet completed. Projects of regional and
statewide significance, like the Newberg-Dundee Bypass, that have been
partially built and partially funded, can only be completed with more state
investment from highway funds intended to improve infrastructure and
address congestion. And make no mistake, completion of the bypass is a
significant safety and mobility project. The 2024-2027 STIP will need to pick
up where the landmark 2017 transportation package left off. The 2018-2021
and 2021-2024 STIPs provided reduced funding for Enhance following the
strong legislative support for projects contained in HB 2017. It is important
to note that the vast majority of those projects will end by 2024. The 20242027 STIP should account for the drop off in Enhance funding after the
legislatively directed projects in HB 2017 expire. While we understand there
is a possibility of increased federal investment in state highway projects,
federal funding is uncertain and cannot be counted on to build our state’s
priority projects. If a major federal infrastructure package does materialize in
2021, it will primarily impact the 2021-2024 STIP. We believe the 20242027 STIP should be written without the assumption of federal funding, and
must plan for projects that reduce anticipated congestion. Congestion
reduction is key for our growing communities, like the Portland Metro area,
and the Mid-Willamette area, which are going to continue growing well into
the future. It will be essential to plan for this growth and inevitable
congestion. In areas of the state without urban modal options, like the MidWillamette Valley, we still rely heavily on vehicular travel to move people
and goods around. “Enhance” is the only option before you that accounts for
this reality. We have appreciated our tremendous partnership with ODOT in
funding, building and opening Phase 1 of the Newberg-Dundee Bypass, and
we look forward to continuing this partnership as we move toward
completion of the project. Regional priorities like the Bypass can only be
built if regions and their ACTs are given the opportunity to engage with the
OTC in project selection and are provided a meaningful amount of funding to

accomplish their highest priorities. In the spirit of state and regional
partnership, we hope that the OTC will approve a 2024-2027 STIP that
includes the greatest possible funding for Enhance.
Name

Dave Haugeberg, Chair, Yamhill County Parkway Committee
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Address

dchaugeberg@hrglawyers.com
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November 16, 2020
To: Oregon Transportation Commission
RE: Comments on the 2024-2027 STIP
Dear Commissioners:
The Yamhill County Parkway Committee, dedicated to the completion of the Newberg-Dundee Bypass, would
like to register our strong support for the Enhance scenario to be selected for the 2024-2027 STIP.
The Enhance scenario is the only option that will provide a meaningful amount of funding for major projects
underway but not yet completed.
Projects of regional and statewide significance, like the Newberg-Dundee Bypass, that have been partially built
and partially funded, can only be completed with more state investment from highway funds intended to
improve infrastructure and address congestion. And make no mistake, completion of the bypass is a significant
safety and mobility project.
The 2024-2027 STIP will need to pick up where the landmark 2017 transportation package left off. The 20182021 and 2021-2024 STIPs provided reduced funding for Enhance following the strong legislative support for
projects contained in HB 2017. It is important to note that the vast majority of those projects will end by
2024. The 2024-2027 STIP should account for the drop off in Enhance funding after the legislatively directed
projects in HB 2017 expire.
While we understand there is a possibility of increased federal investment in state highway projects, federal
funding is uncertain and cannot be counted on to build our state’s priority projects. If a major federal
infrastructure package does materialize in 2021, it will primarily impact the 2021-2024 STIP. We believe the
2024-2027 STIP should be written without the assumption of federal funding, and must plan for projects that
reduce anticipated congestion. Congestion reduction is key for our growing communities, like the Portland
Metro area, and the Mid-Willamette area, which are going to continue growing well into the future. It will be
essential to plan for this growth and inevitable congestion. In areas of the state without urban modal options,
like the Mid-Willamette Valley, we still rely heavily on vehicular travel to move people and goods around.
“Enhance” is the only option before you that accounts for this reality.

We have appreciated our tremendous partnership with ODOT in funding, building and opening Phase 1 of the
Newberg-Dundee Bypass, and we look forward to continuing this partnership as we move toward completion of
the project. Regional priorities like the Bypass can only be built if regions and their ACTs are given the
opportunity to engage with the OTC in project selection and are provided a meaningful amount of funding to
accomplish their highest priorities. In the spirit of state and regional partnership, we hope that the OTC will
approve a 2024-2027 STIP that includes the greatest possible funding for Enhance.
Regards,

Dave Haugeberg, Chair
Yamhill County Parkway Committee

November 5, 2020

To: Oregon Transportation Commission
re: Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) 2024-2027 STIP Funding Allocations

Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners On November 5, 2020, the Central Lane Metropolitan Planning Organization (CLMPO) Policy
Board heard an update on the development of the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP). The presentation focused on the current phase of development
of the 2024-2027 STIP, the funding allocation to program categories, and in particular focused
on the information presented on this topic at the OTC’s October 22, 2020 meeting.
The information presented on the 2024-2027 STIP Development & Analysis Process concerning
the “Scenario Analysis” was of great interest, and use, to the CLMPO Board. It helped the Board
understand the tradeoffs and outcomes likely under each of the proposed 2024-2027 Funding
Scenarios under consideration.
As a result, the Central Lane MPO continues to advocate for prioritizing and selecting the NonHighway STIP Funding Scenario for the development of the next STIP. The CLMPO prioritizes
the need for funding projects and programs in this category, such as bicycle and pedestrian
projects, the Safe Routes to School program, and Transportation Options, and believes that
more funding for this category will not only help the state improve its overall transportation
system, but will also result in improvements in health, greenhouse gas emissions, and more.
These outcomes are supported by the analysis presented to the OTC in October.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this input.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

non-highway projects especially public transportation

Comment

It is essential that we act to prevent further climate crisis. By investing in
public transportation in a way that encourages people to use it rather than
adding more cars to highways and more CO2 to the atmosphere, we will be
advancing the fight against the climate crisis.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support for the “Non-Highway” scenario

Comment

I’m writing to urge the Commission to choose the “Non-Highway” scenario.
Because it invests more in public transit, biking, and walking, it is the best
way to achieve an equitable transportation system and to fight climate
change.
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Tara_ohta@hotmail.com
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

2024-2027 STIP (December 1 agenda topic)

Comment

Submitting on behalf of the OLCV Metro Climate Action Team (MCAT)
which has a membership of 201 Portland Metro residents active in legislative
and rule making efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We support the
Non-Highway scenario for STIP Spending and urge even bigger investment
in transportation options that reduce emissions - mass transit, electrification,
pedestrian safety and access, and bike (manual and electric) paths and lanes.
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Jane Stackhouse
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jane@janestackhouse.com
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Oregon Transportation Commission
355 Capitol Street, NE MS 11
Salem, Oregon 97301
Dear Chair Van Brocklin and Members of the Oregon Transportation Commission:
We are writing on behalf of the OLCV Metro Climate Action Team (MCAT) Transportation
Committee, to thank you for the opportunity to comment on Oregon’s State Transportation
Improvement Plan (STIP). We recognize these choices are not easy ones. We also want to
appreciate the establishment of the ODOT Climate Office and their work to begin to analyze the
potential impacts of various scenarios to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from
transportation in Oregon. This is vital work that can inform policy decisions over the coming
months and years.
Regarding the 2024-27 STIP we urge the Commission to not only choose the ‘Nonhighway’ option for the 2024-27 STIP but to plan for an even bigger commitment to this
option.
The Non-Highway option is the scenario that best recognizes the urgent need to reduce our
Transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions by providing alternate means of
transportation to vehicles on highways. Yet, we are concerned that the Non-Highway STIP
option, while a significant improvement, does not put us on a glide-path to the goals in
the OTC-approved ODOT STS Report.
Given what we have all been told by climate scientists, we have to change our ways much more
drastically than those for which the Non-Highway Option would provide. Please consider the
following:
1. You are soliciting public input on a plan which will not be fully implementable until 2024-27.
That means 4 years out of the 10-year planetary budget for “making dramatic GHG
reductions” will pass before STIP changes begin to take effect.
2. As detailed below, the portion of this cycle’s overall STIP budget being dedicated to
making significant changes in Oregon’s transportation investments is extremely
small compared to the need for big changes.
3. Options to use STIP funding to make bigger changes exist. The Transportation
Electrification Infrastructure Needs Assessment (TEINA) will be completed in 2021. With
the results of that assessment, Oregon could be well-positioned to make a major
commitment to electrifying our entire statewide transportation system in the 2024-27
STIP. Electrifying transportation and moving to green hydrogen technology are seen as the
least-emitting transportation options in our technology palette and will make a significant
reductions in tail pipe emissions.
4. Even if DEQ’s and ODOT’s work to lower the carbon intensity of bio-fuels proceeds as
planned, we can only expect 10% to 15% additional reduction in CO2e emissions from
internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles by the end of the 25-30 year implementation
period. Clean Fuels will help, but much more is needed.
5. Ideally, TEINA will make recommendations for how to electrify equitably. Other programs in
the STS that involve restructuring transportation systems and development, with examples
like multi-modal neighborhoods, and statewide high-speed electric rail can help address our
equity issues around transportation health impacts, disproportionate costs, and unequal
solutions for different communities around the state. Investing in Fix It and State of Good

Repair projects in the context of restructuring investments in our transportation
system is a wise choice.
6. Planning with Department of Land Conservation and Development to ensure goods and
services are available to people without long highway commutes will need non-highway
infrastructure support.
7. Building ambitious GHG-emissions-reducing projects like statewide electrification (and/or
other similar projects) into the STIP early on would help address the emissions problem and
signal a healthy seriousness about the approach.
The various STIP “spending scenarios” have little variation in the distribution of funds. The
funding available for the various STIP “spending scenarios” is $830 million out of a total $2.237
billion, so approximately 1/3 of the total budget. Of that $830 million, the vast majority (about
65%) is consistent no matter which “spending scenario” is selected: ADA Curb Ramps, Fix It,
Local Programs, or Other Functions. This leaves the impression that Climate Mitigation,
Multimodal Mobility, Social Equity, and Climate Adaptation are left to compete with
Congestion Relief, Safety, and State of Good Repair over an extremely small proportion
(approximately only 10% or so) of the overall STIP budget.
Even if there are some or even many projects that can reasonably be “counted” in several
categories at once, the proportion of funding available to throw into solving our transportation
system’s emission problems is too small, and thus the overall tempo of addressing our longterm existence-threatening climate crisis is too slow. We urge taking another, more
ambitious look to revise the STIP spending categories accordingly.
Thank you for the chance to submit our comments before you make your decisions. We realize
the STIP is not and will not be the only place where work can be done to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. However, it constitutes a significant expenditure of resources and long term
planning. Your decisions on December 1st will make solving our climate crisis either easier or
even more difficult. Although much or our future is unknown, we must plan to decrease our
greenhouse gas emissions and we know our modes of transportation will change.
With hopefulness and concern,
OLCV Metro Climate Action Team (OLCV/MCAT)
Steering Committee
Rich Peppers

Mark McLeod

Jane Stackhouse

Michael Mitton

Dan Frye

Pat DeLaquil

Brett Baylor

Rand Schenck

Debby Garman

Rick Brown

KB Mercer
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

STIP Funding Scenarios

Comment

Members, Oregon Transportation Commission, To be responsive to the
Governors Executive Order on Climate requires bold action. While I believe
that the Non-Highway 2024-2027 STIP Funding Scenario is the best of the 5
scenarios it falls far short of what would be required to achieve significant
reduction in Green House Gas emissions. The program must focus in getting
private vehicles off the road, admittedly not an easy task. There is much that
can be done. (I) One risks their lives in many, if not all, of our cities when
trying to walk even short distances, because of inadequate sidewalks: install
more pedestrian walkways. (II) More people would ride bicycles if they
perceived it as safe: require bike lanes on all roadways when repairing
roadways. (III) Expand public transportation, be this light rail or electric
buses. The frequency of service is very important to getting people out of
their cars. (IV) Assist the move to fully electric cars, buses and trucks.
Financial assistance would be a great help such as more free public charging
and support in the purchase electric vehicles. The funding for this investment
needs come by reducing the FIX-it budget which should cover just minimal
repairs to keep the system running. And local programs should emphasize
projects that reduce Green House Gasses.

Name

John Limb

Email
Address

johnolimb@gmail.com

Submission ID: 02aacc58-4c6d-4816-92bf-97aa2f8255e7
Record ID: 24816

Public Services Building
2051 Kaen Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
503-655-8581

November 18, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capitol Street NE, MS11
Salem, OR 97301-3871
Re: 2024-2027 State Transportation Improve Plan (STIP) Comments
Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners,
On behalf of the Clackamas County Coordinating Committee (C4), we are providing comment on the
2024-2027 State Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) with the intent to provide you with context
on the value of STIP funding to our communities and overview of priorities that are important to the
members of C4.
The STIP is an important tool for our rural communities to access federal funding for essential
improvements to the transportation system. The STIP has brought much needed investment to both the
urban and rural communities of Clackamas County, improving safety, creating multi-modal options
and performing critical maintenance functions on existing infrastructure including paving and bridge
replacements. Some examples include the roundabout installation on Highway 213 at Toliver,
planning and development for pedestrian crossings on 99E, culvert replacements on HWY 26 and
installation on HWY 211, the addition of a signal on HWY 224 at Monroe and the bridge replacement
along Knights Bridge Road over the Molalla River. Without this critical funding from the state, these
projects would not likely have been completed within this timeframe.
As housing prices inside the Metro UGB continue to rise families are being pushed to move further out
in order to obtain housing, yet are still working at jobs located inside the urban area. This takes a toll
on the rural state and local roads that now are carrying additional traffic created by this jobs housing
imbalance. The Safety, Enhance, Non-Highway and Fix-it programs are critical for supporting these
vital urban rural connections.
C4 shares the Strategic Action Plan goals and priorities of Climate-GHG Mitigation, Climate
Adaptation/Resilience, Congestion Relief, Social Equity, Multimodal Mobility, Safety and State of
Good Repair as presented to the Oregon Transportation Commission on October 22nd, 2020.
Balancing investments that support our region in reaching these shared goals and priorities while still
taking into consideration the varying needs that our diverse state has is challenging and complicated.
Promoting partnership among the County, its Cities and Special Districts
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C4 recognizes that there is no “one size fits all” approach to transportation infrastructure funding and
appreciates the nuanced approach that ODOT is working toward to provide a strong, connected,
modern transportation system.

We ask that you keep in mind that funding the Fix-it program is essential to improving Climate
Adaptation/Resilience, which is especially important to our rural communities. The need for a climate
resilient transportation system became very visible during the recent fires in our communities. We
must keep these facilities accessible and safe for all to use in case of emergency.
Funding for the Enhance program is also critical to keeping our residents safe in case of emergency.
The fires showed us again the challenges and danger that congestion causes when trying to evacuate an
emergency area.
In addition to Safety improvements, C4 would place increased emphasis on Social Equity and
Multimodal programming. However, we assert that this programming might look different for some
jurisdictions than others. For example, it’s easy to perceive transit station improvements in dense urban
areas where transit already exists. However, some transit programing may require road improvement
or lane additions to accommodate increased transit services, which is the case in many Clackamas
County communities where transit infrastructure may not yet exist.
In closing, C4 supports both the Enhance and Safety/Non-Highway scenarios. We recognize that
funding is limited but we see the need for a focus on Safety and multi-modal investment as well as
Enhancement of our current transportation system. Clackamas County has both urban and rural
communities and it is critical that all communities have a fair opportunity to access the STIP funds.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of these comments. We look forward to participating
further in this discussion as the STIP process advances.
Sincerely,

Chair Jim Bernard
C4 Co-chair

Mayor Brian Hodson
C4 Co-chair

C4 Membership: Clackamas County; the Clackamas Cities of Canby, Estacada, Gladstone, Happy
Valley, Lake Oswego, Milwaukie, Molalla, Oregon City, Rivergrove, Sandy, Tualatin, West Linn,
Wilsonville; Clackamas CPOs, Hamlets, and Special Districts; Ex Officio Members including Metro,
MPAC Citizen Port of Portland, Urban and Rural Transit
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Allocation of funds 2024 - 2027

Comment

Please look forward. I support the non-highway scenario for the allocation of
future transportation funds. Our environment might have an opportunity to
repair itself if we take measures now. New vehicles in the pipeline and
pedestrians require alternatives for safety. Please help move this along.

Name

Mary Lehman

Email
Address

im.maryl@outlook.com
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Record ID: 24846

November 17th, 2020

Oregon Transportation Commission
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capitol Street NE, MS11 Salem, OR 97301-3871
RE: Comments on STIP Scenario Selection
Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2024-2027 State Transportation Improvement Plan
(STIP) scenario selection process.
We greatly appreciate you and your staff’s effort to ensure an inclusive and transparent STIP process.
We also share the goals and priorities of your Strategic Action Plan including Climate-GHG Mitigation,
Climate Adaptation/Resilience, Congestion Relief, Social Equity, Multimodal Mobility, Safety and State of
Good Repair as presented to the Oregon Transportation Commission on October 22nd, 2020.
Clackamas County has diverse needs for transportation funding and we appreciate the challenging
nature of striking the right balance within the scenario selection. While all of the funding catagories
are important we believe that the Enhance scenario strikes the right balance and we ask that the
commission select this scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP.
We look forward to the upcoming conversation regarding funding/program allocations after the
preferred scenario has been selected.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
CLACKAMAS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

Jim Bernard, Chair
On Behalf of the Clackamas County Board of Commissioners

November 18, 2020

To: Oregon Transportation Commission
re: Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) 2024-2027 STIP Funding Allocations
Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners On November 10, 2020, the Lane Area Commission on Transportation (ACT) received an
update on the development of the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP). Information focused on the current phase of development of the 2024-2027 STIP, the
funding allocation to program categories, and the information presented on this topic at the
OTC’s October 22, 2020 meeting.
The information presented on the 2024-2027 STIP Development & Analysis Process concerning
the “Scenario Analysis” was of great use to LaneACT. It helped summarize and contextualize
the tradeoffs and outcomes likely under each of the proposed 2024-2027 Funding Scenarios.
LaneACT appreciates OTC extending the time period for consideration and the provision of
additional analysis to assist with decision making. We hope this approach is expanded to future
considerations.
After reviewing the additional information, LaneACT continues to advocate for prioritizing and
selecting the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario for development of the next STIP. LaneACT
prioritizes the need for funding projects and programs in this category, such as bicycle and
pedestrian projects, the Safe Routes to School program, and Transportation Options. Higher
funding for this category will not only help the state improve its overall transportation system, but
will also result in improvements in health, reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and
increased transportation options for Lane County residents. These anticipated outcomes are
supported by the analysis ODOT staff presented to the OTC in October. Additionally, LaneACT
desires OTC proactively plan for additional federal funding to support projects and activities
under the Fix-It category. Resiliency and sustaining our existing system are foundational
components for network safety, effectiveness and efficiency.
LaneACT appreciates OTC’s support of our pilot Area Strategy work. This will better prepare us
to more effectively respond to policy issues and funding opportunities in the future.
Thank you for opportunity to provide this input.

Claire Syrett,
LaneACT Chair

Central Lane MPO – 24-27 STIP Funding Allocations
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November 18, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
355 Capitol St. NE
Salem, OR 97301
Region 1 Area Commission on Transportation
123 NW Flanders Street
Portland, OR 97209
Chair Van Brocklin and Chair Rogers:
The City of Milwaukie appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed funding allocations
for the 2024-2027 State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). Determining the state’s funding
allocations is a key step in determining how effective the next STIP will be in meeting the many
challenges we face. Transportation plays an essential role in addressing climate change, spurring
economic recovery and increasing public safety. Our state and nation must make meaningful progress
in order to meet the needs of those we serve and a solid partnership with the Oregon Department of
Transportation will be essential.
Milwaukie strongly supports OTC/ODOT strategic action priorities that focus on equity and your
acknowledgment that a modern transportation system must address climate change. While none of the
funding scenarios fully meet the needs of both adapting the system for climate resiliency and providing
greater access to low carbon travel options, the city believes the non-highway option provides the
greatest flexibility and tools to do so. With that said, however, how the various highway and nonhighway programs work together matters more in some ways than the allocations themselves.
With 99E (McLoughlin Boulevard) to the west, and 224 running through the middle, two rail lines,
light rail, multiple regional trail and pathway connections, Milwaukie has often served as a laboratory
for how programs and projects can leverage one another to achieve greater regional outcomes in
transportation. The Monroe Greenway, for example, which the city, Metro and ODOT will be kicking
off soon, combines operations and safety funding from STIP Fix-It programs with MTIP dollars
awarded by Metro and city resources to advance a project that will transform how people navigate our
city and region. Regardless of the ultimate funding scenario selected by the OTC, we strongly
encourage ODOT to continue working across programs and jurisdictional boundaries as part of the
2024-2027 STIP.
While we have direct experience leveraging fix-it programs for active transportation outcomes, we have
struggled to leverage ODOT programs for the benefit of fish and wildlife. For decades, Milwaukie has
advocated for the removal of Kellogg Dam, which would reopen 9.5 miles of passage in Kellogg and
Mt. Scott creeks for historic fish and lamprey populations. Unlike most dam removal projects, there’s
literally no opposition and all agree that a free-flowing creek would be one of single best things we
could do to restore riparian habitat or endangered salmon and native wildlife. So, why hasn’t it
happened? The dam is part of a culvert that is structurally integral to the 99E Kellogg Bridge. To
remove the dam/culvert you must replace the bridge. While this project ranks as a number one priority
for Oregon Fish and Wildlife and ODOT culvert’s program, it scores low with the bridge program.
Since the bridge elements are the most expensive components of the project it falls off the list cycle
after cycle.
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Similar to the strides ODOT has made to leverage preservation, operations, safety and active
transportation programs, we ask that you apply the same lens to the bridge and fish passage programs.
Both face challenges that cannot be met working in isolation. Through targeted co-investment, we
believe the state can tackle some of the long stagnant, but much needed, projects like Kellogg dam
removal.
Sincerely,

Mark Gamba, Mayor

Angel Falconer, Council President

Lisa Batey, Councilor

Wilda Parks, Councilor

Kathy Hyzy, Councilor
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Fires storms drought all getting worse

Comment

The Governors Climate Plan calls on all departments to limit burning fossil
fuels as munch as possible. Our transportation system produces nearly 40%
of Oregon’s GHG pollution, kills nearly 500 people a year, chokes our
communities with air toxics, and fails to fully serve people who don’t have
reliable access to a private vehicle. The system is also inefficient and
expensive and takes up a lot of space. We also know that the approach of
expanding roads leads to more driving (and the air pollution and traffic
injuries and deaths that come with driving) and doesn’t reduce congestion.
We can’t keep going this way. So invest in electric vehicle infrastructure,
public transit, bike paths etc. Please!

Name

Dave King

Email
Address

landd_2@q.com
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Albany Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
City of Albany • City of Jefferson • City of Millersburg • City of Tangent • Linn County •
Benton County • Oregon Department of Transportation

Date: November 19, 2020
To: Oregon Transportation Commission
From: Albany Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO) Policy Board and Technical
Advisory Committee
Re: 2024-2027 STIP Funding
This letter is in response to an invitation by the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) to
have a targeted discussion around funding priorities in the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP). The Albany Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO) is
comprised of the cities of Albany, Jefferson, Millersburg and Tangent, and both Linn and Benton
Counties. As elected members of these communities, we represent the views of AAMPO. And
as AAMPO, we are committed to preserving our existing transportation assets, while also
finding opportunities to combine multi-modal improvements into planned projects
When asked about the seven evaluation metrics proposed by ODOT, AAMPO feels that state of
good repair is the most important metric, followed by safety and congestion. When asked about
the funding scenarios, AAMPO’s priorities are equally split among Base-Line, Fix-It and NonHighway/Safety. This split reflects our commitment to preserve existing assets, while also
making incremental improvements to foster a safer and more multi-modal system.
We thank the OTC for seeking our input and look forward to funding options that address
Oregon's evolving transportation needs.
Sincerely,
Pat Malone, Benton County Commissioner & Policy Board Chair
David Beryl, Jefferson City Councilor
Greg Jones, Tangent City Councilor
Roger Nyquist, Linn County Commissioner
Bill Coburn, Albany City Councilor
John Sullivan, Millersburg City Councilor
Darrin Lane, Citizens’ Representative

AAMPO is staffed by the Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments / 1400 Queen Ave SE, Suite 205 Albany OR 97322 / (541) 967-8551
Staff Contact: Catherine Rohan, crohan@ocwcog.org 541-924-4548
http://www.ocwcog.org/transportation/aampo/

Corvallis Area Metropolitan Planning Organization

777 NW 9th Street, Suite 204C
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

November 18, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
Corvallis Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) Policy Board
2024-2027 STIP Funding

This letter is in response to an invitation by the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) to have a targeted discussion
around funding priorities in the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). We reviewed the
proposed scenarios and evaluation metrics at our October meeting and offer the following input.
The Corvallis Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) is comprised of the cities of Corvallis, Philomath and
Adair Village, and Benton County. As elected members of these communities, we represent the views of CAMPO. And as
representatives of these communities that care deeply about climate change, we strongly urge the OTC to direct the
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) to invest significantly more money into walking and biking infrastructure.
We sent a letter to this effect in December 2019, and we remain committed to the message.
The current STIP presentation makes it challenging to understand the local implications of each funding scenario, and
the parallel one on evaluation of tradeoffs as ranked by ODOT further complicates the conversation. For example, the
"Summary of Scenarios: Performance Relative to Another" slide appears to rank the S2: Non-Highway as the top
performing scenario when using ODOT's evaluation criteria. CAMPO supports the use of these metrics and would like to
highlight S2: Non-Highway's high marks on greenhouse gas mitigation, social equity and multimodal mobility. These are
all goals we share within our region and would like to see reflected in future ODOT spending. However, if the scenarios
are already ranked, we are unclear about the role we have, or should have, in deciding which funding option best meets
the State of Oregon's goals.
Scenario 2: Non-highway prioritizes funding of projects that can address our regional and statewide goals to reduce
greenhouse gases and provide more transportation options for residents. However it appears to do so at the detriment
of Fix-It funding. CAMPO is sensitive to the need for preservation dollars and encourages the OTC to find ways to
address both non-highway and preservation funding needs. We respectfully suggest the Commission consider a
reduction in enhance funding instead. The return on investment for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure is much higher
than for typical highway expansion; it is less expensive to build, and lasts much longer without the need for ongoing
maintenance. In light of the dramatic change in travel patterns we currently see from the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
possibility of a long-term shift in that direction, we encourage the OTC to think conservatively about where our limited
dollars can have the most impact. We ask the question, should capacity expansion projects (i.e Enhance funding) even
be a funding priority in an age of climate change and reduction of trips due to an increase in working from home?
In light of the above, CAMPO supports Scenario 2: Non-highway as the preferred scenario. We support this scenario
because the tradeoffs align with our regional goals and priorities, which are closely tied to Governor Brown's Executive
Order 20-04 on Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions. We thank the OTC for seeking our input and look forward to
funding options that advance Oregon's commitment to addressing climate change.
Sincerely,
Barbara Bull, Corvallis City Councilor & Policy Board Chair
Patrick Malone, Benton County Commissioner & Policy Board Vice Chair
Eric Niemann, Philomath Mayor
Alan Rowe, Adair Village City Councilor
Cities of Corvallis, Philomath, Adair Village, Benton County and Oregon Department of Transportation
Staff Contact: Nick Meltzer, nmeltzer@ocwcog.org, 541-758-1911
www.CorvallisAreaMPO.org

Cascades West
Area Commission on Transportation
1400 Queen Ave. SE Suite 205A Albany, OR 97322 •
(541) 967-8551 • FAX (541) 967-4651

November 18, 2020
Members of the Oregon Transportation Commission,
The Cascades West Area Commission on Transportation (CWACT) appreciates the opportunity
to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) 2024-2027 proposed
funding scenarios, and we thank ODOT staff for attending our meetings to provide more detail,
and describe the tradeoffs for each scenario. Our comments on the funding scenarios follow a
similar theme to our previous comments on the STIP process.
In our September letter, CWACT stated maintenance and safety improvements are our priorities
for funding. In addition to this we also support a truly multi-modal transportation system in our
region, so we disagree with the sentiment expressed in the STIP presentation that we must
choose between “fixing the existing system or building more sidewalks and bike paths.” No one
is arguing that preserving our existing assets is unimportant, and we acknowledge roads and
bridges serve more than just passenger cars—buses and freight traffic are an important part of
Oregon’s transportation system. What we are trying to make clear is that local bodies know
where the priorities are, and should have more input, and flexibility in spending decisions.
Along these lines, we are more concerned with projects proposed in our region, compared with
the larger funding categories. If we must choose, our ranked scenarios are 1) Baseline, 2) Fix-It,
and 3) Non Highway/Safety. Again, we feel there are options that combine these funds to focus
on projects that address multiple objectives while allowing for more local input. We also note
that there is a significant funding shortage that prevents meaningful improvement in all goal
areas. We implore ODOT and the OTC to continue exploring new funding streams that will
ensure the long term sustainability of our transportation system.
Again, CWACT would like to reiterate that we want to be more involved in the STIP process
beyond the funding scenarios. Our current level of engagement and the confusing process has
resulted in decreased meeting attendance from CWACT members, which reduces our
effectiveness as a communication forum for not just ODOT projects, but for all transportation
issues in our region. These concerns were raised at the October 2019 workshop in Lebanon, and
we have yet to see meaningful progress on improving ACT engagement since. We hope the OTC
will keep the discussions surrounding ACT engagement as a high priority.

Doug Hunt
CWACT Executive Committee Chair

The League of Women Voters of Oregon is a 100-year-old grassroots nonpartisan political organization that encourages informed
and active participation in government. We envision informed Oregonians participating in a fully accessible, responsive, and
transparent government to achieve the common good. LWVOR Legislative Action is based on advocacy positions formed through
studies and member consensus. The League never supports or opposes any candidate or political party.

November 20, 2020
To:

Chair Van Brocklin and Commission Members
Oregon Transportation Commission, OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

Re:

The 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program – Comment

Concern: The distribution of funds for the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP) does not reflect the urgency of our need to accelerate equity-focused, emissions-reduction policies
for Oregon.
The distribution of STIP funds for 2024-27, presented on November 2, 2020:
Total Budget: $2,200 Million. Of that, $180 Million, or 8.18% of the total STIP budget is allocated
for the seven goals of Multimodal Mobility, Climate Mitigation, Social Equity, Climate Adaptation,
Congestion Relief, Safety, and State of Good Repair.1, 2
Because the League of Women Voters of Oregon believes that climate change is an existential threat
facing our nation and planet, LWVOR supports climate goals and policies that are consistent with the best
available science and that will ensure a stable climate system for future generations. We believe that the
budget allocation is inadequate to address our urgent emission-reduction needs, the social equity
focus, climate adaptation, multimodal mobility, congestion relief, safety and state of good repair.
Transportation emission reductions are perhaps the most readily achieved among the many challenging
sectors of our economy. With appropriate supports, we can anticipate rapid adoption of electric vehicles
(EVs) and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs) in all weight classes as they enter the market, particularly
as the technology for batteries continues to improve, EV purchase is supported in early years by
incentives, and, thereafter, when prices for both new and used EVs become comparable to internal
combustion vehicles. DEQ’s Clean Fuels Program addresses the transition to clean electricity generation
to meet future needs. Excess solar/wind generation can be used to produce hydrogen. We are a country
that loves its cars and trucks; the lower maintenance and fueling costs for EVs will only solidify their
popularity.
The Every Mile Counts document acknowledges ODOT’s role to lead in electrification, designation of
EV corridors and upgrades for the West Coast Electric Highway. ODOT’s job is to support alternatives to
driving and the development of clean, renewable charging/fueling infrastructure. STIP investments must
address the 40% of total state greenhouse gas emissions generated by transportation and a rapid reduction
to meet state emissions reduction goals.
The ODOT Climate Office and the Oregon Global Warming Commission have suggested transportation
investments to advance climate goals:
Every Mile Counts, Multi-Agency Implementation Work Plan includes the following
recommendations: 3
• Needs Analysis for freight corridors, development of infrastructure for hydrogen fueling and electric
charging
• Interconnected bike lanes separated from motor vehicle traffic; development of urban pedestrian
networks - both accessible and interconnected
• Optimization of park-and-ride transit options
1330 12th St. SE, Suite 200 • Salem, OR 97302 • 503-581-5722 • lwvor@lwvor.org • www.lwvor.org

League of Women Voters of Oregon
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* In June 2021, ODOT’s Transportation Electrification Infrastructure Needs Analysis Study will present
analysis and recommendations for investments in rural areas
Oregon Global Warming Commission Transportation Recommendations:4
• Condition STIP funding for MPO Scenario Planning where applicable, using analyses for carbon
outcomes and integrate carbon reduction into state transportation funding
• Planning should prioritize transit-supportive development beginning in MPOs, and extend service to
underserved areas
• To increase efficiencies and timeliness, transit agencies should be adopting Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
service on appropriate arterial roadways. Where BRT is not possible or more difficult, bus service
should be given priority passage along arterial routes through traffic signal controls and other methods
familiar to transit planners
• Incentivize bicycle use with safety measures and interconnected, separated lane networks
• Develop pedestrian network accessibility and connectivity, with strategies similar to those used for
bicycles.
• Consider the need to connect to transit for pedestrians and cyclists
• Adopt Mode-Blind Transportation Planning and Funding, using tools calibrated to achieve a certain
level of GHG emissions as well as other outcomes5
• Support Transportation Electrification
Analysis and designation of EV corridors and upgrades to the West Coast Electric Highway
Freight industry needs analysis for infrastructure for zero-emission heavy-duty trucks
Infrastructure for rapid electrical chargers and hydrogen fuel service for heavy duty trucks
Develop in partnership with service providers. Particularly important for rural and low-income
areas
* We commend OTC’s adoption of congestion pricing and look forward to further adoption in bottleneck
regions of the state highway system.
In 2019, Metro Council identified some of the region’s busiest and most dangerous travel corridors. As
we learned from the development of the proposed Metro Measure 26-218, many state roadways and
corridors in metropolitan regions, particularly in low-income and historically red-lined
neighborhoods, have dangerous pedestrian crossings. Updating these corridors, throughout the state,
for pedestrian walkways, traffic safety, and bus rapid transit would meet some of ODOT’s responsibility
for maintaining its state highway system - while achieving the goals of improving the pedestrian
experience, increased safety and transit efficiency.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission recommends that the Oregon Transportation Commission
“should give substantial weight to STIP-proposed projects that demonstrate progress in moving Oregon
toward its climate emissions and adaptation goals.” In the time of climate emergency, we must take our
cues not from the past, but from our future. Whenever possible, we’ve got to get out of our cars. If we
must drive, we need robust investment in infrastructure to support rapid charging and hydrogen refueling.
Thank you for your consideration,

Rebecca Gladstone
LWVOR President

Claudia Keith & Julie Chapman
LWVOR Climate Portfolio

1330 12th St. SE, Suite 200 • Salem, OR 97302 • 503-581-5722 • lwvor@lwvor.org • www.lwvor.org
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Vice Chair Alando Simpson, OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us
Commissioner Julie Brown, OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us
Commissioner Sharon Smith, OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us
Commissioner Maurice Henderson, OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us
Amanda Pietz, Director, Climate Office, ODOT, amanda.pietz@odot.state.or.us
Cathy Macdonald, Chair, Oregon Global Warming Commission, oregon.GWC@Oregon.gov
Kristen Sheeran, Energy and Climate Change Policy Advisor, kristen.sheeran@oregon.gov
Gina Zejdlik, Interim Chief of Staff, gina.zejdlik@oregon.gov
Leah Horner, Regional Solutions Director, leah.horner@oregon.gov

1. Development of the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, November 2020
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/MCT/MCTAC%20Minutes/2024-2027STIP_advisorycommittees-update_11-2020.pdf
2. ODOT STIP Webinar Nov 2,2020, password: 110220STIPwebinar
https://ordot.webex.com/recordingservice/sites/ordot/recording/play/efc8b9877ce0457185db89
9dd06766cd
3. Every Mile Counts, Statewide Transportation Strategy,
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Programs/TDD%20Documents/STS%20MultiAgency%20Implementation%20Work%20Plan_2020-2022.pdf
4. Oregon Global Warming Commission draft Transportation Recommendations, May 13, 2020, Meeting
Materials, https://www.keeporegoncool.org/meeting-calendar
5. ODOT developed such a “least cost planning” tool – MOSAIC – that can be used by local governments
in corridor planning, and can be adapted by planning entities to reflect local needs and priorities . . . but
transparently so, for example, a plan that gave zero weight to minimizing greenhouse gas emissions
would visibly reflect that priority.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Choose the non-highway scenario

Comment

Hello, I am commenting regarding the upcoming decision by the Oregon
Transportation Commission on December 1st that will allocate transportation
project funding in 2024-2027. I am writing to urge you to choose the nonhighway scenario out of the five scenarios to choose from. This would
support projects for biking, walking and transit. This scenario was also the
one that scored highest in ODOT's screening for climate and equity
outcomes. Investing in highways, specifically widening highways, induces
more demand for people to drive. There are better, more cost-effective ways
to reduce congestion. Investing in alternative transportation infrastructure
and beginning tolling drivers are much more positive and efficient ways to
address congestion. There are very few serious injuries on I-5 and people are
dying consistently on ODOT facilities in the region. Powell and 82nd is an
example of this. Areas of safety concern should be prioritized. There are
other ways to restore the Albina neighborhood that do not involve the
unnecessary widening of a highway. Increasing pollution inflicted on
students of Harriet Tubman Elementary School is one of the many negative
consequences that would result for students in that area. We know students
perform worse on tests when the air quality is poor and that air pollution can
cause or exacerbate medical issues. This is a step in the complete wrong
direction. Lets create a better world for our grandchildren by choosing to
invest in a project that promotes a healther, more equitable way of life and
planet. Thank you very much for your time and all you do.
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Kristen Sartor
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kls0004@auburn.edu
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Non-Highway funding please!

Comment

There are so many compelling reasons to invest in non-highway projects for ODOT: 1. Non-highway projects will create
FOUR more jobs per $1,000,000 than highway projects, according to AARP. 2. Non-highway transportation is clearly the way
people will get places in the future. Our planet can't support our current transportation methods and highways, and investing in
better alternatives will provide Oregonians with safer, healthier streets and a planet to live on for our children. 3. Cleaner air
and cheaper transportation will save Oregon taxpayers money: according to
https://nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/bikeloud/docs/research/ATP%20Cost%20Benefit%20Technical%20Document_FINAL_212-19.pdf, about $2.50 for every $1 spent. Most of all, it should be ODOT's goal to provide Oregonians with safe
transportation routes. Cars are deadly, being both one of the top 10 causes of death globally (Wikipedia:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_causes_of_death_by_rate) and in the longer term by increasing carbon emissions. It
would be careless and reckless to continue funding car-centered transport at the expense of other more sustainable
transportation methods.
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wyman.lucy@gmail.com
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Representing Counties:
Clatsop County Commission
Columbia County Commission
Tillamook County Commission
Washington County Commission
Representing Cities:
City of Astoria
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City of Cannon Beach
City of Columbia City
City of Clatskanie
City of Garibaldi
City of Gaston
City of Gearhart
City of Manzanita
City of Nehalem
City of North Plains
City of Rainier
City of Rockaway Beach
City of Scappoose
City of Seaside
City of St Helens
City of Tillamook
City of Vernonia
City of Warrenton
City of Wheeler
Representing Ports:
Port of Astoria
Port of Garibaldi
Port of Nehalem
Port of St Helens
Port of Tillamook Bay
Representing Transit Districts:
Columbia County Transportation
Sunset Empire Transit
Tillamook County Transportation
Representing ODOT:
ODOT Region 2—NW Area
Representing Others:
Transportation Stakeholders
Citizens-At-Large
PO Box 354
Columbia City, OR 97108
NWOregon.org/NWACT
Email: NWACT@NWOregon.org

Kayla Hootsmans
2020
Legislative Coordinator
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capitol St. NE
Salem, OR 97301
Dear Mr Van Brocklin,

November 18,

Chair Oregon Transportation Commission,

Thank-you for the opportunity to provide input feedback into ODOT’s 5
scenario spending options for 2024—27 STIP. Our NWACT met on November
12th and reviewed and discussed all five scenarios with our North Coast ODOT
staff, Tony Synder and Ken Shonkwiler. We discussed that effectively, our
input will need to focus on the spending above ODOT’s mandated “dotted”
spending line. Below is a summary of NWACT’s recommendations regarding
the scenario proposals:
1.

Scenarios 2 and 3 are the best fit with the transportation needs on the
North Coast. Given the significant portion of Fix-It spending already
mandated for 2024—2027, enhance, safety and non-highway funding
are our priorities for the remaining balance.
2. As the funding decision process proceeds, we encourage the OTC to
consider regional equity across the State. As you well know,
distribution of some of ODOT’s funding is based on vehicle
registrations. Rural areas such as the Oregon Coast receive a
disproportionate amount of non-local vehicle traffic. This significantly
impacts transportation capacity, congestion, safety and maintenance.
3. Finally, we hope that ODOT will also continue to look for ways to
increase 2024—2027 revenues. We understand that gas tax revenues
are declining, but we are equally interested in ODOT’s plans to backfill
those shortfalls long term.
Again, thanks for the opportunity to provide input. It has never been more
important to be creative in addressing Oregon’s transportation needs.
Sincerely,

Henry Heimuller, NWACT, Chair
Lianne Thompson, NWACT Vice-Chair
NW Oregon Area Commission on Transportation
cc. Kayla Hootsmans, ODOT Legislative Coordinator
Tony Snyder, ODOT Area Manager,
Ken Shonkwiler, ODOT Planner

November 20, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capital Street NE, MS11
Salem, OR 97301-3871
Re: 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program Funding Priorities
Dear Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) Members,
Thank you for your efforts to include the Oregon State Modal Committees in the process of weighing the
alternative scenarios for the 2024-2027 Surface Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) funding. The
decision you make on STIP funding will shape the future of transportation in Oregon for years to come.
Therefore, the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (OBPAC) is writing this letter to advise you
on the funding scenario that it feels best meets the needs of the State.
In past years, the OTC and ODOT have used a grading / scorecard system to identify areas within the
transportation system that are in most need of improvement and investment. This grading system led to billions
of dollars spent to improve failing infrastructure, such as the three iterations of the Oregon Transportation
Investment Act (OTIA) to repair and replace failing bridges.
OBPAC is pleased to see the focus on outcomes areas as you consider how to invest in the State’s
transportation infrastructure to “build, maintain, and operate a modern, multimodal transportation system to
serve all Oregonians, address climate change, and help Oregon communities and economies thrive.”
Please invest in outcome areas that have been neglected as reflected in the failing grades that ODOT has
issued to the following outcome areas:
1. Climate Change/Greenhouse Gas Emissions - letter grade of: D-;
2. Multimodal Mobility – letter grade of: D; and,
3. Social Equity – letter grade of: C-.
While these outcome areas have been identified as priorities that contribute to a modern transportation system,
ODOT has failed to make progress on these priorities. We advise the OTC to consider the only proposed
scenario that significantly improves all three Outcome areas - Scenario 2, or the “Non-Highway
Option.” This is the only option that focuses major investments in the areas that will allow ODOT to make
measurable progress on reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving multimodal mobility while
addressing serious social inequities centered around transportation options.
We look forward to continuing to work with you to have the transportation values of our state reflected in the
STIP and other ODOT spending decisions to produce an equitable, healthy, and safe transportation system
that serves the needs of all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Hau Hagedorn
Chair, Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee

CC: OBPAC Members
Travis Brouwer - ODOT Assistant Director for Revenue, Finance, and Compliance
Karyn Criswell – ODOT Public Transportation Division Administrator
Susan Peithman – ODOT Public Transportation Strategic Investment Manager
Jessica Horning – ODOT Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Manager

November 20, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
355 Capitol Street, NE MS 11
Salem, Oregon 97301
Dear Chair Van Brocklin and members of the Oregon Transportation Commission:
It is time to think differently about transportation investments, and take a new approach that is
more efficient, centers health and equity as non-negotiable outcomes, and is more sustainable
for future generations. You have an opportunity to choose this path with the 2024-2027 STIP
package. We urge you to invest in the 2024-2027 STIP money in alignment with the
“Non-Highway” scenario.
The “Non-Highway” scenario provides the most investment in the parts of our transportation
system that provide the most positive effects on equity, air quality and climate pollution. The
more people who are able to bike, walk and take transit, the more efficiently we can use our
right-of-way while also reducing air toxics and greenhouse gas pollution and providing more
freedom and access for people who do not or cannot drive. Also, non-highway projects provide
more jobs per dollar spent than road-building projects.
Non-highway projects are essential for a system that allows Oregonians of all ages, abilities and
income levels to get safely, affordably and conveniently where we need to go, and that does not
burden communities with air pollution, traffic injuries and deaths, or the impacts of climate
change. Non-highway projects are also the most effective investments to meet the Governor’s
Executive Order 20-04’s requirements for ODOT to prioritize activities and investments that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
This investment choice is bold, and would be unprecedented for OTC. It is, however, necessary
to meet the call of the unprecedented times in which we live. Of the extraordinary and urgent
crises we are facing now - climate, economic, racial justice, and pandemic - only the pandemic is
likely to become less urgent before 2024. Invest in the “Non-Highway” scenario that will most
effectively address all these urgent needs.
Sincerely,
Sara Wright
Oregon Environmental Council
Vivian Satterfield
Verde
LeeAnn O’Neill
Bend Bikes
Joe Kurmaskie
Director
Washco Bikes (Washington County Bicycle Transportation Coalition)

Marc Schlossberg, PhD
Sustainable Cities Institute
RJ Sheperd
Co-Chair, Bike Loud PDX
Kari Schlosshauer
Safe Routes Partnership
Victoria Paykar
Climate Solutions
Stuart Liebowitz
Douglas County Global Warming Coalition
Huy Ong
OPAL Environmental Justice Oregon
Jonnie Ling
Community Cycling Center
Alan Journet, Co-facilitator
Southern Oregon Climate Action Now
Mary Kyle McCurdy
1000 Friends of Oregon
OLCV Metro Climate Action Team (MCAT)
Aimee Okotie-Oyekan
NAACP Eugene-Springfield
Phil Carver, Co-coordinator
350 Salem Oregon
Nora Lehmann
Families for a Livable Climate
Julia DeGraw
Oregon League of Conservation Voters

November 19, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capital Street NE, MS11
Salem, OR 97301-3871
Re: 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program Funding Priorities
Dear Commissioners,
The Public Transportation Advisory Committee (PTAC) would like to thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the various scenarios being considered for the 2024-27 Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP). Since the PTAC role has been to provide advice to the Public
Transportation Division and Oregon Transportation Commission on policy and funding areas that impact
public transportation providers and those who utilize their services, we are obligated to ensure the
committee serves as a forum for discussing and identifying issues and solutions. There is an obligation
for PTAC to ensure that the interests of marginalized groups and underrepresented populations are
considered. As the ODOT Strategic Action Plan states, we must be mindful of the benefits and burdens
created by our work and ensure they are distributed equitably. The plan must benefit the life of every
Oregonian.
At our November 2nd meeting, we reviewed the scenarios outlined in the STIP presentation and discussed
our thoughts on how we feel the OTC should proceed. We are keenly aware of the challenge of
prioritizing spending of limited funds and making an impact across the many facets of transportation in
Oregon. However, we also know the impact that public transportation has on the transportation system.
Public transportation reduces congestion, reduces roadway wear and tear, and reduces greenhouse gas
emissions. The latter is especially true with public transportation agencies moving towards low and no
emission fleets. Public transportation is a key component to a strong multi-modal transportation system.
We work closely with our partners in rail and bike/ped to build a connected system that supports the
various transportation options that people have.
Of the scenarios shown, we feel that the OTC should prioritize the Non-highway or the Nonhighway/Safety scenarios. These scenarios strengthen the multi-modal system in the state that will have a
positive impact on the transportation system in Oregon. It is not lost on us that these two scenarios don’t
provide for additional funding for fix-it projects. Public transportation providers rely on well maintained
highways throughout the state and would also recommend that a possible solution would be to carve out a
small portion of the non-highway funds and include additional fix-it funds in one of these scenarios.
Thank you again for the opportunity to weigh in on this through the lens of public transportation and a
strong and equitable multi-modal network.
Sincerely,

Jeff Hazen
Chair, Public Transportation Advisory Committee

November 23, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
355 Capitol Street, NE MS 11
Salem, Oregon 97301
To the Oregon Transportation Commission,
Families for a Livable Climate is a group of parents and families who are speaking up to create
a hopeful future for all children. We are writing to urge the Commission to choose the
Non-highway option for the 2024-2027 STIP.
After so many years of delay, denial, and inaction on climate change, we are dangerously close
to running out of time to slow global heating. We have spent down any buffer time we had to
protect against wrong decisions or missed opportunities to reduce Oregon’s carbon output. With
transportation close to 40% of Oregon's greenhouse gas emissions, it is crucial for the
Commission to invest as much as possible in transportation projects that reduce GHG pollution.
It is time for ODOT and the OTC to do things differently. We cannot keep repeating the mistakes
and bad investments of the past and expect a different outcome. When our transportation
system kills close to 500 people a year, pollutes the air we breathe, requires people to have the
financial means and physical ability to acquire, fuel, maintain and operate private vehicles, and
depends upon the building and constant expansion (due to induced demand) of highways that
tear apart communities of color, rob people of intergenerational wealth and harm children's
health, well . . . even a child can see that it is time to build a better, cleaner, and more fair
system.
We hope the OTC can see and feel the gravity of this potential inflection point in the history of
transportation in America. This could be -- must be -- the moment where we truly face up to the
harms a century of car dominance has wrought on our state and our climate, and rethink
everything. But not just rethink the past & present -- we must invest our money in the
sustainable, human-centered transport system of the future. Frankly, given the titanic
changes necessary, voting for the non-highway option in the STIP for 2024 is truly the bare
minimum. But it is one of the many small steps along the way that we can't afford to get wrong.
Our children will inherit the infrastructure we are repairing, revisioning, and rebuilding
now. Let's build something better. Please choose the Non-Highway option for the
2024-2027 STIP package.
Sincerely,
Families for a Livable Climate
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Please Invest in the Non-Highway Funding Scenario

Comment

Hi there, We need to move away from investing in fossil fuel infrastructure
of the past if we're going to have any chance of reducing our carbon
emissions. Highways and freeways are a perfect example of what we're going
to need to retire in the 21st century as we try to make moves to address our
carbon emissions. As such, we need to stop investing in freeways now. That's
why I ask that you please invest in the non-highway STIP. Thank you for
your time.
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Brad Baker
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bradmbak@gmail.com
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This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I urge you to support the NonHighway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway
scenario does the most address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end the
epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling. We can't call
ourselves climate forward city and continue to put money into highways. We
need better public transportation, and better bike friendly options. The money
that is put into these options pays back dividends in the future.
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Dan Ryan
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dan.ryan0327@gmail.com
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I am writing to urge you to
support the Non-Highway funding scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. This
scenario does the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis and to end
the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling. As someone
who does his best to avoid driving, I believe that ALL people deserve to be
safe and efficient on our roads. As a person who prefers to walk, bike or take
public transit I know that our infrastructure remains far too unsafe and
inefficient to appeal to a large enough group of people. Yet, I know that
many Oregonians who feel unsafe on a bike or a sidewalk DO want to utilize
non-car transportation without risking their lives. We know that even though
3.7% of people walked to work in 2017, over 16% of the deaths on Oregon’s
roadways in 2017 were pedestrians. This must change and you have the
power to make safe infrastructure reality. Though safety and efficiency are
key to getting folks out of cars and onto bikes, busses/trains and on foot, we
also know that our businesses (now suffering due to COVID) benefit when
more people can move about without a car. Research from all over the world
(including at PSU) shows that building bike lanes increases business activity,
particularly along main streets (eg, SE Hawthrone Blvd in Portland). This
infrastructure is also cost-effective: Every $1 spent on completing Portland’s
2030 Bike Plan will generate $20 in benefits through reduced healthcare cost,
transportation savings, and statistical lives saved over 50 years (Source:
Gotschi, 2010). I implore you to consider the impact that your actions will
have on the NOW and for generations to come. Please help fund projects that
will increase our walking, biking and public transit mode shares throughout
Oregon. Thank you for your time.
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What
would
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to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

I Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I urge you to support the NonHighway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway
scenario does the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end
the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling. While only
3.7% of people walked to work in 2017, over 16% of the deaths on Oregon's
roadways in 2017 were pedestrians. I believe a funding plan that focuses on
pedestrian and bicycle safety can be an important tool to address this.
Sincerely, Joel Statz
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

The STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

I'd urge you to support the Non-Highway Funding Scenario for the 20242027 STIP. The Oregon economy suffered massively due to the wildfires.
The fires will only get worse. We need resiliency in transit options. We must
stop forcing everyone to own a car and drive everywhere because there are
no viable alternatives to driving. Invest that money into 100s of miles of safe,
protected pathways and dedicated transit lanes.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

For too long the status quo of building and expanding roads and highways
has gone on, hurting the local communities and economy. I believe that these
next years are crucial in investing in a truly multi modal network for all
forms of transportation, and this is why I am writing in support of the Non
Highway Scenario for the next STIP. The Non Highway Scenerio does the
most for the economy as Non-highway projects create 4 more jobs per $1M
spent than highway projects (Source: AARP), and building bike lanes has
repeatedly shown to increase business activity, particularly and along Main
Streets. (Source: PSU TREC) The Non Highway Scenario also does the most
work for progressing equity by creating sufficient and cheaper alternatives to
car ownership, of which can cost over 8,000 dollars a year compared to 200300 dollars if an individual uses a bike and public transit. But most important
of all, the Non Highway scenario does the most to address safety. While only
3.7% of people walked to work in 2017, over 16% of the deaths on Oregon's
roadways in 2017 were pedestrians. (Sources: ACS 5-Yr 2017, ODOT 5-Yr
Crash Summary Report) In addition, for too long has ODOT ignored the
orphan highways in the Portland Metro Area, where there is very poor
sidewalk coverage, either no bike infrastructure or substandard gutter lanes
with the only protection being a line of paint, in addition to high speeds of
motor traffic. I urge the commission to really take a look at ODOT’s
priorities in the upcoming years and to heavily invest in the lackluster
multimodal network that this region needs.
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What
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to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support for Non-Highway Plan

Comment

Hello Commissioners. I am writing to share my support for the non-highway
funding plan for 2024-2027 STIP. The best possible future for our region is
to reduce our dependence on cars. We need to focus on equity, fighting
climate change, ending traffic violence, and making streets safer for all nonmotor vehicle modes of transportation. The non-highway plan is the best
option for all of those. One of the few silver linings of this year has been the
sheer joy of watching my neighborhood retake the streets from cars. Seeing
young children learning to bike, families going for walks, businesses taking
back roads, have all done so much to help build community at a time when
we need to show up for each other. It creates cleaner air, healthier people,
and better connections to local businesses. The best way to make this type of
community a daily reality is to make the streets safer and support
infrastructure to make alternate forms of transportation easier, faster, and
cheaper. Thank you.
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What
would
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to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Please adopt the Non-Highway STIP Funding option

Comment

Dear Commissioners: I am an Oregon resident in the city of Portland. I'm
writing to ask that you support and adopt the Non-Highway Funding
Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. There are many reasons this is the right
choice: EQUITY As you know, ODOT has orphan highways in the Metro
region, disproportionately in low-income and communities of color. These
deadly streets continue to be ignored, with poor sidewalks, poor or absent
bike lanes, and high-speed limits on cars. While only 3.7% of people walked
to work in 2017, over 16% of the deaths on Oregon's roadways in 2017 were
pedestrians. (Sources: ACS 5-Yr 2017, ODOT 5-Yr Crash Summary Report).
Again, those who walk to work are disproportionately low-income and
people of color. CLIMATE Transportation accounts for 40% of carbon
emissions in the state. (Source: Oregon DEQ) Prioritizing alternate forms of
transportation -- walking, cycling, and mass transit -- over personal vehicle
use is one simple way of prioritizing the climate. Every $1 spent on
completing Gresham's Active Transportation Plan will generate $2.48 of
benefits related to improved air quality, household transportation savings,
and reduced healthcare costs over 23 years. (Source: Multnomah County
REACH) JOBS Non-highway projects create 4 more jobs per $1M spent than
highway projects (Source: AARP) Building bike lanes has repeatedly shown
to increase business activity, particularly and along Main Streets. (Source:
PSU TREC) SAFETY ODOT's responsibility is to maintain its roads for all
users, not only vehicular traffic. Studies have repeatedly shown that those not
in vehicles (pedestrians especially, and cyclists) are being failed and put in
unnecessary danger. Every $1 spent on completing Portland's 2030 Bike Plan
will generate $20 in benefits through reduced healthcare costs, transportation
savings, and statistical lives saved over 50 years. (Source: Gotschi, 2010)
SUPPORT THE NON-HIGHWAY STIP FUNDING SCENARIO For all the
reasons listed above, please put your full support behind the Non-Highway
option. Thank you.
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What would
you like to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

STIP 2024-2027

Comment

The state should maximize investment in non-highway projects
reflecting the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
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What would
you like to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Climate warming mitigation

Comment

Good Folks - I hope all governmental decisions are made with climate
change mitigation in mind. Thank you sincerely. Mike
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Focus STIP funding on systems that reduce Greenhouse Gases

Comment

Hello. As you consider funding for the 2024-2027 STIP investments, please
focus on projects that will reduce greenhouse gases (GHGs). Transportation
exists to move people and goods, and right now we do that inefficiently and
at high cost to the environment. Every project evaluated for funding should
be coupled with (at least) a high-level analysis of likelihood of reducing
GHGs, and only those that move us forward in lowering GHGs should be
funded. We can't continue to ignore transportation's impact on the
environment.
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What would
you like to
do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

The 2024-2027 STIP

Comment

The 2024-2027 STIP should invest to the maximum extent possible in
non-highway projects (mass transit, safety for bike and pedestrians.)
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Prioritize Climate

Comment

It is time for the OTC to show climate leadership, and invest differently than
it has in the past. If ODOT prioritizes climate, it’s time to show that with
ODOT’s spending choices. The 2024-2027 STIP package should invest as
much as possible in non-highway projects. This category of spending best
supports Oregon’s equity and climate goals.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Please use the Non Highway Funding Scenario

Comment

I live in Washington County near Beaverton. I am trying hard to cut back on
driving, for my health, for the planet, for my pocketbook. I also have a nondriving young adult daughter. Biking in the suburbs is in general, terrifying. I
spend a lot of time next to 45-50 mph traffic separated only by a stripe of
paint. More people would bike or would encourage older children to bike if it
felt more safe. Truly separated bike lanes would encourage cyclists of all
ages and abilities to get out of their cars. But bike lanes have to be true
networks, not just patches here and there, so people on bikes can get to where
they need to go safely. Shops, libraries, MAX stops, all of it. Washington
County and Beaverton are FULL of bike lanes that end abruptly, where all of
a sudden a person on a bike is expected to disappear, or share a lane with
cars. Both are unrealistic.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I urge you to support the NonHighway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway
scenario does the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end
the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling. I moved to
Portland in part because of the city's cyclist-friendly reputation and would
like to see this vision generously expanded. Devoting funding to
improvements for cyclists and pedestrians prevents deaths from vehicular
accidents, reduces carbon emissions, encourages traffic to local businesses,
reduces long-term healthcare costs, and creates jobs at a considerably higher
rate than spending on highway expansions. Please bear this information in
mind when allocating funding. Sincerely, Rosalind Lewis Cyclist and
pedestrian
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

support for non highway funding scenario

Comment

Hello and thank you for your service to making Oregon a leader in
transportation in the United States. I am writing to let you know my support
for the non highway STIP funding scenario. This will allow the most to be
spent on safety improvements as well as bicycle and pedestrian projects.
These projects have the biggest return on investment for our economy and
community. 8 years ago I started Go By Bike, a one of a kind service that
provides bicycle valet and repair at the bottom of the aerial tram. Even today,
in the midst of a global pandemic, more people park their bike at the bottom
of the tram then anywhere else in north america. We can park 450 people in
the space you could have previously parked 20 cars. We are able to do this
because of Portland's investments in bicycling. We are not going to build our
way out of congestion with more highways. A different way of getting
around is possible. I hope you will support the funding scenario which most
moves us in this direction. Thank you.
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What
would you
like to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Please focus on NON Highway functions

Comment

MASS Transit using non carbon polluting vehicles is a must for the future.
Encough trying to improve what has been killing us. Time to do this
differently, plese
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

I support the Enhance scenario of the STIP

Comment

I fully support the "Enhance" scenario of the STIP. Oregon's roads have
become increasingly congested due to a combination of poor city planning
and tax policy. Planners authorize growth without providing the
infrastructure to support it, and taxation has favored high-tech and high-wage
businesses which bring wealthier workers to a region. This raises housing
prices, producing displacement of lower-wage workers far from the urban
core. These workers must then commute longer distances to work, producing
more highway congestion. Until the underlying problems of growth and tax
policy can be resolved, ODOT has a responsibility to upgrade the road
system to address these effects. Anti-car interests believe that increasing
congestion will reduce driving. However, they offer no solution for the
problems that created the congestion, only punishment for people who need
to drive in order to keep their jobs and put a roof over their heads. Workers
shouldn't have to pay an increased price of sitting in slow traffic when they
should be spending time either at work or with their families. For these
reasons, we need upgrades to our highway system. I have attached a detailed
comment to the Portland Metro government on this topic that's relevant to the
STIP planning process. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Prioritize non- highway projects

Comment

We have to focus on moving people and goods, not vehicles. The status quo
isn’t working. Our transportation system produces nearly 40% of Oregon’s
GHG pollution, kills nearly 500 people a year, chokes our communities with
air toxics, and fails to fully serve people who don’t have reliable access to a
private vehicle. The system is also inefficient and expensive and takes up a
lot of space. We also know that the approach of expanding roads leads to
more driving (and the air pollution and traffic injuries and deaths that come
with driving) and doesn’t reduce congestion. We can’t keep going this way.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I urge you to support the NonHighway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway
scenario does the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end
the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I urge you to support the NonHighway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway
scenario does the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end
the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling. The decisions
made for funding are not just about meeting current needs, in fact they can’t
meet current needs. Spending on transportation shapes future transportation
decisions after infrastructure is built. If we want more people to bike, walk,
roll, and ride transit, we need to invest heavily in making those options
easier. Because it will take time for habits to change, we must act soon and
decisively. That is why I am supporting the “non-highway” scenario (or,
better, a new scenario that eliminates all non-critical maintenance and our
excessively large road network). Sincerely, Thomas Craig
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Climate leaders don't widen freeways or highways.

Comment

I'm writing to express my vigorous support for the Non-Highway Funding
Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. It's imperative that we direct our scarce
transportation resources towards investing in our communities with transit,
biking and walking. ODOT has neglected to invest in orphan highways all
around the Portland region for years, and it has created toxic, dangerous
streets that actively harm the communities misfortunate enough to live
nearby. Please direct as much STIP money as possible towards investments
in safer streets, climate action, and enact a moratorium on fossil-fuel
infrastructure like additional auto capacity on highways and freeways.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

The 2024-2027 STIP must invest in non-highway projects

Comment

Greetings. I am writing to encourage OTC to prioritize investments in
alternatives to the single occupancy vehicle in the next STIP cycle.
Particularly troublesome here in Corvallis is ODOT's assertion about the
need to replace the historic Van Buren Bridge. The "congestion" it causes
would be easily reduced by logical and very low cost changes to traffic
signals immediately east and west of the bridge. Somehow ODOT has
justified an expensive and environmentally destructive project on the basis of
single occupancy vehicle wait times eastbound without even trying
progressive signaling solutions. With appropriate signal changes, such as
eliminating left turns from the hwy 34 bypass northbound onto 20/34
westbound (signal just east of the bridge) during peak travel times, obvious
and easy changes could be made to reduce congestion and wait times. That
said, congestion is NOT a sign of an under-capacity roadway - it's the sign of
opportunities to invest in intercity transit, rail and other measures. Any effort
to replace an entire bridge like Van Buren before implementing simple,
cheap, 21st Century changes to signals calls into question the competence of
ODOT. If the OTC is not aware of the nuances of this particular project, I'd
be glad to discuss further my 20 years of observations.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I urge you to support the NonHighway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway
scenario does the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end
the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling. It's my
personal experience that highways and roadways with adequate bike and
pedestrian infrastructure are the most wholstic and welcoming. Think of US
26 in Prineville: a sea of cars and trucks. Now imagine it with a two way
cycletrack on one side of the street with locals and tourists alike biking
throughout Prineville on this spine bikeway. The future of transportation
planning is total people throughput, not just vehicle or freight. We need to
plan our budgets now for a future with fewer cars. Thank you for your
consideration. Sincerely, Paxton Rothwell
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP

Comment

Dear Oregon Transportation Commissioners, I urge you to support the NonHighway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway
scenario does the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end
the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking and rolling. Bicycling is a
fun, easy, and safe way to get around as long as leaders are willing to invest
in it. Bicycles and their infrastructure are also significantly cheaper than
vehicles, allowing for citizens and governments alike to save money.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

Oregon Transportation Commissioners, Please support the Non-Highway
Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP. The Non-Highway scenario does
the most to address equity, fight the climate crisis, and to end the epidemic of
traffic violence for people walking and rolling. Non-highway projects create
4 more jobs per $1M spent than highway projects (Source: AARP) Thank
you for your time, Shawne Martinez
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November 24, 2020

Oregon Transportation Commission
Attn: Commission Assistant
355 Capitol Street NE, MS11
Salem, OR 97301-3871
Dear Commissioner Van Brocklin,
I am contacting you on behalf of the Board of Directors for the Salem Area Mass Transit
District (SAMTD). As a provider of public transportation services in the mid-Willamette Valley
region, we believe public transportation plays a critical role in the overall comprehensive
make up of our state’s transportation system.
As you are fully aware, Oregon’s transportation needs are great, and currently far exceed
the resources at hand to provide the levels of service desperately needed by Oregonians
and others visiting our state. As growth occurs, so does demand on our infrastructure, and
while it is tempting to take a singular approach to addressing this need by building more roads,
there must be a broader perspective.
At SAMTD, we believe that the ability to meet our community’s needs should not be measured
simply in vehicular throughput, but by throughput of people and freight. The more efficiently
a system is designed to improve the throughput of people and freight, the lower the vehicular
volumes will be, thus reducing the impact on the built infrastructure. A reduction in overall
vehicular volume will also greatly help with the reduction of greenhouse gas production,
which is a major contributor to global climate change.
We are contacting you and your fellow commissioners now, because you will soon choose
a funding scenario that will shape how Oregon allocates transportation dollars in the STIP.
This decision by the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) will decide if Oregon will
choose a path that attempts to build its way out of congestion, while ignoring the increase
in vehicle emissions with more vehicles on the road; or will Oregon choose to build a more
comprehensive transportation system that improves the ability to move people and freight,
while reducing congestion and vehicle greenhouse gas production.

\\Cherriots\Skt\General Manager\Galeazzi\BOD\Correspondence (B.3.5.3)\11-24-20 LTR OTC STIF Funding Davidson.Docx

As a public transportation provider, we support the latter of these two options when it comes
to funding priorities. At the November 19, 2020 meeting of the SAMTD Board of Directors, a
motion was unanimously passed directing the Board President to write this letter to the OTC
in support of the Non-Highway or the Non-Highway/Safety funding scenario currently being
considered by the OTC. In writing this letter, we respectfully request the OTC to select one of
these two options to guide the development of Oregon’s transportation investments in the
future.
Sincerely,

Ian Davidson, President
Salem Area Mass Transit District
Ian.davidson@cherriots.org
(503) 588-2424
cc:

Board of Directors, SAMTD
Allan Pollock – General Manager, SAMTD
Steve Dickey – Director of Technology and Program Management, SAMTD
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

2024-2027 STIP package

Comment

The status quo isn’t working. Our transportation system produces nearly 40%
of Oregon’s GHG pollution, kills nearly 500 people a year, chokes our
communities with air toxics, and fails to fully serve people who don’t have
reliable access to a private vehicle. The system is also inefficient and
expensive and takes up a lot of space. We also know that the approach of
expanding roads leads to more driving (and the air pollution and traffic
injuries and deaths that come with driving) and doesn’t reduce congestion.
We can’t keep going this way. We need a different approach. The most
recently approved STIP project package, like all the preceding STIPs, will
increase GHG pollution. The next package of STIP projects- which will be
built five years in the future, when climate change impacts are even more
stark, and will affect transportation behavior for decades beyond that - must
look dramatically different from the last package. Rethinking this paradigm
is not a loss; it’s an opportunity to make the system work better in every way.
For example, maintenance and projects focused on transit, biking and
walking not only better meet climate and equity goals; they also provide
more jobs per dollar than road-building because the money is spent on the
workers, not land acquisition. We have to focus on moving people and
goods, not vehicles. As Oregon continues to grow, we will need to move
more people and goods through our system, and we need to do this without
expanding roads. We need to make it easier, more convenient and safer for
people to get around our state without a private car. We will do this by
investing in transit, biking and walking across the state, and supporting
compact, walkable community development. OTC should focus on funding
STIP projects in the Non-Highway category. The STIP 2024-2027 package
must reduce greenhouse gas pollution and improve equity outcomes. Oregon
can be a good custodian of public money, public health and public space by
refocusing its decisionmaking on equity and climate outcomes. As the STIP
package develops, it must be evaluated on the following criteria: Just and
equitable. We need a system that allows Oregonians of all ages and abilities
to get safely, affordably, and conveniently where we need to go, and that
does not burden communities with air pollution, traffic injuries and deaths, or
the impacts of climate change. Reduces greenhouse gas pollution. We must
reduce vehicle miles traveled and the carbon intensity of fuels, and transition

to zero-emission technologies. It is time for the OTC to show climate
leadership, and invest differently than it has in the past. If ODOT prioritizes
climate, it’s time to show that with ODOT’s spending choices. The 20242027 STIP package should invest as much as possible in non-highway
projects. This category of spending best supports Oregon’s equity and
climate goals.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

STIP funding scenarios; Choose "Non Highway" scenario

Comment

The other night someone died trying to cross McLoughlin Blvd. They would
still be alive if ODOT had installed a marked crosswalk at the intersection.
People keep dying on ODOT's orphaned highways, and any funding scenario
that doesn't focus on making these streets safe to use on foot or on bike is
unacceptable. Select the "Non highway scenario". It doesn't earmark enough
revenue for Bike/Ped projects, but it's much better than the other options.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Take climate impacts seriously

Comment

ODOT always claims be considering climate change, but goes ahead with
projects that increase automobile use and GHG emissions. If we're lucky,
someone finds a few spare dollars in a budget for a token piece of poorly
designed and executed multi-modal infrastructure. STOP IT! Oregonians are
sick of hearing talk of how ODOT is going to apply a "climate lens" when
transportation is a huge contributor to GHG, and ODOT is the agency
responsible for the situation getting worse EVERY SINGLE YEAR.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the non-highway STIP plan for 2024-2017

Comment

Dear transportation commissioners, I urge you to support the non-highway
scenario for 2024-2027 STIP funding. This choice is the best one for equity,
climate, safety, and even reducing congestion. We know that too many
people who walk, bike, or roll without a car are injured or killed by car
drivers. We know that we have to drastically reduce vehicle emissions to
address climate change. And we know that the long term solution to
congestion with Oregon's growing population will be getting people out of
cars, not building more roads. Frankly I am terrified for my 2-year old's
future (will we have a livable climate?) but also for his day to day survival as
we navigate our roads and streets. Choose what's best for his future ... and for
all our kids. Thank you, Lily
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

More Bike and Pedestrian Infrastructure Funding

Comment

Please devote a larger portion of the STIP funds to bike and pedestrian
infrastructure projects. People need good alternatives to driving. The lack of
bike and pedestrian infrastructure statewide makes many people feel unsafe
when they travel my means other than a car. This causes more traffic, more
pollution, more noise and more climate change.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Allocation of Transportation Dollars in the STIP | Non-Hwy / Non-Hwy
Safety Funds

Comment

Dear Commissioner Van Brocklin, I am contacting you on behalf of the
Board of Directors for the Salem Area Mass Transit District (SAMTD). As a
provider of public transportation services in the mid-Willamette Valley
region, we believe public transportation plays a critical role in the overall
comprehensive make up of our state’s transportation system. As you are fully
aware, Oregon’s transportation needs are great, and currently far exceed the
resources at hand to provide the levels of service desperately needed by
Oregonians and others visiting our state. As growth occurs, so does demand
on our infrastructure, and while it is tempting to take a singular approach to
addressing this need by building more roads, there must be a broader
perspective. At SAMTD, we believe that the ability to meet our community’s
needs should not be measured simply in vehicular throughput, but by
throughput of people and freight. The more efficiently a system is designed
to improve the throughput of people and freight, the lower the vehicular
volumes will be, thus reducing the impact on the built infrastructure. A
reduction in overall vehicular volume will also greatly help with the
reduction of greenhouse gas production, which is a major contributor to
global climate change. We are contacting you and your fellow
commissioners now, because you will soon choose a funding scenario that
will shape how Oregon allocates transportation dollars in the STIP. This
decision by the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) will decide if
Oregon will choose a path that attempts to build its way out of congestion,
while ignoring the increase in vehicle emissions with more vehicles on the
road; or will Oregon choose to build a more comprehensive transportation
system that improves the ability to move people and freight, while reducing
congestion and vehicle greenhouse gas production. As a public transportation
provider, we support the latter of these two options when it comes to funding
priorities. At the November 19, 2020 meeting of the SAMTD Board of
Directors, a motion was unanimously passed directing the Board President to
write this letter to the OTC in support of the Non-Highway or the NonHighway/Safety funding scenario currently being considered by the OTC. In
writing this letter, we respectfully request the OTC to select one of these two
options to guide the development of Oregon’s transportation investments in

the future. Sincerely, Ian Davidson, President Salem Area Mass Transit
District Ian.davidson@cherriots.org (503) 588-2424 cc: Board of Directors,
SAMTD Allan Pollock – General Manager, SAMTD Steve Dickey –
Director of Technology and Program Management, SAMTD
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject

Center climate action and climate justice

Comment

Transportation makes up about 40% of Oregon's greenhouse gas emissions.
We need to make climate action and climate justice the center of any action.
All Oregon state investments in transportation must be judged by their return
on investment for making meaningful, equitable climate impact.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Scenario

Comment

The only STIP option which significantly increases funding for bicycle and
pedestrian improvements is the Non-Highway Scenario. Cyclists and
pedestrians urgently need investments in safety and accessibility
improvements across the state, particularly on high-crash corridors like 82nd
Ave in Portland and Clackamas. Additionally, if ODOT is at all serious about
addressing the climate crisis (and fulfilling their obligations pursuant to
executive order 20-04), it's time for them to put their money where their
mouth is and LEAD THE PACK with a more holistic vision for statewide
transportation policy moving forward.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

The next STIP should focus on non-highway projects

Comment

The upcoming STIP is an opportunity to address the Governor's order to
reduce greenhouse gases and improve the movement of people and goods in
our state. As someone who drove over the I-205 Glenn Jackson bridge the
first day it opened on my commute between Portland and Camas, I can testify
that building more or wider highways does not improve transportation in the
long run. Well-thought-out mass transit is the only option for decreasing
congestion in urban areas. It also decreases greenhouse gases and increases
transportation equity, as the need for a privately-owned car is lessened.
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What
would you
like to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Choose Non-Highway Scenario

Comment

I do not feel safe walking, biking, and riding transit. Please choose the nonhighway scenario in the STIP. This scenario would invest more funds in
active transportation needs.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the non-highway scenario

Comment

The non-highway scenario is a better use of Oregon's funds because it: *
targets the huge cost ongoing cost of pedestrian deaths due to inadequate
road safety designs * encourages behavior that mitigates climate change *
supports local businesses by improving conditions for local travel The
highway program for years has benefited mostly people who want to bypass
the best of Oregon. It's time to balance years of investment in high-speed
travel with a new focus safety, pedestrians, bicycles and e-bikes, and on short
distance transportation.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the non-highway scenario

Comment

The non-highway scenario is a better use of Oregon's funds because it: *
targets the huge cost ongoing cost of pedestrian deaths due to inadequate
road safety designs * encourages behavior that mitigates climate change *
supports local businesses by improving conditions for local travel The
highway program for years has benefited mostly people who want to bypass
the best of Oregon. It's time to balance years of investment in high-speed
travel with a new focus safety, pedestrians, bicycles and e-bikes, and on short
distance transportation.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Road Improvements

Comment

Population in Portland and Metro areas have increased significantly.
Unfortunately our road infrastructure has not kept the pace. Our roads
desperately need to be widened to accommodate more traffic. My daughter
graduated from Oregon State. When we made the drive between portland and
corvalis, dangerous slow downs happened due to road width changes. At the
same time we need to be more bicycle friendly and make sure our roads are
MSTIP. 99 in Tigard has become a major commute route. What is being
done to accommodate the traffic? The road needs to be widened. Better bike
lanes added. Businesses need to move to a side road access point as much as
possible. Having multiple entries and exits requires the speed of the road to
be maintained to unreasonably slow. The 99 Overpass in Tigard is
particularly problematic. Traffic tends to be faster through there. Was a
traffic study done after widening 99 between the overpass and 217? Maybe
the speed should have been increased? Certainly we should be workinig
toward that. Also if the intent is to maintain the current 35 MPH speed and it
is important enough to install speed monitors on traffic lights, then the
flashing lights - like in school zones - need to be added . Certainly the cost of
these is reasonable now that we have progressed further into the digital age.
Also with respect to the Tigard Overpass - it is exceptionally problematic for
Bicycles. It either needs MSTIP or an innovative new lane at Tigard City
level for a Bicycle bypass of the town congestion - so it does not take a major
new bridge - just some innovative rerouting of the bike lane. There are
similar issues where 99 crosses the Tualatin river. Both of these are
exceptionally dangerous for Bicycles and makes it so I never want to ride on
99. Hoping for a direct light rail between Tigard and Downtown Portland.
Understand that when you operate a transportation system, it needs to suit the
commute who use it. I have an electrical engineering degree and I design
computer / digital circuits. Sometimes our work day runs a normal schedule,
but some times it runs late. If the transportation ends before I leave work, that
is a problem. As a well paid employee, I am not willing to take a route that
makes a 15 to 30 minute commute into 1 + hours. Hence, if you are going to
have light rail transportation - like WES, then it needs to run as a service not just during popular times. Maybe COVID has changed everything and
people like me will continue working from home and only need to commute

once a week for meetings. That would be awesome.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

I favor the Non-Highway option

Comment

I urge you to select the Non-Highway option from the five funding scenarios.
We've all seen what auto-centric transportation development has done to our
environment; it's time to reverse these impacts and focus on a future of lowimpact, low-carbon transportation. Thanks.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Needed transportation system changes

Comment

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the STIP process, and the
outreach effort. I participated in the STIP webinar earlier this month and
have some follow-up concerns. My concern is that it appears that that the
STIP is moving forward with little regard to climate impacts. I recognize
they are being considered, but I do not see anything that will assure the
process and resulting projects will truly impact greenhouse gas emissions and
legislatively established goals nor the Governor’s Executive Order. I would
like to suggest that ODOT establish an overarching GHG reduction goal for
this STIP round. Such a goal is needed to provide some assurance that the
climate goals and EO will be met. Until there is such a goal for what needs to
be done to meet the climate goals and EO in the STIP, it seems ODOT is
moving forward doing much the same as has been done, which clearly is
contrary to what is needed. Further, a GHG reduction measurement tool is
needed for the total of all projects to be funded to assure we meet the annual
goal and the EO and climate goal. I strongly urge you to provide a process
that will be a step forward in meeting emission goals and addresses the EO.
Thank you.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject

2024-2027 STIP

Comment

I am writing to SUPPORT investing in STIP projects that will help alleviate
traffic congestion on highways.. I was urged to oppose any investing outside
the non-highway category, but as a person on a fixed income, I'm constantly
frustrated by anti-car transportation planning that seems to be focused solely
for the benefit of pedestrians and cyclists. This is not the way the vast
majority of people need to get around. It is not equitable and favors largely
white, young, physically-able people. While I enjoy taking public
transportation, it very often does not accomodate my needs. I, like the vast
majority of people (80%? 90%?) have to rely on a car.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Choose the Non-Highway scenario

Comment

if we are serious about tackling climate change we need to reduce our
transportation carbon footprint. Please follow the non-highway scenario while not ideal, it is a much better path forward than the other strategies.
Thank you,
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP Funding Scenario

Comment

I urge you to support the Non-Highway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027
STIP. The Non-Highway scenario does the most to address equity, fight the
climate crisis, and protect walkers, bikers, and other travelers who aren't
using dangerous and damaging vehicles in which to travel. When visiting
cities around the US, those with protected bike lanes and wide, safe spaces to
walk are consistently the most beautiful, welcoming, prosperous, and
desirable. Please consider improving our region by beautifying and
prioritizing and encouraging non-damaging travel. This builds community
and uplifts the entire spirit and economy of the space, for a fraction of the
cost of driving improvements, which seem to only serve to cause more
collisions.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Must prioritize climate change

Comment

The selection of the 'Non-highway' scenario provides the best long-term
survivability of the state by prioritizing transportation investment in areas
that better serve to minimize detrimental contributions to climate change.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

future STIP funding allocation

Comment

Choosing any other option than the one which reduces VMT, emissions, and
encourages non-personal vehicle forms of transit is the only reasonable
choice in the current climate emergency. funding for roads and highways
should be cut, their width reduced, and maintenance neglected in favor of
alternatives such as rail, cycling, and public transit.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Support the Non-Highway STIP

Comment

I urge you to support the Non-Highway Funding Scenario for the 2024-2027
STIP. The Non-Highway scenario does the most to address equity, fight the
climate crisis, and to end the epidemic of traffic violence for people walking
and rolling. Not only does investing in SOV infrastructure directly increase
green house gas emissions (Transportation accounts for 40% of carbon
emissions in the state. Source: Oregon DEQ), but investing in SOV
infrastructure is a bad economic investment. Non-highway projects create 4
more jobs per $1M spent than highway projects (Source: AARP). Nonhighway infrastructure is more permanent, requiring less maintenance costs
over its lifetime. Non-highway investments are safer for Oregonians. There is
a reason that so many Americans spend so much money every year visiting
Europe and it is not because of their highways! It is long passed time that
Oregon stops investing in outdated 20th century transportation ideas and
invests in projects that will propel us as leaders in the 21st century.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

STIP scenarios and syncing with 2023 transportation landscape and it
funding

Comment

Comments to OTC for meeting on December 1, 2020 Re: funding for the
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program(STIP) for 2024-2027.
Please see attached file Respectfully, Helen Kennedy Marcola, Oregon
Attachment A Relevant excerpts from Paragraph 3 of Executive Order 20-04
on Climate Paragraph 3, in relevant parts states: … the state commissions
and state agencies are directed to take the following actions: GHG Reduction
Goals. Agencies shall exercise any and all authority and discretion vested in
them by law to help facilitate Oregon’s achievement of [the EOs] GHG
reduction goals... Expedited Agency Processes. To the full extent allowed by
law, agencies shall prioritize and expedite any processes and procedures …
that could accelerate reductions in GHG emissions. Agency Decisions. To
the full extent allowed by law, shall consider and integrate climate change,
climate change impacts, and the state’s GHG reduction goals into their
planning, budgets, investment and policy making decisions. While carrying
out that directive, agencies are directed to: Prioritize actions that reduce GHG
emissions in a cost-effective manner; Prioritize actions that will help
vulnerable populations and impacted communities adapt to climate change
impacts; and Consult with the Environmental Justice Task Force when
evaluating climate change mitigation and adaptation priorities and actions.
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

Concerns with the 2024-2027 STIP

Comment

To Chair Van Brocklin and Commission Members The proposed scenarios
for the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Plan do not represent the
urgency of Oregon's need to dramatically accelerate equity-balanced, GHG
emissions reduction policies. The draft plan presented on November 2, 2020
proposed allocating $180M out of $2200M (less than 10%) of the total
budget to the seven goals of Multimodal Mobility, Climate Mitigation, Social
Equity, Climate Adaption, Congestion Relief, Safety, and State of Good
Repair. I believe that this proposed allocation is wholly inadequate to face
our critical emissions reduction needs and climate adaptation, much less the
other five goals which also important. We can and must do better.
Transportation emission reductions are perhaps the most readily and rapidly
achieved among the many sectors of our state economy. With the right
statewide strategy, we can anticipate rapid adoption of electric vehicles
(EVs) in the vast majority of vehicle classes within the 2024-2027 period and
the few remaining vehicle classes shortly thereafter. This can be supported
and encouraged by incentives as well as the build-out of EV support
technology. The Oregon Global Warming Commission has suggested clearly
achievable transportation investments to advance critical climate goals: *
Condition STIP funding for MPO Scenario Planning where applicable, using
analyses for carbon outcomes and integrate carbon reduction into state
transportation funding * To increase efficiencies and timeliness, transit
agencies should be adoption Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service on appropriate
arterial roadways. Where BRT is not possible or more difficult, bus service
should be given priority passage. * Incentivize bicycle use with safety
measures and interconnected, separated land networks * Develop pedestrian
network accessibility and connectivity * Consider the need to connect to
transit for pedestrians and cyclists * Adopt Mode-Blind Transportation
Planning and Funding, using tools calibrated to achieve a certain level of
GHG emissions as well as other outcomes * Support Transportation
Electrification On a final note, I strongly support the Oregon Transportation
Commission's move towards congestion pricing. However, that move is
coming too slowly. We need to start changing driving habits for most of our
citizens. We need to dramatically reduce greenhouse emissions and the
fastest, cheapest way to do that is drive fewer miles. Thank you for your

consideration Daniel Frye, PhD OLCV Metro Climate Action Team (MCAT)
Name

Daniel Frye
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danieldfrye@gmail.com
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject

road funding

Comment

I'm75 yrs old and gave up my car to decrease my carbon footprint. I bike,
walk, and use public transportation. If I can do it, others can. 1, You need to
at least stop funding new roads. 2. A lot of money is spent on private
contractors to build new roads. That money should be used for free charging
stations for electric cars. That would at least give some incentive for people
to buy electric cars. 3.Transportation Commission money should go to grants
to public transportation to decrease Co2 pollution.
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Tommy E Dunn
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tomdunn@hotmail.com
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Department of Transportation
Transportation Region 1
123 NW Flanders St.
Portland, OR 97209-4012
(503) 731-8200
Fax: (503) 731-8259

November 24, 2020
Chair Van Brocklin,
The R1ACT’s views on the funding allocation decision are as diverse as the region’s communities. Every
one of the scenarios is seen as the best by one or more of our members and no scenario appears to have a
higher level of support than the rest. There are some comments that appear from multiple members and
themes that emerge from the comments:
1. Some values were cross-cutting. For example, many jurisdictions would like ODOT to incorporate
climate and equity into every project, not just certain categories.
2. Similarly, safety should be an objective on every project.
3. Several jurisdictions recommend an emphasis on ODOT’s orphan highways, including eligibility for
improvements in the Enhance program.
4. Several comments recognize the needs of rural areas and smaller jurisdictions and their limited
opportunities to access capital investment.
5. Investments should be coordinated by corridor to address more than one outcome.
6. Several jurisdictions expressed concern about the effectiveness of the ARTS program. Most said
they would like any increased safety funding spent on more impactful projects than were generated in
past STIP cycles.
7. The need for investment in state of good repair remains great across the system and fix-it projects can
support other goals, such as safety, equity, climate and multimodal mobility.
In light of the fact that we are unable to agree on a single scenario, we recommend any combination of
enhance, enhance safety, and safety non-highway. In addition, to ensure every voice is heard, we’ve
attached each individual comment letter received by the R1ACT for your review.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback and we look forward to continued participation in
development of the 2024-2027 STIP.
Sincerely,

Commissioner Roy Rogers, Chair
Region 1 Area Commission on Transportation

To:

Region 1 ACT

From: Chris Warner, Director, Portland Bureau of Transportation
Date: November 9, 2020
Re:

Comments on 2024-27 STIP Scenarios

Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional feedback on the 2024-27 STIP. The following is my
response:
1. Which of the five scenarios is the "best" choice?
We generally prefer Scenario 2 Non-Highway and Scenario 3 Safety / Non-Highway. However,
if we advance scenario 3, we want to focus on safety more broadly than the ARTS
program. Under both scenarios we want to ensure enhanced funding for streets like 82nd
Avenue – including federal partnerships.
2. What are 2-3 reasons that make it the best?
The City of Portland appreciates the OTC and ODOT’s desire to use the 2024-27 STIP as a way of
eliminating systemic and institutional barriers to achieving key equity, climate, and safety goals.
We commend you prioritizing these values in the recently adopted strategic plan and the
acknowledgement that we need to do things differently to achieve these goals.
We used this guidance and the following ODOT evaluation to inform our recommendation.

Based on this evaluation, we prefer Scenario 2 (over a non-modified Scenario 3), for the
following reasons:
1. Scenario Two Non-Highway is the only scenario that has “Much Better” performance
relative to the baseline for Social Equity
2. Scenario Two Non-Highway is the only scenario that has “Much Better” performance
relative to the baseline for Climate – GHG Mitigation
3. Scenario Two Non-Highway is the only scenario that has “Much Better” performance
relative to the baseline for Multimodal Equity (key to achieving Social Equity and
Climate goals)
3. What is the main risk of this choice and how can we mitigate it?
We believe that main risk in selecting Scenario 2 or Scenario 3 without an urban arterial
safety focus, is a lack of funding for key safety investments on substandard state-owned
urban arterials that are key to meeting our climate, safety, and equity goals. Many local
governments (including Portland) are concerned that the existing ARTS program is not
effectively addressing this need. We believe that improvements to the existing Safety
Program (including the inclusion of a program focused on ODOT owned sub-standard
arterials) would substantially increase the Social Equity, Climate – GHG Mitigation, and
Safety scores potentially making Scenario 3 the best option. We would appreciate ODOT’s
assistance in evaluating modifications to this option. Specifically, we are interested how we
can ensure that we maximize potential federal funding that may be available for funding on
critical safety and high capacity transit facilities like 82nd Avenue.
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Dear R1 ACT
Thank you for giving us this opportunity to way in on the OTC funding allocation.
I would prefer S4.
As an economist, I quite often prefer governance where taxes are used to provide communal
operations for what is being taxed. It is a more efficient tax to use fuel tax to provide
infrastructure for the fuel using vehicles that are being taxed.
To mitigate other opinions, I would recommend taxing bicycles and , or paths for the cost of
there infrastructure. Again, this would be a more efficient tax as those needing the resource
would actually be paying for it.
Mike Oates
Hood River County
On 11/4/2020 12:11 PM, Region 1 Area Commission on Transportation wrote:
Hello,
We hope you were able to attend yesterday's webinar about the STIP. If you
missed it or can't wait to tell friends/family about it, we have the link available
here (The password is 110220STIPwebinar and it appears to be slow to load). The
90 minutes were divided almost evenly between three parts: staff presentation,
Q&A and public comments so if you're mainly interested in the briefing, you can
expect it to last about 30 minutes.
The next task is to prepare a letter from the R1ACT to the OTC regarding the
funding allocation decision. Here is how we plan to do this:
November 9: Deadline to send your comments to R1 staff
November 16: R1 staff will compile all of your comments into a table and
develop a draft letter for ACT review
November 23: Supplemental R1ACT meeting to finalize letter
The OTC is focused on choosing among the five funding scenarios. Please use the
following questions to structure your comments:
1. Which of the five scenarios is the "best" choice?
2. What are 2-3 reasons that make it the best?
3. What is the main risk of this choice and how can we mitigate it?
Please send your answers to those three questions, and any other 24-27 STIP
comments you want to include, to Region1ACT@odot.state.or.us.
In addition, please remember that ACT members are required to complete two online

trainings by the end of the calendar year. We will discuss our progress toward that
objective at our meeting on 11/23. Please try to finish your training before that date.
Ask for help if you need it!

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Jon,
Here's my comment on the STIP:
My main observation is that if you look at the scorecard, the areas where ODOT is failing is
with Climate GHG Mitigation (D-) and Multimodal Gaps (D). If there are limited resources,
the agency needs to double down on failing areas to get it to a C grade which is average. The
only option that does that is the Non-Highway option. In the areas of Safety (B-) and
Congestion (B), the agency is already doing well. ODOT certainly can do better but with
limited funds, you need to focus on failing areas to bring up to average level over the next
STIP cycle.  
Thanks,
Hau
On Mon, Nov 9, 2020 at 10:47 AM Region 1 Area Commission on Transportation
<Region1ACT@odot.state.or.us> wrote:
Hello,
A short email for you this week but there are key deadlines and requests for actions. Please
let me know if you need additional information.
Thank you for your attention,
Jon
1. Reminder: Please send in your comments on the OTC's STIP funding allocation
decision
We have asked for your comments by today (11/9) so that we can compile your input
and share it next week in advance of our meeting on 11/23, which will focus on this
topic. We will incorporate comments as they arrive; we want you to have plenty of
time to review a draft before the meeting. Here are the questions we hope you will
address:
a. Which of the five scenarios is the "best" choice?
b. What are 2-3 reasons that make it the best?
c. What is the main risk of this choice and how can we mitigate it?
2. Call for volunteers: review applications for STIF grants

The OTC will use input from the ACT to distribute awards under two public
transportation funding opportunities: STIF Discretionary Fund and Statewide Transit
Network Program. Because of our meeting schedule, we have a very narrow window
to address this duty. Therefore, we are seeking volunteers who can receive and review
grant materials within the week of November 30th. This group will probably meet
(virtually) on Friday, 12/4. If you are interested and able to participate within these
parameters, please reply to this email.
3. Reminder: upcoming meetings
a. Monday, November 23: This is a supplemental meeting specifically to discuss
the 2024-27 STIP Funding Allocation Decision. The meeting is scheduled to start
at 5:30 on Zoom.
b. Monday, December 7: This is our regular bi-monthly meeting. The main agenda
items include STIP, STIF grants and the Urban Mobility Office's Comprehensive
Congestion Management Plan. The meeting is scheduled to start at 5:30 on
Zoom.

-Associate Director
TREC at Portland State University
National Institute for Transportation & Communities
Initiative for Bicycle & Pedestrian Innovation
(Pronouns: she/her/hers)
1900 SW 4th Ave, Suite 175, Portland, OR 97201
hagedorn@pdx.edu • 503.725.2833 • @haupdx
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HI,
Well my inclination is to select S4-Fix-It as there is a persistent need to fix things. However that
might be the state of affairs long-term.
The S3 to me strikes a good balance of both Fix-It and other categories that will help in some main
goals.
Given these scenarios, the project breakdown will be the critical item to select from.
Smaller cities and counties have less access to monies that large cities such as Portland, it is a priority
to have smaller cities and counties to be sufficiently funded.
So for now I will go with S3.
Thanks,
Pia
From: MAKLER Jon <Jon.MAKLER@odot.state.or.us> On Behalf Of Region 1 Area Commission on
Transportation
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Andi Howell <ahowell@ci.sandy.or.us>; Bill Avison <bill@avison.com>; Bill Merchent
<billmerchant@me.com>; Chris Warner <chris.warner@portlandoregon.gov>; Commissioner Mike
Oates <mike.oates@co.hood-river.or.us>; Commissioner Paul Savas <psavas@clackamas.us>;
Commissioner Roy Rogers <royr@rascpas.com>; Concilor Erick Haynie
<erick.haynie@cityofhoodriver.com>; Councilor Craig Dirksen <craig.dirksen@oregonmetro.gov>;
Councilor Jerry Hinton <Jerry.Hinton@GreshamOregon.gov>; Councilor Markley Drake
<markleyd@happyvalleyor.gov>; Councilor Theresa Kohlhoff <tkohlhoff@ci.oswego.or.us>; DITZLER
Phillip <phillip.ditzler@dot.gov>; Doug Kelsey <kelseyd@trimet.org>; Hau Hagedorn
<hagedorn@pdx.edu>; Ivo Trummer <Ivo.Trummer@portofportland.com>; Jess Groves
<jgroves@portofcascadelocks.org>; Jessica Vega Pederson <district3@multco.us>; Jon Davies
<jon@columbiariverins.com>; Mayor Brian Hodson <hodsonb@ci.canby.or.us>; Mayor Denny Doyle
<ddoyle@beavertonoregon.gov>; Mayor Gery Schirado <gschirado@msn.com>; Mayor Jason Snider
<Jason@tigard-or.gov>; Megan Ramey <megan@bikabout.com>; Pam Treece
<ptreece@westsidealliance.org>; Pia Welch <pswelch@fedex.com>; Steve Callaway
<steve.callaway@hillsboro-oregon.gov>; Sumi Malik <Sumi.Malik@hdrinc.com>; WINDSHEIMER Rian
M <Rian.M.WINDSHEIMER@odot.state.or.us>; Zack Culver <zculver@local737.org>; Philip Wu
<philwu@alumni.stanford.edu>; DITZLER Phillip <phillip.ditzler@dot.gov>
Cc: Anne Buzzini <Anne.Buzzini@oregonmetro.gov>; Art Pearce <art.pearce@portlandoregon.gov>;
Ayres Palanuk <palanukk@trimet.org>; Ben Bryant <benb@happyvalleyor.gov>; Bernie Bottomly
<bottomlb@trimet.org>; Bob Kellett <bob.kellett@portlandoregon.gov>; BROUSSARD Lucinda
<Lucinda.BROUSSARD@odot.state.or.us>; Buff Brown <buffb@tigard-or.gov>; Chris Fick
<chris.fick@multco.us>; Chris Strong <chris.strong@greshamoregon.gov>; Chris Warner
<chris.warner@portlandoregon.gov>; Christina Deffebach
<christina_deffebach@co.washington.or.us>; CLINE Emily <emily.cline@dot.gov>; CRISWELL Karyn C

<Karyn.C.CRISWELL@odot.state.or.us>; Don Odermott <don.odermott@hillsboro-oregon.gov>;
Drenda Howatt <drendahowatt@clackamas.us>; Duncan Hwang <duncan@apano.org>; Emerald
Bogue <Emerald.Bogue@portofportland.com>; FINN Brendan C
<Brendan.C.FINN@odot.state.or.us>; FREITAG Matthew D * Matt
<Matthew.D.FREITAG@odot.state.or.us>; Gary Schmidt <gschmidt@co.clackamas.or.us>; CHO
Grace <grace.cho@oregonmetro.gov>; HAAS Patty <Patty.HAAS@odot.state.or.us>; Hayden Miller
<district3@multco.us>; Heidi Ochsner <heidi.ochsner@co.hood-river.or.us>; Jamie Lorenzini
<jaimiel@happyvalleyor.gov>; Jamie Stansy <JStasny@clackamas.us>; Jason Tuck
<jasont@happyvalleyor.gov>; Jean Senechal Biggs <Jbiggs@beavertonoregon.gov>; Jessica Berry
<jessica.berry@multco.us>; Joanne Bengston <Joanne@Tigard-or.gov>; Karen Buehrig
<karenb@co.clackamas.or.us>; Katherine Kelly <katherine.kelly@greshamoregon.gov>; Kathy
Fitzpatrick <kathy@mcedd.org>; Kimberley Angove <AngoveK@TriMet.org>; KRANSKY Gerik
<Gerik.Kransky@state.or.us>; Lisa Hunrichs <lisa.hunrichs@oregonmetro.gov>; MAKLER Jon
<Jon.MAKLER@odot.state.or.us>; Margi Bradway <margi.bradway@oregonmetro.gov>; Mark Lear
<mark.lear@portlandoregon.gov>; MOSIER Della D <Della.D.MOSIER@odot.state.or.us>; Pam
Thompson <pam.thompson@portofportland.com>; PELTZ Tova R <Tova.R.PELTZ@odot.state.or.us>;
PRICE Nathaniel <nathaniel.price@dot.gov>; PUTNEY Mandy <Mandy.PUTNEY@odot.state.or.us>;
Rachel Fuller <r.fuller@cityofhoodriver.com>; RADEMEYER Vaughan
<Vaughan.RADEMEYER@odot.state.or.us>; Raihana Ansary <raihana.ansary@oregon.gov>; Ree
Armitage <ree_armitage@wyden.senate.gov>; Rich McBride <RMcBride@co.hood-river.or.us>;
ROMERO Shelli <Shelli.ROMERO@odot.state.or.us>; SCARLETT Paul
<Paul.SCARLETT@odot.state.or.us>; Sheril Jensen <sheril.jensen@hillsboro-oregon.gov>; Shoshana
Cohen <shoshana.cohen@portlandoregon.gov>; Steve Williams <swilliams@co.clackamas.or.us>;
Sylvia Murphy <murphys@sherwoodoregon.gov>; Tara Krebs <taradk@rascpas.com>; LEYBOLD Ted
<ted.leybold@oregonmetro.gov>; Tracy Moreland <tracymor@clackamas.us>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] R1ACT: Comment Deadline Reminder, Call for Volunteers
Caution! This email originated outside of FedEx. Please do not open attachments or click links
from an unknown or suspicious origin.

Hello,
A short email for you this week but there are key deadlines and requests for actions. Please let
me know if you need additional information.
Thank you for your attention,
Jon
1. Reminder: Please send in your comments on the OTC's STIP funding allocation

decision
We have asked for your comments by today (11/9) so that we can compile your input
and share it next week in advance of our meeting on 11/23, which will focus on this
topic. We will incorporate comments as they arrive; we want you to have plenty of time
to review a draft before the meeting. Here are the questions we hope you will address:
a. Which of the five scenarios is the "best" choice?
b. What are 2-3 reasons that make it the best?
c. What is the main risk of this choice and how can we mitigate it?

2. Call for volunteers: review applications for STIF grants

The OTC will use input from the ACT to distribute awards under two public
transportation funding opportunities: STIF Discretionary Fund and Statewide Transit
Network Program. Because of our meeting schedule, we have a very narrow window to
address this duty. Therefore, we are seeking volunteers who can receive and review
grant materials within the week of November 30th. This group will probably meet
(virtually) on Friday, 12/4. If you are interested and able to participate within these
parameters, please reply to this email.
3. Reminder: upcoming meetings
a. Monday, November 23: This is a supplemental meeting specifically to discuss the

2024-27 STIP Funding Allocation Decision. The meeting is scheduled to start at
5:30 on Zoom.
b. Monday, December 7: This is our regular bi-monthly meeting. The main agenda
items include STIP, STIF grants and the Urban Mobility Office's Comprehensive
Congestion Management Plan. The meeting is scheduled to start at 5:30 on Zoom.

November 17th, 2020

Oregon Transportation Commission
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capitol Street NE, MS11 Salem, OR 97301-3871
RE: Comments on STIP Scenario Selection
Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2024-2027 State Transportation Improvement Plan
(STIP) scenario selection process.
We greatly appreciate you and your staff’s effort to ensure an inclusive and transparent STIP process.
We also share the goals and priorities of your Strategic Action Plan including Climate-GHG Mitigation,
Climate Adaptation/Resilience, Congestion Relief, Social Equity, Multimodal Mobility, Safety and State of
Good Repair as presented to the Oregon Transportation Commission on October 22nd, 2020.
Clackamas County has diverse needs for transportation funding and we appreciate the challenging
nature of striking the right balance within the scenario selection. While all of the funding catagories
are important we believe that the Enhance scenario strikes the right balance and we ask that the
commission select this scenario for the 2024-2027 STIP.
We look forward to the upcoming conversation regarding funding/program allocations after the
preferred scenario has been selected.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
CLACKAMAS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

Jim Bernard, Chair
On Behalf of the Clackamas County Board of Commissioners

Public Services Building
2051 Kaen Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
503-655-8581

November 18, 2020
Oregon Transportation Commission
Oregon Department of Transportation
355 Capitol Street NE, MS11
Salem, OR 97301-3871
Re: 2024-2027 State Transportation Improve Plan (STIP) Comments
Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners,
On behalf of the Clackamas County Coordinating Committee (C4), we are providing comment on the
2024-2027 State Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) with the intent to provide you with context
on the value of STIP funding to our communities and overview of priorities that are important to the
members of C4.
The STIP is an important tool for our rural communities to access federal funding for essential
improvements to the transportation system. The STIP has brought much needed investment to both the
urban and rural communities of Clackamas County, improving safety, creating multi-modal options
and performing critical maintenance functions on existing infrastructure including paving and bridge
replacements. Some examples include the roundabout installation on Highway 213 at Toliver,
planning and development for pedestrian crossings on 99E, culvert replacements on HWY 26 and
installation on HWY 211, the addition of a signal on HWY 224 at Monroe and the bridge replacement
along Knights Bridge Road over the Molalla River. Without this critical funding from the state, these
projects would not likely have been completed within this timeframe.
As housing prices inside the Metro UGB continue to rise families are being pushed to move further out
in order to obtain housing, yet are still working at jobs located inside the urban area. This takes a toll
on the rural state and local roads that now are carrying additional traffic created by this jobs housing
imbalance. The Safety, Enhance, Non-Highway and Fix-it programs are critical for supporting these
vital urban rural connections.
C4 shares the Strategic Action Plan goals and priorities of Climate-GHG Mitigation, Climate
Adaptation/Resilience, Congestion Relief, Social Equity, Multimodal Mobility, Safety and State of
Good Repair as presented to the Oregon Transportation Commission on October 22nd, 2020.
Balancing investments that support our region in reaching these shared goals and priorities while still
taking into consideration the varying needs that our diverse state has is challenging and complicated.
Promoting partnership among the County, its Cities and Special Districts

2024-2027 STIP Comments
Page | 2

C4 recognizes that there is no “one size fits all” approach to transportation infrastructure funding and
appreciates the nuanced approach that ODOT is working toward to provide a strong, connected,
modern transportation system.

We ask that you keep in mind that funding the Fix-it program is essential to improving Climate
Adaptation/Resilience, which is especially important to our rural communities. The need for a climate
resilient transportation system became very visible during the recent fires in our communities. We
must keep these facilities accessible and safe for all to use in case of emergency.
Funding for the Enhance program is also critical to keeping our residents safe in case of emergency.
The fires showed us again the challenges and danger that congestion causes when trying to evacuate an
emergency area.
In addition to Safety improvements, C4 would place increased emphasis on Social Equity and
Multimodal programming. However, we assert that this programming might look different for some
jurisdictions than others. For example, it’s easy to perceive transit station improvements in dense urban
areas where transit already exists. However, some transit programing may require road improvement
or lane additions to accommodate increased transit services, which is the case in many Clackamas
County communities where transit infrastructure may not yet exist.
In closing, C4 supports both the Enhance and Safety/Non-Highway scenarios. We recognize that
funding is limited but we see the need for a focus on Safety and multi-modal investment as well as
Enhancement of our current transportation system. Clackamas County has both urban and rural
communities and it is critical that all communities have a fair opportunity to access the STIP funds.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of these comments. We look forward to participating
further in this discussion as the STIP process advances.
Sincerely,

Chair Jim Bernard
C4 Co-chair

Mayor Brian Hodson
C4 Co-chair

C4 Membership: Clackamas County; the Clackamas Cities of Canby, Estacada, Gladstone, Happy
Valley, Lake Oswego, Milwaukie, Molalla, Oregon City, Rivergrove, Sandy, Tualatin, West Linn,
Wilsonville; Clackamas CPOs, Hamlets, and Special Districts; Ex Officio Members including Metro,
MPAC Citizen Port of Portland, Urban and Rural Transit

October 20, 2020

Robert Van Brocklin, Chair
Oregon Transportation Commission
355 Capitol Street, NE
Salem, Oregon 97301
RE: 2024-2027 State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)
Dear Chair Van Brocklin and members of the Oregon Transportation Commission:
The members of the Metro Council and the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
(JPACT) appreciate the opportunity to provide comment on the development of the 2024-2027
State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) and the thorough approach the Oregon
Transportation Commission (OTC) and the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) have
taken to the current STIP process. As the metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for the
Portland region, Metro is tasked with cooperatively developing the federal transportation
investments in our region with ODOT and our transit agencies. Given our role, we understand
the challenging discussion the Commission faces to decide how best to invest limited dollars to
achieve multiple goals; we also understand the impact that funding decisions have on the state’s
ability to meet performance metrics, achieve policy goals, and improve the lives of Oregonians.
Within this first phase of developing the 2024-2027 STIP, the Commission will make several
significant policy decisions which will set the course in how investments in the transportation
system will get identified, prioritized, and selected. In making these decisions, we respectfully
ask the Commission to consider the following comments.
Continue a transparent decision-making process for developing the 2024-2027 STIP by
allowing time for adequate consideration of stakeholders’ recommendations for this
important decision.
The region wants to thank the Commission for beginning the development of the 2024-2027
STIP in a transparent way. Due to the process so far, the region is aware of the different policy
goals and approaches which will guide the development of the 2024-2027 STIP. The Portland
region welcomes the new outcomes-based performance evaluation that will allow a deeper
understanding of the impacts of funding scenarios on achieving the Commission’s policy goals.
However, our understanding is that the results of this new performance evaluation will not be
released and shared with different stakeholder groups until late October. JPACT and the Metro
Council are concerned that our stakeholders will not have enough time to review the analysis
results and provide comment prior to the scheduled Commission decision on the funding
scenarios in early December. We ask the Commission to allow stakeholders the time to consider
this analysis, organize comments, and develop recommendations to the OTC before making a
decision on the final scenario. This may mean deferring the decision to the January 2021 OTC
meeting.

1

Provide direction to the 2024-2027 STIP to allow ODOT to address the comprehensive
needs of arterials in the Portland region.
JPACT and the Metro Council are fully aware that transportation resources are limited and
scarce, especially during this time; however, the needs in the Portland region are great. A longneglected area of need are the state-owned arterials. These facilities in the greater Portland
area have significant deterioration and are the sites of the greatest number of crashes leading to
fatalities and serious injuries. They also play a critical role in the state and region’s
transportation system, carrying upwards of 30,000 vehicles per day, serving as the routes for
some of the state’s busiest bus lines, and serving as the de facto main streets for many of the
region’s communities of color and ethnic small businesses. They are also in greatest need of
multi-modal improvements that can achieve state climate targets.
These state-owned arterials in the Portland region require a large combination of fix-it, enhance
highway, safety, and non-highway investments but the current STIP funding process creates
barriers to adequately addressing these needs. To address these barriers, we ask the OTC to
consider changes in the STIP process regarding project eligibility and prioritization criteria
within its funding allocation programs and/or to create a dedicated and adequately resourced
arterial funding program. Proposed changes to the existing funding allocation programs
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Greater emphasis on traffic volume and facility complexity in prioritizing fix-it funding
distributions
Increasing the proportion of revenue allocations to the Safety, Non-Highway, and
Enhance programs (as an alternative to creating a dedicated arterial program)
More flexibility in funding allocation program criteria to allow consolidating project
priorities across programs
Greater emphasis within ODOT regions on coordinating projects across ODOT funding
programs and leveraging outside funding sources
Greater emphasis on arterials in the prioritization criteria within ODOT funding
programs, and in some cases, recognition of where funding would facilitate a mutuallybeneficial jurisdictional transfer of ODOT facilities to interested local jurisdictions.

The metropolitan region has identified enormous need for these facilities to be improved. If we
address these needs together, it is clear that doing so would have a significant impact on our
ability to achieve shared regional and state policy goals, as identified in the Commission’s
Strategic Action Plan. To demonstrate our commitment, Metro has placed a funding measure on
the ballot that, if approved, will bring billions of dollars of investment to these facilities and
prime them for future federal funding opportunities that will bring new transportation dollars
to the state. We have also initiated, in partnership with ODOT, the technical and policy work to
facilitate jurisdictional transfer of ODOT facilities to local ownership, should the resources and
necessary agency commitment to achieve these agreements follow. ODOT has acknowledge the
immense need on these facilities, and investing in them is critical to meeting that state’s racial
equity, Vision Zero, and climate goals. This is the opportunity to update the STIP process to
allow ODOT the funding and administrative flexibility necessary to address the needs on these
state-owned arterials.

2

Continue to develop and invest in the highway system in the Portland Region in a manner
that reflects community values and public input.
The shared values of the OTC and the region should be the framework which ODOT continues to
develop and implement the existing project commitments identified by HB2017; the I-5 Rose
Quarter, I-205, and Highway 217 projects. Since 2017, JPACT and the Metro Council have
expressed to the OTC and the Oregon Legislature their ongoing support for these projects as
part of a comprehensive strategy to address congestion in the Portland region, including a
congestion pricing strategy. We request that ODOT continue to develop and fund these major
travel corridors with project elements that achieve our shared goals of equity, safety, climate
emissions reduction and congestion relief. Investment in ODOT’s existing HB2017
commitments need to be done in tandem with investment in the state-owned arterials to ensure
the transportation system not only serves the people who live and work in the region, but also
supports the livelihood of all Oregonians who depend on an efficient, well managed, multimodal
transportation system in the Portland metropolitan region to receive and get goods to market.
In closing, the Commission has a number of difficult choices to make to which will set the course
of direction for the 2024-2027 STIP. To have a STIP prepared by 2023 that is a reflection of the
Commission values, we urge the Commission to delay the decision on the 2024-2027 STIP until
the January 2021 meeting to allow stakeholders the time to digest the evaluation results,
coordinate with the Region 1 ACT and other stakeholder groups, and provide the Commission
feedback that helps identify potential solutions to the challenging decisions the Commission
faces. The intentional deliberation early in the STIP development process will bear outcomes
that provide mutual benefits to the state and local communities.
On behalf of the Portland metropolitan region, JPACT and the Metro Council, we appreciate the
opportunity to comment on the 2024-2027 STIP development. The region looks forward to
working in partnership with the Commission to best address and advance our shared goals.
Sincerely,

Shirley Craddick, Councilor, Metro Council
Chair of the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT)
On behalf JPACT

Lynn Peterson, President, Metro Council
On behalf of Metro Council
Cc:

Kris Strickler
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